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A Good, Plain farm Barn. 
A lew weeks ago we described, in the 
farmer, Ihe style of some of the many 
good barns we, have examined in various 
f rtions of the country, ar.d particularly 
!, w in the village of North Attleboro’, 
A lew days since by invitation of 
if proprietor, we visited a good barn 
o', ned by Win. l’ond, one ol' the largest 
a producers supplying the North At- 
ia-l'oro’ market. The larm is the old 
"ine-tead ol Ihe Tliayer family, in whose 
ame it has hern held lor more than sixty 
n s. and lies about two miles east of the 
..age of North Attleboro’, just within 
limits of the quiet, old rural town ot 
Wi'eiithani. The soil, though rough and 
■, is of excellent quality, producing 
a "MS', grain and fruit in abundance, with 
v urdinary care and cultivation. The 
are a mixture of small, round cob- 
brought from farther north during 
■ : e period, and a dark slate belonging 
the underlaying strata in the immedi- 
vi.unity. About fifty years ago con- 
if. ruble capital was expended in the en- 
i' to lii.d coal suitable lor fuel, but 
little success pecuniarily, two deep 
ii' having been sunk only to be aban- 
"d 1 here is, undoubtedly, coal here, 
ii I' not plenty enough or good enough 
worth mining at present 
I'ii- I n in is quite' small and formerly 
iM't only three or lour cows and a horse, 
since Mr. l’ond took hold of the helm 
i' gradually increased the amount of 
k. till now there are from twelve to 
\P n cows and two horses kept all the 
e. to -ay entiling of a half-dozen breed- 
swine of superior merit, with their 
nieious progeny. We found on the day 
ur visit thirteen as tine looking grade 
'vs as we have seen formally months, 
it ot which were giving, at the time, 
iverage of sixteen quarts each of milk 
v. and we should judge by the looks 
: c ■ iiditit-ii of the cows that the milk is 
h better quality than the iverage 
mi kmcii's milk. Cum meal and good 
■ ■ ml giass constitute their feed, the 
ki> uiiitm 
■ i it :ii required nenig 
..i iliitig over twenty bushel* lor all the 
I 1!i<* cows gel about a hall peek 
.!■ .. j.t tl are in a g.I beef coa- 
lition nearly all tlie lime. Mr. Pond com- 
his milk route a lew years ago 
no patron, lmt now Minis it neces- 
iim’two teani.~ in the delivery every 
barn which lias been recently re- 
!. enlarged and thoroughly repair- 
a model for warmth, economy, con- 
re and storage opacity, according 
ts si/e We took 1:0 measurements, 
'Mould judge it to be over forty feet 
■ ah' by nearly titty long, being nearly 
tsv on the ground. It is covered with 
w planed and matched boards laid 
tieally. and well nailed to horizontal 
.-is ami timbers, and well painted with 
-i oil paint. The frame is light, the 
imu's being only _x4 s|)ruee, but the root 
jiiito steep and well supported by heavy 
"in plates. The stables for the cows 
■ upon the south side, are well lighted, 
.. d very w ide. The walls are boarded 
de the joists with matched boards, 
ar to the Outside covering, and the 
■ de is separated lroui the other portions 
;iie barn by a tight board partition in 
"f the cows. 'Phis has doors which 
t\ be let down at feeding time and for 
ngneeded ventillation. The wallsof the 
de are so thorough' noii-condneting that 
'' is found impracticable to entirely close 
dtnirs and’windows during the severest 
'o r weather. In one corner of the 
is a brick cistern of the capacity of 
\ "i- eight hogsheads, which is kept eon- 
ouilly Idled by running water from a 
ng some twenty rods distant. This 
r froze a particle during the past win- 
Hesides supplying water for the 
-o k. this cistern is especially convenient 
itl valuable in summer Mu- bolding milk 
the cans for cooling. 
I nlike many barns, this is not half 
kvii up by waste room, in long barn 
"rs and drive-ways, l'lie main entrance 
'•■liil.s but about half w ay across, and a 
id f hay standing on the Moor may be 
d t'IT to any part ol' the burn with 
labor ot only two men on the mows 
alii this, the load being nearly equally 
-t mt from either corner of the building. 
tge rooms, harness and tool closets, 
a i stairways are provided in convenient 
1 s, and of easy access. A good cellar 
derucath furnishes an excellent rccep- 
for manure, and a comfortable room 
swine. An addition for laying up dry 
u tii is planned at one end of the prinei- 
d stable, and will be built during the 
sent summer. 
1 Mi the day of our visit, May g(i,a large 
■■Id of heavy winter rye lay cut and 
spread and was being converted into hay 
ist as the sun and air could make it. 
'dr K/.ra Thayer, the second owner since 
■ tarni came into the Thayer family, 
■ w over eighty years ol age, still enjoys 
ing the improvements going on under 
ie enterprising management of his son- 
.aw, who is a natural born farmer. f\. 
!. Farmer. 
Facts in Turkey Breeding; 
1 lie American Agriculturalist lias these 
'iniuents and quotations on turkey breed- 
iig and raising: 
1 here is nothing like facts to confirm a 
cory. If it were really believed that 
o l selection and good feed would in- 
i' use tl’.v average size of turkeys a third, 
would not be difficult to get intelligent 
■ o iners to pay attention to these points. 
Ac find a very important item in a local 
urnal Irom North Stonington, Conn., 
•ihicli confirms Ibis view This town is 
!. the bord"i s of lthodc Island, and rep- 
-tuts the district w here the Xarragan- 
"tt turkeys are principally raised, known 
market as Rhode Island turkeys. The 
■liter says: “Probably more than fifty 
onuisaiid pounds cf poultry were sent 
"in this vicinity lor the Thanksgiving 
markeL ill Boston last season at 1'.'! cents 
per pound. Tlie quality sent this year is 
!o tter than that of last year, some lots of 
itirkeys averaging nearly twelve pounds, 
■uid one monstrous old fellow bore down 
■ inity >ix unit a quarter. 1 lie size ot tur- 
key.- raised hereabouts has increased 
-toadily lor twenty-live or thirty years, 
wing to attention to propagation. The 
time was when the average at Thanksgiv- 
ing did not exceed eight pounds, and 
brought only as many cents per pound; 
whereas the weight lias been increased 
titty per cent, and the price two hundred 
per cent.” 
From Stonington, the town immediate- 
ly south, a still larger quantity was sent, 
and the quality was a grade heavier. Said 
>u old farmer who bought a large bronze 
gobbler of premium stock last season: “I 
must have some more ot that stock, lor I 
lavcthe heaviest turkeys in the neighbor- 
hood.” (loud feed, especially during the 
first fall and winter, is almost as import- 
ant as good stock. A farmer feeds a hush- 
el ot corn a day to a hundred turkeys 
in November, at the cost of a dollar, and 
it looss a little extravagant; but it is less 
than the third of a quart, and the cost of a 
cent a day for each bird. We once tried 
the experiment of feeding some second- 
litter turkeys through the winter, and 
lound the hens gained about two pounds 
a month and the gobblers three. The feed 
was principally boiled potatoes and meal 
ami corn. At this rate the gain in tlesli, at 
twenty-live cents a pound, would be worth 
seventy-five cents a month for eaelt gob- 
bler, and lifty cents for each hen. If thir- 
ty cents’ worth of feed will make this gain 
it can not be very bad business to feed tur- 
keys liberally through the winter, liy all 
means have large, well-fed stock to breed 
from in the spring, and the time to make 
them is now. 
Agricultural College experiments in 
raising potatoes, last year, showed that 
the heaviest yield was. obtained irom 
planting whole potatoes, each weighing 
•our ounces, and putting one in a hill, and 
showing that whole potatoes, generally, 
gave larger yields than cut ones. This is 
an important result, and should be turther 
tested. Cutting potatoes does not seem 
to be exactly consistent with nature's 
method of reproduction, and it may be 
that it is after all a serious error. 
Pickl'ng Cncnmbers for Market. 
In a recent issue ot the American Grocer, 
"re liml an article upon this subject which 
may, contain information that will be o* 
use to some of our readers. Cucumbers 
may be planted any time this month for 
growing pickles, if the soil is well pre- 
pared and liberally fertilized; but one 
should know something about the pros- 
pects of selling the crop before investing 
in the business to a very great extent: 
l or pickling purposes the cucumber in 
all stages of its growth is used, from the 
large vegetable which is cut into slices 
and soid to the cheap grocery stores, to 
the smallest size or gherkin, which is pre- 
served entire. In buying and selling and 
estimating quantities, cucumbers, whether 
large or small, are counted, not measured, 
f lic farmers sort the cucumbers into three 
sizes, small, medium and large; the fac- 
tories have live sizes, viz: very small, 
small, medium, large, and very large. Of 
these different sizes oO(H) ol the very* small 
would till an ordinary whiskey barrel; 
3000 of the small; 2000 of the medium; 
1100 of the large; tiOu of the very large. 
The cucumbers, on being picked at their 
place of growth, are taken by the farmers 
to the salting-houses, whence they are re- 
moved to tlie pickle factories. Must of the 
salting-houses are within a few miles of 
where, the plant is grown, as the fresh 
crop will not bear Jong transportation. 
Although some farmers do their own salt- 
ing. in most cases the latter is a separate 
business, conducted on a large scale, the 
manufacturers buying of the sailers. The 
pickles, on being taken from the brine, 
are “freshened up,” that is, they are put 
into large wooden vats containing fresh 
water, to extract the salt. This water is 
changed three times during the freshening 
process, after which the cucumbers are 
packed in casks or bottles for sale. The 
best vinegar in use tor pickling in this 
country is that made from the Western 
high-wines. In a vinegar made from 
wood the pickles soon become soft, and 
even eider vinegar, though tlies best and 
most wholesome for table purposes, will 
not preserve pickles more than a month. 
All the artificial vinegars made from acids 
fail in this respect, and from vitriol es- 
pecially. Cucumbers pickled in high-wine 
vinegar will keep for an almost indefinite 
time, and will come out as good as at the 
lirst, after an interval of seven years. 
Large quantities of very line cucumbers 
ami eaulillowers are imported from Hol- 
land, which country likewise supplies the 
London market, ’i'he pickles which are 
thus imported extensively into this coun- 
try have the advantage of low prices, 
due to the cheapness of labor abroad, and, 
in addition to the best possible sample, 
witli the least amount of trouble at the 
factory. With the requisite amount of 
care ami attention, we can, in this coun- 
try. make as good a pickle a« can be made 
in London. 
From the Maine Funner. 
Eastern March of the Colorado Beetle. 
The dreaded Colorado potato beetle, 
which since its debut in 18.VJ—previous to 
which it had been known for fifty years 
is a feeder upon the wild potatoes of the 
Rocky Mountains — lias been travelling 
eastward at the rate of about one hun- 
dred miles a year, has already made its 
appearance in Vermont, New Hampshire 
and Massachusetts, and may reasonably 
be expected in this State this season, its 
habits are very well known by our read- 
ers, as we have from time to time given 
descriptions of the same; and we wish 
low only to say regarding it, that it is 
lot to be confounded with tlie Three- 
line beetle, which is frequently common 
upon our potatoes in early summer, and 
which notwithstanding its voracious hab- 
its, is comparatively harmless. The true 
I'olorado beetle has fen lines up and 
down the back, on the wing covers, 
lienee the name. M-lincnta. 
It is some satisfaction to know that in 
sections where the beetles have been very 
destructive the farmers do not now re- 
gard them as so much of a pest as when 
they first made their appearance. They 
have formed the habit of systematically 
lighting them, and got used to it—and 
this is just what our farmers must make 
up tHeir minds to do if they would Keep 
on raising potatoes. Taris green is the 
one decoction with which to “doctor” 
them. In applying it the powder is often 
mixed up in lilty times its weight of wa- 
ter, and then sprinkled on the vines; and 
two or three pounds of green is suilieient 
for an acre, tit an expense perhaps of jCi. 
It is also frequently mixed with corn 
meal, piaster ami coal ashes in the pro- 
portion of one part of green to twenty of 
other ingredients, and this latter mode, 
in fact, seems to bo a very popular one. 
Concerning it a writer in the German- 
town Telegraph, gives the following ad- 
vice, which may not lie unseasonable to 
our own readers: 
“Coal ashes answers very well as a 
mixing base, by lirst sifting it to get rid 
of tile coarse portions, then mixing one 
part of green to twenty of ashes. In ap- 
plying, walk on the. side of the row from 
which the wind blows, and by carrying 
tlie sitter in one hand and shaking it 
slightly, or tapping it with a small stick, 
you can go over the job after a little prac- 
tice with tolerable rapidity. The best 
time is when the dew is on. The highest 
priced green is generally tiie cheapest, 
and if the article is good it will make 
short work of such bugs as venture to eat 
the dusted vines. The danger from its 
efleet on potatoes is all bosh. Neither is 
there any risk from handling it in mix- 
ture or applying. About the only danger 
is from inhaling too much of it, from 
which, however, there don’t seem to lie 
any account of damage so far.” 
Mulching Recently Planted Trees. 
To prevent recently planted trees from 
guttering for want of moisture, there is no 
cheaper or effective method than mulch- 
ing the soil above the roots with some 
coarse, fibrous material, such as hay. straw 
or coarse manure from the barnyard. Tan 
bark, sawdust, or leaves ol any kind will 
answer the purpose, and in regions where 
long drouths are likely to occur in sum- 
mer, the mulching should never be omit- 
ted, but considered a part of the operation 
of transplanting the trees. If the ground 
for the space of four or five feet about the 
stems ot the trees is covered with a mulch 
as soon as they are set out, it will often 
prevent their dying and insure a vigorous 
growth. The soil under the mulch holds 
moisture much longer than when exposed 
to the direct rays ot the sun, and it never 
becomes so hard that the most centle 
rains fail to penetrate it, or so hot as to 
rapidly expel moisture. 
Those who have experienced more or 
less dillieulty in making evergreen or de- 
ciduous trees live when transplanted, 
would do well to try mulching, and see if 
they do not have better luck. We think 
it is far preferable to watering, which so 
many people practice in order to save 
their trees. If water be supplied, it should he given in abundance at certain stated 
periods, and not a little at a time, which 
frequently does more harm than good by 
rendering the surface of the soil compact 
and hard, and preventing the admission 
of either heat or air. 
One of the most remarkable women of 
the eighteenth century—in one or two par- 
ticulars, at least—was Mary l'rescott, of 
Sussex, England, who died in 17G8, at the 
age of 105, having been the mother of no 
less than thirty-seven children, and she 
doesn't appear to have made a specialty 
of the business either. 
Many a would-be- great knave, is from 
an intellectual deficiency, only a small 
knave. 
My Ship Comes In. 
My ship come?» sailing in from sea, 
And I am glad as glad can be. 
Oh! I have kissed my love to-night, 
And all life seems one calffi delight. 
My ship comes in, my ship comes in, 
My ship comes sailing up the sea, 
And life is like a dream to me. 
The stars look larger than before, 
The moon is silver now. The door 
Of Paradise seems opened wide 
As yon church door for my fair bride. 
My ship comes in, my ship comes in, 
My ship comes climbing up the sea, 
And land and sea are fair to me. 
J know full well in my ship’s hold 
Lie neither gorgeous silks nor gold ; 
ltut oh ! I know my love loves me, 
A ml ask no more of land or sea. 
My ship comes in, my ship comes In, 
My ship has crossed the lonesome sea, 
And I am glad as glad can be. 
[Joaquin Miller. 
Nely's Calico Dress. 
BY ROSE TERRY COOKE. 
“What shall I wear, mammy I1” And lit- 
tle Nely Day lookeil up into her mother’s 
lace with a wistful ganee, as if she was 
half amused and half sad. 
“Wear your new dress, of course," plac- 
idly answered the widow Day. 
“liut, mother, it’s only calico.” 
“That's very true, and ten-centcalico at 
that; still, it is all you have got, Ncl}’.” 
“And the girls are all going, mammy; 
even the Holdridges and their New York 
company.” 
Mrs. Day turned a pleasant, keen face 
toward her daughter, looked at her stead- 
ily for a minute with a faint smile lurk- 
ing about her lips, and then answered, 
with the New England word-of-all-work, 
“Well?” 
"lint it isn’t well,” said Nely, with a 
little vexed laugh. “I don’t like to go, 
mammy dear, where my company’ll be 
ashamed of me.” 
"Then I should certainly stay at home," 
was the serene answer. 
“Oh, mother!’ 
Mrs. Day got up and came across the 
room to Cornelia. 
“My dear little girl, look the tiling in 
the lace. You own two calico dresses and 
a black silk and a grey merino; the me- 
rino is too heavy, and you can't afford to 
wear the silk scrambling after arbutus. 
Look things in the face, and take your 
choice.” 
“Our arbutus parties aie so pleasant,” 
sighed Nely. 
“Then you can’t make up your mind to 
go in a clean calico and enjoy yourself? 
or have you an intention of going to show 
the New York people your best gown, and 
how little you care about ruining it? 
Nely, don't be a goose ! Put your silly lit- 
tle pride in your pocket, my dear, or else 
use it on your sandwiches, for 1 know no- 
body in the valley has any better than 1 
can make.” 
“Who’s proud now, ma'am. I’d like to 
know ?” laughed Nely, her sweet temper 
and sense coming to the front; and kiss- 
ing her mother, she danced off to put a 
fresh frill in the throat of her silk dress for 
Sunday, for to-morrow the arbutus party 
would take all her time. 
Nely and her mother were poor; but 
when one is young and pretty, poverty is 
only a matter of small stings, it was the 
mother who felt anxiety for the future, 
who spared herself all supurllous comforts, 
who pinched and pared and labored to lay 
up a little for some day of rain, or per- 
haps for Nely’s wedding. Who knows. 
Her husband had been dead this fifteen 
years. Had he lived, she would probably 
have been still poorer, lie was a country 
clergyman, studious, dreamy, helpless. It 
is true, his wife loved and mourned him, 
but everybody knew it was better for her 
that he died and left her his life-insurance. 
If she did not think so, it was owing to a 
foolish way women nave ot prefCriing ;i 
living, loving husband to* live thousand 
dollars. Folly? Of course; but then they 
ire women. 
Now she had only Nely, and she loved 
her after that same fashion ; but a certain 
.■lisp common-sense and provident mater- 
nal instinct helped her not to spoil the 
ehild, however much she would have liked 
to. 
Only calico ! Hut when Nely lett her lit- 
tle room next morning dressed for the ex- 
pedition, Mrs. Day was altogether satis- 
lied with her aspect. 
“Mother” had made the gown herself. 
It was simple enough ; a black and white 
stripe, more white than black, a single 
deep rutile on the skirt bound and headed 
with black cambric bands; a jacket fitting 
closely, but not tightly to the delicate 
rounded figure, finished with a black cam- 
brie ruffle, a like trimming around the 
throat, but within it a pleated linen frill, 
both kept in order by a band of black vel- 
vet, from which hung a white spar cross, 
her solitary trinket, and one that was her 
mother’s before her; a little black cloth 
saeque of a singularly graceful shape, 
braided on the edge in a Greek pattern ; 
a wide-leafed black hat with a bit of snow 
white feather trimming round the crown ; 
and a pair of black gloves, much mended, 
and a little purple and shabby about the 
linger-tips, completed the costume; but 
when you put this simple attire on to a 
slight, graceful ligure with a blooming 
face, starry dark eyes, and abundant rich 
brown hair turned back from the white 
temples and knotted up high on the small 
head, while a dozen little Huffy tendrils 
lluttered over the tiny pink ears, and low, 
white forehead, you did not remember 
that the dress was calico. And even an 
ugly calico might have been forgotten if 
you peeped into the clean new lunch bas- 
ket, with an old damask towel folded over 
the contents, but tilled with such dainty 
sandwiches; some of tongue that Mrs. 
Day had cured herself, rosy, tender, and 
llavorous; some of quince marmalade in 
lirm-graiued slices translucent as clouded 
amber; some of acid jelly; and some of 
maple sugar. O benighted reader, who 
never ate this last-named dainty, you have 
a new experience before you ! here were 
slices of whitest wheat and some of fresh- 
est rye bread, well spread with golden 
butter, and then thickly spread again with 
maple sugar stirred while hot into a thick 
paste, sweet as honey, but spicy even in 
sweetness with the taste of the tree’s heart, 
the forest odors, the clean line aroma of 
Northern woods and wilds. No wonder 
that Mrs. Day’s sandwiches were prover- 
bial in Becket! 
The widow looked with satisfaction at 
her pretty daughter; she had fashioned as 
well as made those graceful garments, and 
if the sacque was ingeniously pieced from 
Parson Day’s Sunday coat, the dress a ten 
cent calico, and the white band of feathers 
plucked from the breast of two Thanks- 
giving chickens' and sewed by her own 
lingers, she knew that the patterns of 
those economical garments her own quick 
eyes had copied from a Parisian outfit sent 
to Becket for one of the lloldridge girls’ 
wedding, and did not Lina lloldridge lend 
Nely the Bazars every week ? 
Moreover, Mrs. Day had an artist’s eye 
for dress; she would have been a treasure 
in some great dress making establishment, 
and she knew very well that Nely’s array 
was thoroughly in keeping, and then it 
was on Nely ! 
So her treasure set oil to meet the party 
at the depot, and perhaps the little girl’s 
heart sank a bit when she saw the elabo- 
rate walking dresses of dove-colored cash- 
mere, seal brown de bege, or shining pop- 
lin, frilled, pleated, shirred, bunched, tied 
back, and elaborate in a fearful and won- 
derful manner, that the lloldridge girls 
and their two friends from New York 
wore; even the village girls had done 
their utmost to bo fine in emulation. Addy 
Mason was a spectacle to behold, in pea 
green alpaca trimmed with black velvet, 
and pink roses in her turban of felt; while 
Jane Glass was gotten up in her best black 
silk furbelowed with yak lace, and her 
new Sunday bonnet of white straw with 
blue-green ribbons and tips of pink; ugh ! 
Nely shuddered at the sight, for Jane was 
sallow—hair, eyes, skin and teeth. But 
here was a sort of counterpoise: surely 
j she looked better than Jane or Addv. and 
j one is not so strong-minded at seven- | teen as to despise a erumb of comfort in 
j any shape. 
Pretty soon Nely forgot her dress alto- 
gether. Lina Holdridge brought a gentle- 
man toward tier seat and introdueed him 
i as Mr. Fearing. How pleasant he was! 
: What nice gray eyes he had ! and how 
they watched Nely" while he talked to her 
in such a gentle" respectful, deferential 
way that Nely could not be shy ; and pret- 
ty soon her eyes sparkled, her color rose 
softly, her red lips opened to a stream of 
gentle, playful talk, and her bright laugh 
rang cheerily, if softly. How soon they 
came to Pine Hill Station ! and then JMr. 
Fearing carried her lunch basket, and she 
threw her saeque across her arm, the sun 
was so hot; and in five minutes they were 
at the wood road, while the rest lagged 
behind, heated with their heavy dresses, 
and tired with holding up the long skirts. 
So Nely and Mr. Fearing stood still and 
waited, and when the halting company ar- 
rived, her quick wits and nimble lingers 
were speedily at work to help them. 
“1 always carry pinsand salt and match- 
es to a picnic,” said Nely with a laugh, 
“for I noticed often that nobody ever re- 
members those things.” 
Jt was well she did to-day. and they all 
voted thanks to her on the spot, as with 
lightened burdens and smiling faces they 
began the walk up the steep hill road to 
the bare Holds on the north side of Pine 
Hill, where the arbutus grew. The day 
was lovely, sweet with the delicate ineffa- 
ble perfume of early spring ; the sun shone 
warmly down, the south wind blew softly, 
the resinous odor of pine boughs sighed 
from the soft gloom of the woods, and the 
bright, full brook poured over a little fail 
at the hill foot as if it were so glad to be 
free once more, it must leap and laugh lo 
express its delight. 
Here, under the brown grass, hiding shy 
faces of baby bloom with its thick dull 
leaves, clustering closely to the shelter of 
a great stone, or creeping among bushes 
of sweet fern, low white birches, and tan- 
gled strings ol last year’s grass, the arbu- 
tus grew in prolusion; and Xely, with 
glowing lace and deft lingers coaxed the 
delicate cluster of tinted white or rosy 
pink from llieir low beds, and gathered 
them in a great sheaf. Her calico dress 
neither impeded her graceful motions nor 
vexed her sold with anxiety. Mr. Fear- 
ing, who was a young artist from New 
York, rapidly rising to fame, delighted in 
tiie picture she unconsciously made, as she 
lifted her lovely face to call some other 
girl to a better place for finding the treas- 
ures, or ran lightly across the steep slope 
to rescue one of those line gowns from 
dragging brier or pitiless brush. For now 
the littery came to grief; where tiie bush- 
es had been -‘stubbed.” knife pleatings. 
shirred rutiles, folds, all found abounding 
enemies; the woolly seeds of faded gold- 
en-rods ground their small spikes into 
Addy Mason’s pea green gown, and a 
fierce low blackberry vine laid hold of it 
and effected three triangular rents; .Jane 
Glass’s yak lace left a slued on every bush, 
“in memory of,” Lina Iloldridgo said: 
while Lina's own pretty de bege was not 
only torn in the bounces badly, but was 
sown all over with those small black seeds 
that on two sharp legs set themselves in 
ai v soft fabric by the thousand, and leave 
their traces even when picked out. Before 
long they were all hot and tired, and ad- 
journed to the waterfall to lunch; and 
happy was the man or woman who shared 
Xely’s sandwiches; even Mr. Fearing, who 
had tasted delicacies Beeket never even 
knew, in Paris calcs and Xew York clubs, 
ante more than once for a supply of this 
now-found dainty — whether because he 
i-outty lik-pd them, beimr hmiiri-y with the 
keen air, or because lie wanted to see 
Xely’s face brighten with innocent satis- 
faction, wo can’t tell, or will not. lie was 
awkward enough to spill a cup of hot cof- 
fee on her skirt, but it never clouded the 
pretty face a moment. 
“Never mind, it will wash,” said she, 
and sent a grateful thought home to her, 
mother to think it was not her precious 
black silk. 
But Miss Bristow’s dainty cashmere had 
its own libation of claret from tiie hands 
of a dreadful boy, who stumbled over a 
stone with the bottle in his hands, and lib- 
erally sprinkled that dove-colored gar- 
ment with irremediable spots. The lady’s 
dark eyes Hashed, and she bit her beauti- 
ful lips. To be sure, she had other dresses 
but how should she get back to Xew York 
without a traveling dress ? She looked at 
Xely and envied iter, though the next half 
hour brought her a companion in misery, 
for her cousin. Miss Ilycker, in an em- 
broidered batiste just imported, slipped 
fairly into the brook and sat down igno- 
miniously in a shallow pool, of which she 
made a mud puddle by her sudden intru- 
sion, splashing the elegant dress from 
head to foot, ami making tiie wearer 
thoroughly uncomfortable. Other slight 
mishaps befell the party, but they forgot 
them in the fragrant blossoms and keen 
sweet air. 
Xely had filled her basket to the brim 
with carefully chosen sprays, fastened a 
bunch ol the deepest lute at her throat 
and another in the jet buckle that fastened 
her leather hat-band, it was no special 
vanity in her, for they were all adorned 
witli their spoils. Even the gentlemen 
were decked with button bole bouquets. 
But nobody looked like Xely; and Mr. 
Fearing thought so too, as she stood on 
tiie brow of tiie hill, looking over the long 
valley that ran northward, threaded by a 
bright stream, and closed at the end of the 
vista bv a great dark mountain. Behind 
our little girl a deep green growth of 
young pines made a verdant shaded back- 
ground. Her black hat hung on her arm ; 
her lace was full of keeu pleasure and sim- 
pie, iresu ueauiy ; me red ups, warm col- 
or, open, innocent eyes, dark-sweet ns pan- 
sies are, and the fluttering rings of hair, 
which tlie sun threaded with gold, bur- 
nishing its deep brown as the wind breath- 
ed gently among the shining tresses, play- 
ed over a low white forehead. The artist's 
eye took in the whole picture and remem- 
bered it, but the man’s heart took in a 
more vivid and lasting guest; for hero he 
found a real woman—not a doll of fashion 
or a queen of society, but a bright, pure, 
tender creature, fresh and sweet as the 
blossoms she wore, unaffected, sweet-tem- 
pered, delicate, yet withal, piquant in her 
manner and speech from native wit and 
quick perception. 
It may be inquired, naturally enough, 
how .Mr. Fearing discovered all this in one 
morning. I confess it seems improbable, 
but lovers have n wonderful insight into 
character sometimes. It does not always 
verify itself on further acquaintance, but 
this time the judgment was true. “More 
by good luck than good guidance,” as the 
Scotch say; and if Mr. Fearing did lose 
his heart suddenly’ and hopelessly, he, at 
least, never regretted it thereafter. Hut 
the day was over now. They went back 
to the station, tired but merry, and far less 
elegant in aspect than the party who 
came down the road in the morning. Their 
baskets,emptied of provisions and bottles, 
were overflowed now with exquisite bloom 
and perfume, that filled the crowd of dusty 
travelers with longing and envy. 
N'ely was tired, but she did not And it 
out at once, for Mr. Fearing carried her 
basket home for her, and asked leave to 
call on Monday, with Lina Holdridge, and 
take Nely to the Falls. 
“Oh, mamma, what a lovely day I’ve 
had 1” said she, as she entered the small 
parlor, where her mother waited for her 
by the window. 
“Calico dress and all?” significantly in- 
quired Mrs. Day. 
“That was quite the best part of it, dear. 
I was so glad I wore it!” And for the 
next hour Mrs. Day was entertained with 
a history of the excursion—the mishap of 
finery, the beauty of everything, and just 
a very slight mention of Mr. Fearing in 
every other sentence, till her motherly 
| eyes began to look anxious, and her heart 
: to give a warning throb, tor she re mem 
I berctl her youth. 
lint it Xely had not mentioned his 
name, the widow Day’s eyes would have 
j perceived one side of the question, at 
| least, the next Sunday, irom the frequent 
and ardent gaze this young fellow direct- 
ed towards the singer’s seat, where N ely 
sang the quaint old hymns in a clear, fresh 
voice, and looked as angelic as a pretty 
girl could in a black silk dress and white 
pique jacket, with poppies and daises 
wreathed about her little black bat. It is 
true, Mr. Fearing went back to Mew York 
alter that walk to the Falls, which took 
place Monday, but lie re-appeared in 
Bechet more than once or twice the en- 
suing summer, for Lina Holdridge, who 
was his fast friend, contrived to let him 
know of every picnic, and lie was avail- 
able for almost all. Then there were hits 
I o! scenery lie must paint, and autumn 
colors were proverbially splendid about 
Beeket. lint why need I recount his ex- 
cuses? 
“Itreathcs there a man with soul so dead" 
that lie can not supply these from his own 
experience? 
IN ely had no more new dresses. The 
calico was washed and ironed many a time 
before autumn, and sometimes worn when 
it was not fresh from these processes; 
but by dint of various ribbons and flowers 
and ties, and sometimes a sleeveless jack- 
et ot old black silk, refreshed with re- 
cipes ot power, and trimmed “of itself,” 
or a biff pique jacket black-braided, or 
even her Sunday sacquo. for that was 
washable, her costume seemed almost 
delicate and elegant to the eyes of men 
We can not say as much of feminine gaz- 
ers, for who can throw any glamour over 
the sight of a woman who knows calico 
and despises it ? 
AevcTtlieless there was party 
left Beck<‘t on the train next spring, be- 
fore the annual arbutus party took their 
trip, anil the willow Day, in the role of 
mother-in-law, accompanied the blushing 
bride and beaming bridegroom, anil in 
next year’s exhibition at the Academy you 
might always see a crowd before one pic- 
ture—a full length of a young girl stand- 
ing on the grass (grass not yet greened 
with spring), a crest of dark pines rising 
behind her against the pale sky; her 
dress was black and white; a wide black 
hat was on one folded arm, and from the 
other hung a basket heaped and run- 
ning over with arbutus blossoms, and a 
rosy knot of the trailing beauties seemed 
to lasten the black and white frills about 
her throat, and to vie with the lovely 
blushing face that looked oil’ so far with 
those clear, deep eyes; and you could al- 
most see the wind tossing the golden 
darkness of her shining hair, it was an 
exquisite picture, but everybody wonder- 
ed why it was catalogued "Calico.” How- 
ever, the painter knew, and so did Nolv, 
his wife. 
Jewels of Groat Price, 
I. The Orlotf, of Amsterdam; 194 8-1 
carats; latest price, 150,000 rubles. 
Cut in the old rhomboid shape, il forms 
the extremity of the Russian scepter. It 
came lroin the old mines of India, and is 
said to have once formed one of the eyes 
ot the celebrated statue ofSherigati in the 
Temple of Brahma. At a later period it 
was found, with another large diamond, 
in the throne of Shall Nadir of l\jrsin. 
When lie was murdered it was stolen by a 
French grenadier, who tied with it to Mal- 
abar and sold it there to a ship-captain for 
ll.bOU thalers, and ho handed it over to a 
Jew for 8-1,000 thalers. The Jew sold it 
at a greatly advanced price to the Arme- 
nian merchant Schafrcs, from whom the 
1 ’., (A0f i.„„;, .. i.» ,: 
at Amsterdam, lor 4.30,000 rubles, ait an- 
nuity of l’,000 rubles and a diploma of no- 
bility. 
T The Regent or l’itt: 1;’.G carats; 
perfect diamond cut: value, l.iOOO.OOO 
thalers. 
Among the French crown jewels. It 
came from the mines of l’esteal, twenty 
miles from Mazulipatnm (Golconda, Fast 
Indies), where, it was found in 170:.' bv a 
slave, who, in order to conceal it, wound- 
ed himself in the leg and hid it under the 
bandage, lie promised the stone to a 
sailor if lie would procure him his liberty. 
The sailor enticed him on board iiis ship, 
took the stone, drowned the slave, sold 
the diamond to the Governor of Fort St. 
George, whose uaine was l’itt, for £1,000 
squandered the money’ and hanged him- 
self It was purchased from l’itt in 1717 
by the then Regent of France, the Duke 
of Orleans, for Louis XV., Us price being 
3.375.000 francs. It weighed at that time 
410 carets, and was afterward cut and 
polished in perfect diamond, form, by 
which, however it lost two-thirds of its 
size. This operation took almost two 
years, and cost 27,000 thalers. As much 
as U,000 thalers were expended in diamond 
dust, and the pieces broken off still had a 
value of 48,000 thalers. In 17'.!2 it was 
stolen, together vvtth all the crown dia- 
monds, at the plundering of the Tuileries, 
and was lost sight of for several years, un- 
til, in an anonymous letter to the Minister 
of l’olieo at Paris, near the place of its 
concealment in the Champs Elysees was 
accurately described. It was actually 
found there together with the rest ot the 
most valuable of the crown jewels. (Prob- 
ably the thief had become convinced that 
it was dangerous for him to sill jewels of 
such value.) The Republic then pawned 
it to the merchant Trescow in Berlin. Af- 
ter its redemption, it adorned the sword 
of Napoleon 1. 
J, The Koh-i-noor—Mountain ot Light 
10G 1-1G carats; a Hat oval diamond; be- 
longs to the Queen of England; value, 
800.000 thalers. 
Its history is lost in the darkness of In- 
dian tradition, and can be traced with cer- 
tainty only since the beginning of the 
fourteenth century. It was for hundreds 
of years the crown jewel of the ltadschas 
of Malwa, and was rightfully regarded as 
talisman of sovereignty, because it was 
always the booty of the strongest conquer- 
or. In this manner, after it had frequent- 
ly changed owners in 1813 it came into 
the possession of the ruler of Lahore, where 
it was captured by the English in 1850, at 
the rebellion of the Sikh troops, and pre- 
sented to Queen Victoria. It weighed at 
that time 180 1-10 carats, but it had been 
so awkwardly cut—several years before 
by the Venetian lapidary, llortension 
llorliio—that it produced little effect. 
(Exhibited in London in 1851 ) Queen 
Victoria had it newly cut by Herr Voors- 
anger, the most skillful workman in the 
celebrated diamond-cutting establishment 
of Herr Costa, at Amsterdam. The work 
was completed in 1852 in thirty-eight 
days. 
4 The Florentine or Tuscan, 139 1-2 
carats; value, 700,000 thalers; among the 
treasures of the Emperor of Austria, pure 
but of a yellowish color; probably the 
largest of the diamonds, lost by Charles 
the Bold in the battle of Granson in 1400. 
It was found on the public road, in a 
casket, in which also lay a costly pearl. 
At first the man scornfuliy threw away 
the diamond, but then picked it up again 
and sold it for a florin to a clergyman and 
he sold it for three francs to the Bernese. 
Here it was purchased for 6,000 florins by 
the wealthy merchant-prince, Bartholo- 
mew May. Then a Genoese purchased it 
for a little more, and sold it for double the 
price to Ludivico Moro Sl'orza, Regent of 
Milan. On the dispersion of the treasure 
of Milan, Rope Julius II. procured it at 
auction for 20,000 ducats. It is in the Im- 
perial Treasury at Vienna. 
Rev. II. W. Beecher’s servant girl found 
a man trying to pry open the safe in his 
back parlor Friday morning anil frighten- 
ed him oil. lie had already captured 
about fOlA) worth of solid silver, which 
had been presented to Beecher or some 
member of his family on various occa- 
sions. 
Happy Accidents. 
Seldom do men sit down with a steady re- solve, a determined purpose, to discover some 
new principle or invent, some new process. \\ non they do so. there is a lurking idea of the 
kind of thing they want, a dim perception of the direction in which success may most rea- 
sonably be sought. Generally speaking, some- 
thing is concerned which, lor want of a better 
term, we call “accident.” An appearance pre- 
sents itself, or an effect is produced, which the 
observer neither designed nor expected; an ar- 
ea lent, certainly, «o far as lie is personally con- 
cerned. L may be a manifestation, until then 
unknown, of some natural force or property; 
or it may be an action of one substance or an- 
other, susceptible of useful practical applica- 
tion. This is briefly expressed, the distinction 
between discovery and an invention. But the 
important point to notice is that the value of 
the accident depends on the kind of man, or 
kind of mind, by whom or by which it is lirst 
observed. If the soil is not sufficiently pre- 
pared, the seed will not grow. Thousands of 
men had seen light reflected from distant win- 
dows, and variations in the light according to 
the angle of reflection; but a well-prepared 
mind on one occasion suddenly drew from this 
phenomenon an idea, which" established the 
beautiful science of the Polarization of Light. 
It is pleasant to read of the manner in which 
shrewd minds have turned an accidental obser- 
vation to practical advantage. 
The reflecting apparatus for lighthouses arose 
out <>f a wager, if the facts are correctly record- 
ed. Somewhat, more than a century ago. among 
the members of a small scientific society in 
Liverpool, one offered to wager that he would 
read the small print of a newspaper by the 
light, of a farthing candle placed ton yards or 
thirty l’cet distant. The wager being accepted, 
he coated the inside of a wooden board with 
pieces of looking-glass, forming a rough substi- 
tute for a concave mirror; placing a small 
lighted candle in front of this mirror, the rays 
of light were reflected, and converged to a focus 
t< n \ards on The other side of the candle, and 
tin1 light at that focus was sufficient to enable 
the experimenter to read a newspaper, of 
course the distance of the candle from the mir- 
ror was made dependent oil the curvature of the 
mirror itself. An observant practical man, dock- 
master of Liverpool, was present. The idea 
flashed upon him, that if the light of a farthing 
candle could in this way be thrown out to a 
uisianee, me ngiii oi a large lamp cornu similar- 
ly 1>«‘ projected to a mile or miles away. The 
idea grew into form, and resulted in the inven- 
tion of I he reflecting lighthouse, or rather the 
reflecting apparatus for lighthouses. 
One day, Lundyfoof. a snulf manufacturer, 
was drying some snulf, a necessary process in 
ils preparation. Through a little neglect, the 
snulf was allowed to In* overheated, lill if be- 
came charred, scorched,oi burned. In the view 
of a prosy jog-trot tradesman, I lie commodity 
would have been thrown away as spoiled; hut. 
the manufacturer, noticing the pungent charac- 
ter of tin1 snulf, and how it tickled the nose, 
and knowing that some men like to have the 
nose tickled more than others, resolved to irv 
whether “high-dried snuff” could he brought 
into favor. It not only did so, but proved a 
source of wealth to him. Any man may burn 
a commodity by careles.-ness; it is the observ- 
ant men who ingeniously turns the accident to 
a good account. 
The writer has seen a piece of printed calico 
or muslin that cxenip iiied the way in which an 
accident led, not exactly to an invention per- 
manently useful and profitable, hut to a pattern 
that had a great success in one particular year. 
A piece oi' cotton being printed at one of the 
great Manchester establishments, became a lit- 
tle displaced. While traveling upwards from 
the printing cylinder, a portion of the eloili 
shifted into some disarrangement, and was 
printed a second tine, but in a diflercut direc- 
tion from the lirst. The elfcet was very singu- 
lar. The original pattern was a simple one; 
but the diagon d repetition produced a forked- 
lightning efleet of a kind which a designer 
would not have been likely to hit upon, 'flic 
master-printer took a him from the accident; 
he suggested the engraving of a design in which 
the forked lightning elfcet should he utilized. 
It proved to he one of the most successful pat- 
terns ever introduced by the firm, flu* reader 
may form some idea of the way in which this 
fortunate mishap occurred; tor one cornel of a 
newspaper sometimes accidentally gets printed 
a second time,hut at a diflercut angle. A muddle 
it makes when tin? impress consists of words 
and sentences; but when it consists of geome- 
trical lines or fancy arabesque-, the product 
may be a fortunate one to a man who has his 
wits about him. 
One of the producing causes of prosperity of 
the Staffordshire pottery manufacture was the 
diseoverv of a cheap durable glaze, applicable 
w“;sj.,auJ 
the surface impervious to water. The discov- 
ery, according to Shaw, the historian of that 
county, was due purely to accident. At Stan- 
ley Farm, situated a few miles from Bur> cm f 
(now the yen centre of the retteries district). | 
a maid-servant was one day heating a strong >o- j lution of common salt, to he used in uring 
pork. During her temporary absence from the 
kitchen, the liquid boiled over. Being in an un- 
glazed earthen vessel, the solution, spreading 
"Ver the outside, produced a chemical action 
which she little understood, and which did not 
compensate her for the scolding "he received. 
Some of the elements of the liquid combined 
with some ot those of the highly heated brown 
elav surface to produce a viterous coating or 
enamel, which did not peel off when the vessel 
was eo.d. The humble brown-ware vessel ac- 
quired historical celebrity. A Burslem potter, 
learning what had taken place, saw that glazed 
ware might possibly hit the taste ot the public; 
he introduced the system of glazing i»y means 
of common salt, a system aL once cheap, easy, 
durable; and England lias made many a million 
sterling by the discovery. 
One of the pleasantest anecdotes illu-trative 
of an invention being suggested by accident, 
hears relation to the stocking-loom or knitting- 
frame. The story has been told in two or three 
different forms; hut the most popular version 
accords with a picture and inscription preserv- 
ed by the Framework Knitters' Company. 
About a hundred and nin ty years ago. Mr. 
William Lee. of St. John's College, Cambridge, 
was expelled for marrying in disregard of the 
statutes of his college. Having no forium* <m 
either side, his young wife contributed to their 
joint support by knitting. Tin husband, watch- 
ing one day the movements of her lingers, sud- 
denly conceived the idea of imitating them by 
mechanical means, in order that she might gel 
through her work in a manner easier to herself, 
and perchance increase her emolument"; the 
ingenious stocking-frame was the result of his 
cogitations. In hand-knitting, polished steel 
needles or wires are used to link threads to- 
gether into a series of loops, closely resembling 
those produced in tambouring. In framework- 
knitting, one person can manage a large num- 
ber of knitting needles at once—pieces of steel 
midway in shape between straight wires and 
bent hooks, and aided by jacks or viberating 
levers, treadles, rows <»t bobbins, and other 
clever contrivances. William Lee’s lirst >tock- 
ing-lrame was in al probability small and very 
rough; hut it had in it a potentiality (as Dr. 
Johnson might have called it) of developing 
great things, until at last it has culminated in 
that masterly piece of mechanism, the circular 
rot trv hosiery machine. 
Lucky accident, m like manner, led, anout 
the year 1704, to the invention of the spinning- 
jenny, one of the, foundations of the amazing 
prosperity of the cotton manufacture. lint as 
in most instances of the kind, the soil was pre- 
pared in some degree for the reception of the 
seed; tlie accident would probably have passed 
unnoticed if there liad not been a mind in a con- 
dition to appreciate it. .lames Hargreaves, of 
Staudhill, near lilaekburn, was a humble man 
who lived by band-spinning and weaving, h!^ 
wife and children aiding in their several ways. 
He succeeded in expediting his work by invent- 
ing a carding machine to comb out or straighten 
the fillers of cotton, as a substitute lor hand- 
cards t wires inserted in a flat piece of wood.) 
In spinning, after the carding and other prepar- 
atory processes had been completed, lie fre- 
quently tried to spin with two or three spin- 
dles aL once, by holding two or three separate 
threads between the lingers of his left hand, 
and tints double or treble tho amount of work 
effected in a given time. The horizontal posi- 
tion of the spindles, however, battled him: his 
lingers and the spindles would not work in har- 
mony. One day. ill 17114, a little toddling mem- 
ber of his family upset the spinning-wheel 
while it was being worked. Hargreaves no- 
ticed that, while lie retained the thread in his 
hand, the wheel continued to revolve for a time 
horizontally, giving a vertical rotation to the 
spindle. An idea started into his brain at 
once; here was the very thing he wanted. He 
saw that if something were contrived to bold 
the roving (a thickish coil of cotton) as the lin- 
ger and thumb were won’t to do, and to travel 
backward and forward on wheels, several spin- 
dles might be used at once. He set to work; 
and the result was a frame or machine Wliieli 
lie called the spinning-jenny (very likely his 
wife’s Christain name was Jenny), having 
eight spindles. The family at once largely in- 
creased their weekly earnings. How it hap- 
pened that, through workmen's spite and man- 
ufacturers’ greed, or whether it was, as has 
been said, that a better idea than bis had been 
previously started and acted upon by others, 
Hargreaves was never premitted to secure an 
adequate return for bis ingenuity, we need not 
l.ow stop to relate; Lancashire accumulated 
wealth from the spinning-jenny (amplified by 
degrees to eight spindles), but regarded little 
the brains that had enabled them to do so. 
The preparation known as “negative gun- 
cotton.” used by photographers and others for 
the production of collodion, is soluble in an al- 
coholic solution of camphor. This fact led to 
the mixing of gun-cotton and camphor ns an 
experiment, and the result appeared in the 
form of artificial ivory. But the result was not 
arrived at without the exercise of tremendous 
pressure; and now by the aid of hydraulic 
pressure, artificial ivory is every day produced, 
and manufactured into various articles, in 
some instances, especially billiard balls, the ar- 
tificial is better than the real ivory. 
When maidens are “doing their hair,” an im- 
[ portant element of daily duty in many a hou-e- liolf I. they may perhaps be gratified in learning that thi- process led accidentally to a very usc- 
tnl inyention. Joshua Heilman, engaged in the 
f*°tton manufacture at Mudiouse,in Alsace, was 
ion" nictitating on the pos-ihiliiv of inventing 
a combing machine for long-staple cotton, the j 
carding machine until then employed being bet- i 
ter suited for cotton haying a short staph .' jp* 
tried, and tried again, and impoverished him- 
selt by preparing machines and models which 
failed to realize the intended purpose. Brood- 
ing over the matter one evening he watched bis 
daughters combing their hair, and noticed per 
haps for the first time really noticed) how they drew the long tresses between their lingers, al- 
ternately withdrawing the comb through them. 
The thought struck him, that if he could suc- 
cessfully imitate by a machine this two-lbld ac- 
tion,.so as to comb out the long fibers of coBon, 
and drive back the snorter by reversing the ac- 
tion of the comb, his long sought object would be pretty nearly obtained. Armed with this 
now idea, he set to work with renewed cheer- 
! fulness, and invented a beautiful machine, 
which enabled him to comb clump cotton into 
moderately line yarn, more easily and with less 
waste than by any process until then known. 
One of our royal Academicians, about a dozen 
years ago, brought the >kill of his pencil to boar 
upon this pleasant subject lor a picture—Heil- 
man watching his daughters combing out their 
glossy hair. 
Hostlers, horsey men by occupation, know 
but little beyond hoi sey subjects. »>ne of the 
iraternity, however, was unconsciously the 
means of suggesting an idea whieh brought highly profitable results—not, it is true, to 
liinist It, but to an important manufacturing district. In 1 TiiO, a potter named As lmrv was 
journeying on horseback from St itfonlshire to 
London. Stopping awhile at Dunstable, be 
obtained assistance in regard to a weakness in 
the eyes ol his horse. The hostlei at to,* inn, 
making use ot such bits of "veterinary knowl- 
edge ;i-, he possessc I, took a piece of Hint, cal- 
cined if in tin* tire, pulverised it, and blew 
Nonir of the powdt r into the horse's vcs. 'fin 
change produced in the flint by burning, from 
a black stone to a white powder, struck Ast- 
bury with a new idea. Would it be possible to 
produce white Hint ware, harder and more cur- 
able than white ware made of clay’.' He col- 
lected a small lot of Hints from the chalk hills 
ot Dunstable, and took them hack with him to 
StaHbrd'diirc. The result more than realized 
his expectations; powder ot calcified Hint, 
mixed with pipe-day, produced a most excel- 
lent ware, and established a ik-w branch of the 
potter'* art that took linn root in Staffordshire. 
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A Wonderfully Practical Huwband. 
lie was a woml.-rfiillv |iru<.'li<'u! man (says the ! i>aii!mr>' News,) anil sin- was pnetifai. fn her 1 
l ie had liven a dream called 'vilh void and tilled 
in with the loveliness of’ roseate hue', lint In 
him had appeared everything in the lemie-spnn 
gat'll of every day life.' lie is a enmdrv nier- 
L'hant and buys his goods in New y. rli. ills ! 
p.iitlici Weld to I ill* fii\ uii blisuicss CiMIlieeied j wilU tin grocery, but the partner \\ as i\ 
taken ill, and our extremely practical friend j 
was obliged t<> go. 11 was hi- iir>t \ i-it > the I 
great city, and he was to he gone three days. j 
It was a momentous event to hi- fond wile. lm 
the hot .'•lie could her mind wa- troubled with 
forebodings. It is difficult to tell just «-x i. tl\ 
how lie felt, hut w hile it was evident lie real- 
ized the importance < f the step he was about to 
make, .-till he never lost sight of the fa<-t that a 
mighty responsibility was resting on his >howl- 
ders, and that all private emotion must he .sub- 
.served to public interest-. 11 is carpet-hair w a- 
packed and hi- hand « n the door to pass mi; of 
the house, will’ll she hade him good-bye. Sin j 
put both her arm- around hi- neck. 
‘•John.'’ she sobbed.’'you are going awav.” 
This was so palpable that it would have been 
madne-s to attempt a denial, so he merely ob- 
served : 
“Look out for my euM.tr, Maria.” 
“Von will think of your wife while you are 
got it1 she whispered huskily. 
!!•’ was a tritle nervous under the pre-<ure of 
her arms upon hi- collar, out In- spoke featur- 
ing I y : 
“I will bear it in mind, my dear.” 
t on will think of me as mouniing your ab- 
sence and an \iou-ly wailing \mir return I'” -he 
murmured. 
“You run trust me to attend to i> !’* he replied, 
with as much firmness as if it had been a n- 
<iuesi for six barrels of mackerel. 
“And you'll he very careful of \ourst It for 
n.y sake:” she suggested, m a broken \oiee. 
“I will see it attended to. my dear: but it i- 
alnmst time for the train,” ami he gravely 
sought to remove her arms from his neck. 
“•John! dohn !” -lie convulsively cried, ‘’don't 
forget, me!" -‘i.i.l.k, ut .-.mi <t mi 11 i,n_,v. .1 pi Oaen ,11 
histone, “I have made a memorandum to that j 
eti’ee'.” 
And then -lie let him go — still tearful, but I 
••■nlideid “it wouid be attend* ,1 to.*’ 
The Old-Fashioned Way. 
Tlu* rattle e; tin* lawn-mower is heard in the 
land, hut a eili/.ei; of IJrady street, when a 
hardware man asked him if he didn’t w ant a 
mower, replii -1: 
“No, -ir. I don't. There's nothing like a goo* I. 
sharp scythe to cut grass. You can scli your 
new-fangled notions to >ueh as want them.” 
I i •* went home with a scythe yesterday fee- 
noon. d'h*’ grass was in tine condition, and he 
never f It better in hi- life, lie threw olf his 
coat, whistl'd like a farmer who surveys the 
dewy meadow, and then went in. The grass 
fell in showers for about a minute, and then 
w aited while the scythe out the penstock Im-e 
in two. The wile and son came out and denied 
leaving the hose there, and after some hard 
word- the mow, rent a new swarth. It wa-n* 
a very long one, owing to the l'aet that the point 
of the seyiiie entered a cherry tree. Some hoy 
leaned o\er the fence and asked who cut tin.* 
favorite cherry tree, but there wa- no reply. 
After pulling and tugging for a while, the scythe 
was extricated, and the man crossed to the 
other side of the y ard and cut a swarth along 
the fence. Then* were only eighty-four pickets 
in the fence. That's the reason the scythe didn't 
chip into any more. It was a beautiful swala- 
however, and it encouraged the mower to re- 
newed exertion-. It wasn't long before he 
tun ed up three bottles, four oyster cans, a cod 
of w ire, live or six clothes pin- and a lot of rag 
carpet. When he struck an old stove cover lie 
leaned against the house to sharpen up. The 
-eeond pass he mane he .sharpened up his 
thumb. The third pa-s passed tin* scythe over 
into the hack yard, where it cut three lines out 
ot the clothes reel and nearly stabbed the hired 
girl in the heel. 
“Nevertheless,” explained the citizen, a- In- 
stood at the gate with his thumb rolled up in 
the I.ngc-i i>;ii L of an old shirt, "L claim that .1 
scythe lias many advantages over a lot of cog- 
wheels and handles. I h ive ridden up and 
down on the street ears -o long that I am a lit- 
tle out of practice.” [Detroit Free Press. 
[From the Panlmry News.; 
T ho first straw hat of the season ap- 
peared on the street Monday afternoon. 
It was in the middle of the street. It. w as 
moving'along1 on its ear, wiili every indi- 
canon <>! a sale anil speedy trip. A man 
was about live yards in tlie l eal'of tlie bat. 
lie was popularly supposed to be the 
owner thereof, lie was bare-headed He 
was going fast. His lace was scarlet in 
color. He looked hot and embarrassed. 
Still il bowled along. So did he. Once it 
almost slopped. 1 in slackened his speed. 
Then it turned over on the other ear 
ear and shot ahead again. Then lie picked 
up his feet more abundantly. Men in 
wagons stopped their teams to look. Mer- 
chants followed their customers to the 
door to look. 1’eople on the walk dropped 
every other subject and bent all their at- 
tention on the chase. The hat went under 
one wagon and then passed beneath an- 
other and skimmed across the street, and 
finally brought up against a tree. The 
bare-headed man, who had twice given up 
the pursuit, and had each time declared 
that lie didn’t care a snap for the old thing 
any way, now put forth a third eftort and 
secured it. Then he set it on his head and 
pulled down the brim cracked half-way 
round. Then he got over a fence, passed 
through a yard, sealed another fence, and 
continued his way home by the same un- 
ostentatious route. 
[from the llrookport C End.) Journal. | 
A young lady of this city who was pre- 
paring fora journey had a dress made for 
tlie occasion, and as the time for departure 
approached she was considerably annoy- 
ed lest it should not he done in time. The 
dress cante in due time, but there was 
something about it that did not exactly 
suit her, and tlie matter still burdened her 
mind. The evening previous to her in- 
tended departure she put tlie dress away 
and tried to dismiss tlie matter from her 
mind, hut did not seem to have succeeded. 
When she arose the following morning 
she found her dress ripped apart, not a 
scant ot the whole garment remaining 
sowed, and not a cut or tear in the ma- 
terial. As no otto had access to it hut her- 
self, she was forced to conclude that she 
had arisen in iter sleep and ripped it apart. 
Spriggins says ho once prevented a se- 
vere ease of hydrophobia by simply get- 
ting on a high l'eueo and waiting there 
till the dog hail gono away. 
A Lucky Veteran. 
'i ears ago ( lias. M. Lee was a great lawyer in Rochester, N. V. On one occasion lie v%<.. 
defending an old I’evolutionarv veteran for 
passing a forged promissorv note for thirty 
dollars. There w;,s scarcely a doubt of the 
man's guilt, but Leo, getting over the knotty 
points of the evidence as well as he could, un- 
dertook to carry tim jury by escalade on the 
ground of the prisoner's Revolutionary ser- 
vices. Ho described in graphic t« rms the 
Moody attai k on Stony Point, by Mad An- 
thony, at which the prisoner, then a dare devil 
of nineteen, had dintiuguished himself, and 
closed his speech a* follows: 
“Gentlemen of the jury, will you send to the 
s'al-' prison for pas-ing a contemptible thirty 
dollar forged note, an old hero of three score 
an l ten, who n his youth cheered the heart of 
hi- country in the darkest hour of the Revolu- 
tion by <toi tiling btony Point?” 
I hi- \va- a poser for the jun win* retiring, 
returned after an absence of about two hours, 
when the clerk went through the usual for- 
mula : 
“Gentlemen of the jury, have you agreed 
upon a verdict?” 
** We iia\ e.” 
“Do you lind the prisoner at the bar guilty 
or not guilty?" 
Not guilty, because be stormed Stony 
Point,” thundered tin* foreman. 
The audience applauded, the crier rapped for 
order, the distriei attorney objected to the re- 
cording of the verdict, and the judge >ent the 
jury out again, telling the foreman, in a -harp 
tone, that they must timl an unconditional ver- 
dict of guiltv or not guilty. 
After an absence of a few minutes they re- 
turned, when tie- foreman rendered the simple 
verdict of not guilty, adding, however, us he 
dropped into hi- seat: 
“It was a good thing though,judge, fur the 
old Revolutionary eii-- that lie stormed Stony 
Point 1“ 
A Max Finds a Fahm that drsr si ns 
Him :n au. m rUNi: Tiunc. A Detroit leal 
e-tale agent was waited on v-terday by a till 
man with a weed on his hat, who said lie had 
the cash to pay Mr a laivm, provided In* could 
get one to ,-uif. The agent smiled him to a scat, 
and brought out his register of description-, 
lb* h:el s**\eral farms registered on his books, 
and he had no doubt that he could suit the 
would-be pureluiser. The stranger remarked: 
“What 1 want i- a larm of about 1 Free hundred 
acres.” 
'I’ve got it,” replied tie* dealer. 
“Pd like about six big hills on it.*' 
••Her* -he i—here’s a farm with exactlv -ix 
hills on it.’’ 
And P«l like a lake near tin1 centre.” 
“Here you are. Hep'- a farm with a lake 
exact iy in the «•* lit re." 
And 1 want a big natural cavern in one of 
He* hills." 
“Here \ »ur arc. 1 'here’s a cave on this farm 
that cant*!, be beat.” 
ddie stranger drew a long breath and went 
on: 
“I want a farm of tin"1 hundred acres, but 
one hundred acres must be mar.-h land.” 
“Ib*i* she i-,” was the ready reply. “Ju-t 
three hundred acres in th:- farm, and just «me 
hundred in marsh haul.” 
“I imi-t li:i\o a waterhill gi! livt high nn tl> 
farm." niiitimii'il the str:imr<-r. 
I lore you arc. This farm ha- a natural \\ a- 
tertuil <>t hot amt It inctu-s. ! dunT sup- 
I'.tsc ait iiit'li, mure or 1«—, nn a waterfall 
t mounts to much.” 
"Well, no, hut I want a windmill on one of 
tile hills." 
"That was put up last year," was the calm 
reply. 
It was some time hefore the stranger thought 
Of a:i \ I hilly' else, hut liuailv -aid : 
l itete must he a Baptist ehureh right across 
tin uad from the house." 
"One Imilt there last slimmer, sir." 
"It must he a hriek ehurelt." 
"So it is.” 
1 las it au organV" 
"It has." 
l hell 1 ean’t buy the farm of you." -aid the 
stranger, rising to g>. "If then is anything I 
hate it is a ehureh organ, and volt can sen for 
yourself that I would lie in a state of continual 
misery. The (arm .-nils me lirst rate, Imt I 
can't go that organ, 
,1 list what estimates those two men placed 
upon each other's veracity as they separated 
will never he known. [iMroit Free I’ross. 
They lttul a funeral with a remarkable 
sequel to it in Chicago last week. On 
Sunday morning a man was run over ami 
killed 1 iv an incoming railroad train, and 
tin- corpse was at once identified as that 
id' Jusialt Hill. Amidst great sorrow word 
was sent to his family. His wife wept, 
and in her almost inconsolable grief fran- 
tically caressed the dead one. The in- 
ptest was held, and there was no lack of 
■videuet concerning the man's identity; 
in fact it was never questioned. The re- 
mains were enclosed in a line eoilin, and 
m Tuesday the body was In.rne to tin; 
grave amidst the lamentations of a large 
-•ircli; of friends. That apparently was 
die last ot Judah Hill on this earth. On 
Lite jury at the inquest was a man who, 
unutig others present swore to his identi- 
fy. Tuesday the identical day ol the 
most frightened out of his senses by see- 
ing the veritable Hill at work in a garden. 
Hailing him lie conjured him by all that 
was good and holy to return to his ghost- 
y residence, ami let to be wandering 
ifottnd a ghostly gardener, lint judge oi 
lost.ill's surprise ami astonishment when, 
tpon entering his own home, to see his 
.vile scream out and faint before what site 
ook to be an apparition. She had never 
Unified the identity l the dead man, and 
t w as some time before she could be con- 
vinced that Iter husband was still alive, 
ittd not in the cold grave to which site 
tail consigned him The corpse was ca- 
mmed fur another inquest, and now arises 
.lie question, who was the fellow that 
ooked like Hill'. But no one can idctiti- 
y the remains as other than those ot the 
amented Mr. llill, who still lives. 
; From the Jaokaon Mi". Filut. 
Jim has been working in the country, 
md. on coming to town, was repaling his 
fiends with ids experience, on the cnticr. 
‘Yott know de man what I went to work 
aid? Well, yon see he told me he would 
lo better by me d lit any of his e ■ighbors 
was doin’ by der halts; he would give me 
le third of the crap, and 1 line myself. 
Well, you see I went to ehureh and gits 
quainted wid de neighbors’ bans, liars 
Mr. Washington, he is workin' on young 
Hilly Smith's plane, and lie's gittin’ de 
fourth., and liml hi'-elt; and dars Mr. 
Linkum, lie's workin" on old mail Jones's 
place, and he's gilt: i’ de tilth and is found 
tersides. \\ ell, yer sec, when 1 gits home, 
ittd was aworkin' in do crap, 1 got to 
itudyin’. and de more l studied de more I 
tome to de conclusion dat de third wasn't 
jwine to do me. So 1 goes to de boss, 
md says—J -ay- ■You told me you was 
igwine to do better by me dan any de 
neighbors was by dere bans.' He says 
lie'll been talkin’ to ’em, and dat he was; 
mil 1 say s dal 1’s been havin’ some consti- 
tution wid de neighbors' Inins myself, dat 
smith's halts was gittin’ tie fourth, and 
browii s bans was gitiin do tilth an louiid, 
mil 1 wasn’t goin’ to stand no third. So 
in says In- would resinge do old one and 
make a now ountrack, an’ wo holV oomo to 
town ’fore Sijuire Kobiiison, an' made it. 
Hole's do paper now, and dat’s do way 1 
screwed him tip to do fourth. I toll you 
what's do lack, hoys; you can't trust one 
d ih ni white folks." And .Jim mounted 
ais mule and lode oil'. 
One evening recently tho friends of a 
married couple up in Chillieothe, deter- 
mined to give them a surprise party. i’o 
this end. twelve couples of young ladies 
and gentlemen with well tilled baskets, 
made their appearance before the house 
about nine o’clock. As they came up to 
tho door they saw the gentleman standing 
in the alleyway with his overcoat on smok- 
ing a cigar, and the parlor was all lighted 
up. This struck them as rather singular, 
but the leader grabbed the door knob, and 
they rushed hilariously in. 1’iie gas was 
burning brightly, and six dignified old la- 
dies were sitting around the stove, look- 
ing as solemn as grand inquisitors. 
•‘Oh, my ! where’s Mattie ? shouted one 
exhuberant young lady, setting her bask- 
et on the piano, 
‘••She's up stairs,” said an old lady, look- 
ing over her spectacles with solemn acri- 
mony. 
‘‘bet’s have her down.” screamed half 
a dozen in chorus, and they made a break 
for the hall. 
“Here, girls, girls, don’t go up there!” 
and the old ladies made a hasty attempt 
to cheek the proposed raid. 
“H hy, what on earth's the matter here 
anyhow ?” inquired the impatient darlings. 
“Well, I believe its a boy.” 
“Oh, let’s go!” 
And that company of nice young men 
and woman moved away like a soap-bub- 
ble in a hurricane, and the girls never 
stopped for beaux or baskets, but stuffed 
their handkerchiefs in their mouths to 
hold their breath down till they were safe 
behind their own doors, and not a girl in 
the Fourth ward knows where Mattie 
liyes. 
A true American is too proud to beg and 
too honest to steal; he gets trusted. 
Tiie St. jLouis Convention, How Things 
Appeared on Sunday. 
jYom.\si>oail«*»e<- Boston l'ust.j 
St. Lot is, June 25. 
With tin* mercury in the hundreds, political 
arguments an\ when1 el-e would have been at a 
di-count. But hero ironi early morning till 
i-i •• at night nothing else has been thought of. 
much lev-, inlked aiMuit. Trains have arrived 
from all direction* during the day. bringing 
I irg** tiumb> r- of delegates, but more outsiders. 
I be Tammanv erowd arrived and had no sooner 
swallowed th' ir breakfast Ilian they began to 
take tie ir 'hare in die general argument. They 
reported at once to John Kelly and began by 
denouncing »«o \. Tilden. and declaring tint he 
eon id not carry New York in tiny event. They 
were met '*\ John Mon>M-y, whn was often 
heanl to oiler to i. t a >'.tm from s|0(M) to £10,- 
ooo that Gov. Pilden would carry tin* State if 
nominated. Phi- did not seem to piease Kelly’s 
-inker-. and tliey made no reply to Morrissey’s 
propo'ii ion. Idle latter says he lias n » came 
to love or uphold Gov. Tilden, but he i- for his 
nomimitiou because the t anal li ng and the 
lammany thieves are against him. 
ill Id SiTfATION 
ha- not materially changed during the day. 
Gov. Hendrick’s supporters are here in lull 
force, and they are the most active of any on 
the ground. They have their scouts out in all 
directions, and are working like beavers for 
their favorite. It was reported that tliev had 
ma.l*.some headway in the New I hurlaml dele- 
gation. but tin- i> not true. It is believed there 
wi.i not be half a dozen votes against Gov. 
Tilden trom Ni w Kngiand. and perhaps not 
any. fliere are two or three m< n who would 
iik- to g;\e Gen. Hancock their votes, but they 
are not likely to do -o until Gov. Tilden is out 
of the way. The arrival of the New Kngland 
men \eslcrdav afternoon seemed to stilled u{ 
tin* back of the Tilden men, and as soon as the 
Massachusetts ami Maine men got into then 
• piarti t* at the s uilhern Hotel, they were hi- 
siege.I to know how they stood. 
rm: sol TllKUX DKLIXiA MS 
were particularly anxious to learn tin* senti- 
ment of New Kuglund, and they seemed satis- 
ii< d when told that New Knglaiid desired the 
man. as that suited their views and tout i- 
!. tni. -late of the ease. The Southern peoph 
ay- .iei e by Mime of their best repi'esentativ 
in.-1 Tin y present no candidates for eithm 
la the Ticket, but saV tliev an* willing and 
•axiuis i,» east lln ir vote- tor tie* man best 
to r. pi'e-i n! tlie tni' 1 »enioriatie sentiment 
;11 the North. On ill first ballot they will di- 
vide their votes between G *v. Tilden. Gen. 
i I a iieo.lv, < iii \. Hendricks and Senator Bayard, 
if Gov. I’ll.l 'u i- forced out of the field the 
Southern men would no doubt prefer Gen. 
Hancock to any others mimed, although Mr. 
Hendricks ha- som friend* in Tennessee and 
Other States. 
mi. an i't:.N ]>i:i.m«;ati:s 
at Kind -ii Hotel have been thronged till day. 
u; I hi- -importer- are -anguine of siieeess. 
l'ln-y -a\ Kcliey and his crowd have overdone 
the iiiiie.g aii-1 their opposition is reacting in 
tavor .• the Governor. Some <>! hi- friends 
claim marly two hundred votes on the first 
ballot, and if that should prove to be the ease, 
lie will gain enough in the next lew ballots to 
ve him the nomination. Un the other hand, 
the l ammany erowd do not allow him more 
Ilian 15il vote- at any time, and claim lie e muot 
get the united vote of New York mi more than 
ivy.. or three ballot-. It i- -fated that the Ohio 
and !'• misyivania men have been living to 
ii11.!• on Tiitmnan or Hancock. and tb it an 
-•if.* : wa- made i.. g.-t Indiana into the ai ange- 
ne nt. !*ui that tie movement failed. Tim New 
J.-r-ev i.i ai seem to hav fa ith that Gov. Bar ion 
e. !J 1. ■ the man after ail, but the Western men 
w ;i' i;•.! agr- t-i tliai, a- the inllatioiii-1 s are as 
bill tow ird- him .i' towards Gov. Tilden. 
\ wet: »>\ i.i: Till-: imlg 
ii -a!- n.iiiiiog but uncertainly, and Ibc cle- 
ment- are of .-ueh a eiiar.n er that no amount 
of speculation will aid in making thi gs clearer, 
it mat l»- til th tc I- a dark horse in this race 
a- in that at < in-innati, and it may happen that 
he will eventually ini'* from the same State, 
ii;d his name 1 *.• rhurman. In that event the 
mime- i»i n*>\. (fa-ton and (iov. rngersoll will 
he \ei \ pr-enineii: v named for the second 
place. flier' i- hu! 1:1th? said about the txvo- 
third- vule.le.it ?here is hardly any possibility 
1 ii- repeal. .Member-of the Massaehu-etts 
delegation to-dav visited various other state 
de!*• eati »n- and ha l a lull and free interchange 
"I opinions upon the all-absorbing question of 
the day. 
ituw \M)iiii.i: i:i:i*oi:n:it saw it. 
Additional delegates arrived late last night 
slid to-day. Special trains will reach here early 
to-morrow mo uing wnli several hundred peo- 
ple from New York New Kngland and other 
parts of tin* country. A train with 1100 Tam- 
many itc- arrived this morning, and the oppon- 
ents of Tilden fhi ii New York are now very 
numerous. The contest between the Tilden 
and anti-Tilden men has been very warm to- 
day, and in man> eases quite hitter. The op- 
ponents to him on the part of the Tammany 
crowd i- \ei\ -trong. and aggrc-siw-: hut nOt- 
with-Iaiiding this Tildeu's friend- proclaim that 
he ha- gained strength. Thi- i- conceded by 
-nine ot Ins opponents. 'There i- really no 
organization in favor of any candidate, and 
there i- nothing hut the purest speculation a- 
to the results. 
Tin currency qiie-tion is assuming more 
deiimte form, and opinion upon that -abject is 
tiecoming more pronounced. Prominent Ohio 
.'lid Ti.V- V dM'l-'.Tl'ot' iVl- \ je\\"-"Vi,ilU,.1,k,t JjJi'jrf 
pie-i: ii will lose that Stale by CO.Olio majority. 
old Tim |ii liaiiiaiis -ay that that State will give 
•lo.ooo again-t him. whim if llendrieks is nom- 
inated he will carry them both by a handsome 
iu- *n;\. kan-a- delegates -ax that that Slate 
v. I mu -upport Tilden, and if he is nominated 
iii**ie will a third ticket iu !lie tield. 
d ue ** .tilheni delegates -eem to occupy the 
-am*' po-i:i«»n they did three days ago. 'They 
:.r« willing lo accept any man who promises 
he ]-<•-! bailee- of -ueee-s at the poll-. 
Th* Ihndriek- men profess to he hopeful, 
ii Manx "! tliem express disappointment at the 
1 ■ r* a-e of hi- strength during several xveeks 
pa-i. Tiny cannot account for this change 
.i sentiment, hut admit that in the Hast and 
v •utii < special!_\ his -trength has \ery luatei ial- 
diniini-h«‘d. Pennsx Ivania say the day after 
their <'■•nxeiition was he.d Hendricks had a 
tor* -tilth- majority «.f their delegation. Now 
te ha- id on<-iifl!i. >iniilar reports are made 
other i i-teru and S mthern delegations. 
'Tin- H un-oek movement, on the other hand. 
.- d loped greatly th pa-t two days, and 
lin.imii In ha- n*>! been regularly taken up, 
te i- in prcilx general favor and is talked of 
* \i« usive]y as the second choice. The 
oh -•••in- to he strongly in hi- favor, and 
w dl probably rallv to him if it i- shown he can 
h nominal* d. 
1 iie Nebi a-ka delegation held a meeting last 
i. :i' and r* -*d\ed to ea-t In r vote as a unit, 
"in iln iir-t to t ie last, for 'Tilden. 
Tie 1 Of number of p T<»111 i 11 111. ill HlIOIl tlt&l 
‘i in S!i-i;*<m .New York. Pennsylvania, Ohio, 
iiid iiia i:id otic >'atc-, including several 
of x\ i i. v eir« id iled papers, and to-day 
h a iifonnai meeting, at which the political 
T w i- pivtix lively di-eiis—*d. Ii xvas 
in New N’*»rlv the Hermans were 
a nd will :••• -at is lied with nothing 
I a« > indie', e that Tilden i- the embodi- 
liii- j»r:nejj11»* ami favoi him. They 
pi ittdrm-or promises. 'They are 
11 pi;:* h ails, hut are not wedded to 
■vx i:li tie iiian who has shown him- 
rv a -t of hi- ollieia! life to he a re- 
de'h-ad of a party, the Herman vote, 
md-d tdioj!-, will he east tor that 
! H rmaus w anted Jiristow at Hin- 
M'i I- < au-e tie believed him to be a re- 
* a Tie-;* tailed t*> get him, and a- yet they 
me ept.-d tin- man substituted for him. 
Ti1 •:• !i. they heli«-ve that every State in 
■••hi- h Hermans hold the balance of power 
• it it 1 torthe Iteijioeratie party. 
vn 1 *; iii: \ iru <u Tin: siti’ation. 
^ * '• <i :y v.i very busy day at the hotels. 
I in by \ <tv train, but only a 
w l «ir',. iral« ■- arrived. Prominent dele- 
te- Ir on Michigan say they arc without in- 
-!n; and will vote a* the bc.-t interests of 
,-c*-m to indicate. The Indiana dele- 
v ition i—it that tiiey are for Hendrick-. They 
•’ :_ro. t(» :m\ arrangement looking to 
Ib-iidriek- the second place on the ticket 
v iii. I u. it i- a—crled that threi-tilths of 
t I in.* 1 \:i• ji:t delegates are for Haneoek, 
and 'i it appear- that Haneoek cannot be notni- 
nat• i' th«*\ will go to Hendricks. It is laitncd 
that 1 iiuioi*, h<•reiofore reported 23 for Tilden, 
wil! giv *27 for Hancock. 11 for Tilden and 4 
ho I»a\is, and II* ndricks men claim that tlie 
D.t\ ’- \ "i'' w ill •to to them ultimately. A prom 
u* nt m mber of t ii- delegation -tales that he 
aloud* to make a speech in the < onvention and 
ng li uyre- against I’ilden of a very danger- 
••u- aara. a-r. lb -ay-Tilden does not deserve 
The *}.. « ? ..f ilc- nation, and is anything but 
r< former. lohn Morris-cy arrived to-day, 
aid has Imm ii tin- centre of attraction. Ik is 
v -i \ ;-I mouueed in hi- advocacy of Tiiden as 
tin l*<--t. -tnnige-t and ni i-t available man for 
Tie tine There have been several heated dis- 
pute- i" '\\«. n Tammany and anti-Tammanv 
men. Tie i'aiiiinanvitcs are hot tor the deleat 
of Tild- ti at ail hazards. T..ey assert that he 
moot carry New York, and that his liomina- 
.ii will d< b at the party. Oil the other hand 
it i-contended that bilden s reform record will 
• liable him to -weep \Yw York >y a larger ina- 
mt) than ever, as well as New Jersey and 
« onmcticut, where they ay the battle ground 
t the nomocracy lies. They think the Demo- 
rat- can concede the doubtful Western States 
to th« Republicans and still win the victory. 
I he New Jer-ev delegation is nniustructed, 
m l will \ote as a unit for ex-Oov. Parker. 
Th» \ < laiiu that in the event of Tildeu’a defeat 
Parker will be the successful man. Mayor 
Wickham of New York arrived yesterday and 
\prc--- him-elf strongly in favor of Tilden. 
MONliAY’s <;ossii*. 
I he Associated Press has the following relative to 
the as|M-et of affairs on Monday— 
m 1 i* June Jit. The Hendricks men are feel 
ing more conrideiit than yesterday. A Hendricks 
band i- parading the streets. Menu while the auti- 
I ilden !• ad* r- an working with energy. A confer 
« nc«- wa- held at the Southern Hotel last night, 
> loch \va- attended by representatives from ditler- 
ul delegations opjKiscd to fildeii. Addresses were 
u..ei« t*\ Huger A. Pryor aud John Kelley. The ob- 
••• *.l the meeting was to see what they can count 
u I'll* y report they are strong enough to defeat 
Helen, bat indicated no choice. 
The delegation* of Massachusetts and Wisconsin 
in-id ne ting- and agreed to cast the vote of each 
d.-c-ga’.iou solid for ftiden. file Tilden managers 
vpr-tin- greatest confidence of ultimate success. 
It is t.< tieved the two-thirds rule will stand. 
A pap.-r w as laid before tin* National Committee 
ihi- morning by the greenback delegation from New 
^ <>rk, u-kiug that seats in the Convention assigned 
t.. New York 1m- left vacaut until the credential corn- 
mitt* reports which delegation, this oue or the one 
loaded by Kernan, is cut Filed to seats. Tile green- 
back delegation demands that both be put upon the 
-aiu* footing before the organization. It is signed 
by tiid Tucker. 
Tin- Maine delegation is now complete and may be 
regarded as solid lor Tildcii. The Maryland delega- 
tion i' also here and while they have strong prefer- 
ence lor iJayard they are willing to vote for any man 
who can carry the election. 
Last night the friends of Judge David Davis in 
itlooinington, lil felt authorized to deny that he 
will decline the Democratic nomination, if such 
nomination is made. He declined to talk on the sub- 
ject personally. 
Lsening—There is no organized eilbrt of great 
force for any candidate except Tihlen. 1 he audacity ! 
«>f his supporter sweeps everything befon* it and | 
mako tin* mention of other names seem puerile. 
!li~ friends claim almost everything and iiis nomina- 
tion on 1 lie* Jd ballot with the requisite two-thirds, 
t »r the two thirds rule will he adhered to. 
A*‘ter all 1 he result will depend on tin* action of the 
Southern delegates who have up to this time been 
mostly lookers on. They want the North to select 
he strongest candidate and then they will supnorl 
nini. John Morrissey is working among the dele- 
gates for 1 ilden. 
\t a nice; ing of the New York delegation this eve- 
ning a letter was read from Horatio Seymour posi- 
tively declining any nomination. An informal ballot 
gave 1 ilden Seymour 7, Hendricks 7; Church, 
IIoilman, Hancock and ltayard 1 each. A resolution 
was adopt* *1 that the delegation vole as a unit until 
released by a inajoritv vote and that ‘.’j delegates 
shall have power to call a meeting. 
Humors of si combination between Tilden and 
Hendricks are contradicted by (Jen. Mason, who says 
Indiana will vote for Hendricks first and last and 
that lie w ill not take a second place on the ticket 
with Tilden. 
in :'M) I\ M. The hopes of the opponents of Tilden 
now centre around Pennsylvania, l'hi* state has re- 
sold ed to "vote for Hancock and to continue to vote 
for him with no second choice behind. This action 
they think will draw to their support enough .States 
on the second ballot to prevent the nomination of 
Tilden, and then Win. Allen of Ohio being out of the 
way that State would be added to the Hancock col- 
umn, and be followed later by Hendrick’s. 
Tiie count for Tilden on The first ballot now ex- 
ceeds 400. The Tammany leaders are so much dis- 
couraged as to be about ready to give up the contest, 
and ui this hour it looks as* if Tilden would sweep 
the field. 
At a meeting of the National Committee, Henry 
Watterson, editor of the Louisville Courier-Journal, 
was selected as temporary chairman of the Conven- 
tion. This was the first victory for Tilden. 
St. Loris, June *’<5. 
fhe excitement and interest in the Convention in- 
creases as the time for its meeting approaches. The 
delegate:' are all here either in person or by their al- 
ternate.', and the hotels are crowded with guest-. 
La Ji train brings large additions to the crowd, and 
mam private houses have been opened for the re- 
ception of people from the overflowing hotels. The 
l iidea men art: well organized, and this morning 
they rein-wed the work for their favorite candidate. 
III.DKN AN']) HI'MIKII k>. 
The St. Louis republican, the leading paper here, 
came out this morning with a strong article lor 1 i I 
den, ami aihocnted his nomination with (Jov. Hen- 
dricks for the second place, l'ln* paper was tilled 
with stirring appeals in behalf of that nomination, 
and the etlect is to strengthen the friends of Tilden 
very perceptibly. OI course the friends of (iov. Hen- 
dricks were not slow ill expressing their dissatisfac- 
tion at >u«‘h an arrangement, and loudly declare that 
iu no event would they allow hi- name to be used in 
that connection. The’lndiana men particularly wen- 
very indignant at such a proposition. Notwithstand- 
ing that, however, there nr*- those in the Convention 
who believe that (iov. Hendricks would take the sec- 
ond place. At any rat**, in a certain contingency they 
will press it and gis* him their votes. They said he 
ought to ield something ol his per.--onal feeling for 
the good of the party, and they will surely give his 
friend- an opportunity to consider it seriously, 
mi: «um*«*m:nts oi 
1 he I ammany men from New York continue their 
opposition to I ilden, and are busy iu getting an au- 
dience w ith all who will listen to them on the sub 
ject; but. when they an confronted with the fact 
that the leading men from the Linpire Stati—such 
men as Senator Keruan, Lieut.-Gov. Dorsheimer, 
Henry ('. Murphjx Joseph Warren, Abram Hew 
itt and other- are enthusiastic in his support they 
make hut little headway. Jt should be borne in mind 
too Unit muiic of the best men in the Tammany Hall 
organization are pronounced in his favor. It is Kel- 
ly and his crowd of fellows win) are doing the .-hunt- 
ing agaiimt him. Of course they tind w illing listen- 
ers in the Ohio and Indiana delegations, but in most 
of the other states then- are iiMenmcii scattered 
through. 
l'KOUA Jil.l. < < A1N s 1 oil 1 11.10.N. 
The I’enii.swvama delegates are all here, and have 
had a meeting in which the Hancock lever -ho\v»*d 
itself pretty jdainly. Whether they will throw the 
solid vote of the State tor him i- yet an open ques- 
tion, but when they get through voting for him it is 
probable that Gov. 1'ilden \\ ill get vine of their 
votes Gen. Singleton, of Missi.-sippi, reports that 
the delegates from his State an -olid for Tildeu. 
They would like to give Senator Bayard a compli- 
mentary vote, and may do so, but it is quite likely 
they \% ill commence with Tildeu and continue so to 
tin- « nd. l’he Wiscousin men are among the stillest 
of Gov. 1'ilden > supporters, and say if he i- nomina- 
ted he will get the electoral vote of that State sure. 
Tin* delegations from Michigan and Minnesota are 
also enthusiastic tor the Reform Governor. 
t ill: M AIM HEEEOAl ION 
have fixed upon the following as their organization 
Chairman, Samuel d. Anderson; Secretary, Samuel 
I>. Mi* Witt; Committee on Credentials, Win. 11. Me- 
l.ellan Organization. John E. Kicker; N ice Presi- 
dent, f rank W. Hill; Resolutions, i> R. Hastings; 
lor the Nationul Committee, Edmund Wilson 
Till-; OHIO MEN 
are divided between Allen and Thurman, but it is 
not believed that Allen will continue to be a candi- 
date after the lir-t, second or third ballot. Whether 
the whole vote of the Mate will then go to Thurman I 
or divide with Hendricks, is a problem. It is said 
that Gen. Ewing is not very strongly in favor of a 
candidate from Ohio, or even the West as in event of 
a nomination from the East he would be u possible 
candidate in tin* second place. The New Jersey men 
are determined to present Gov. Parker's name to the 
Convention, and they will adhere to them in tin- 
hope- that lie may finally be the winning man. If 
any of them have a second choice it is Tildeu. 
loK.MU. OPENING Of THE CONVENTION. 
Si. Lot is, June 27. The Democratic Na- 
tional Convention assembled in the llall of the 
St. Louis Chamber of Commerce, which was 
decorated with garland- of leaves, the State 
and sultry,‘betokening a storm. "The 'delegates 
were prompt.!} in their place-, but il was 12:20 
before llie ^Convention was called to order bv 
Augustus Schell, chairman of tin* National 
Democratic Committee. A military band in 
fear of tin* chairman's desk, meanwhile kept 
the assembly interested by rendering lively airs. 
Mr. sehell submitted brief n marks upon the 
purposes of the Convention to nominal** candi- 
dates whose election shall change the Govern- 
ment and overthrow corruption, etc. 
( Mii losing hi- remarks he nominated Henry 
Watlersou, of Kentucky, for temporary hair- 
man. who addressed the Convention at some 
length, arraigning the Republican party and 
declaring Democratic supremacy essential to 
the restoration of sectional harmony and honest 
government. 
The points of the speech were emphasized by 
frequent applause. At the conclusion he intro- 
duced Rev. Mr. Marvin, who ottered prayer. 
Tin chairman announced for temporary .'sec- 
retaries Frederick <>. l’rinee of Mass., and T. 
I <>. W alker of Iowa: S. K. Donovan of Ohio. 
Ass't Secretary: also Dan Able of Missouri as 
sergeant-at-A nils. 
On motion of Mr. Abbott, of Mass., the rules 
of the last National Convention were adopted, 
including the two-thirds rule, until otherwise 
ordered. 
AN Ai’AEAE lUIt WOMAN SUFFRAGE. 
After passing orders for State delegations to 
report names lor the various committees Mrs. 
Phu*he Cozzens addressed the Convention in 
behalf of woman sullrage. She concluded by 
presenting resolutions of the Woman Sullrage 
Association, which were referred to the Com- 
mittee on Resolutions. 
A recess was then taken till 5 r. m. 
EVENING SESSION. 
Reassembled at 5:25 and Gen. John A. Me- 
Cleruami was chosen permanent chairman. On 
taking the Chair he addressed the Convention, 
arraigning the Republican party for maladmin- 
istration which he claimed called for a change. 
The Committee on Credentials repeated all 
States represented and no contested seats. All 
the Territories and District of Columbia were 
admitted but without votes. 
August Relniont of New York, oilered a 
series of resolutions, which were referred, and 
the Convention adjourned till II o'clock to- 
morrow. 
SPKKCHKS. 
I>:m. W. Yoorhees. of liidiiina, was loudly 
railed fur and made a stirring speech. Alter 
him H. S. Cox »> called out. Jle defended 
lie* action of the House on the appropriation 
hills, and exhorted the Democracy to stand by 
theni.^ _ lie tavored the repeal of the resumjition act.—To this question "Who shall he your 
standard-bearer 1'” there was overwhelming re- 
sponse. “Tilden! Tilden!" 
He said lie intended answering himself, lie 
spoke respectfully of Tilden, hut said he also 
knew the strength of the objections to Him. He 
complimented Hancock, Hendricks and the 
tireat I nknovvn, hut at every opportunity the 
the audience renewed the erics for Tilden. In 
conclusion he said the Democratic party had 
no common contest in meeting the ticket of 
Hayes and Wheeler, and appealed lor a careful 
selection id'candidates. 
Where the Convention is Held. 
The great hall in St. Louis in which the Na- 
tional Democratic Convention is held, is thus 
described : 
‘•The .Merchants’ Exchange, in which the 
Democratic National Convention is held, 
occupies the block bound by Fourth, Pine, 
’Third and Chestnut streets, having a frontage 
of 235 by a depth of 1ST feet. It is a building 
of live stories, though apparently of hut three, 
excluding the basement, lour of the stories be- 
ing grouped exteriorly in two. The building itself is of cut sandstone, with red granite 
trimmings, and the style, barring some com- 
posite details, of the Renaissance. The grand 
Exchange Hall in which the Convention will 
assemble, is 235x98, with a height of 09 feet, 
lighted on every side by two tiers of windows 
separated by a light gallery. The doors, casings 
and wainscotings are of walnut,highly polished. 
The ceiling, including the cornices, is 215x99 
feet, without them is 179x50 feet, and is divided 
into three compartments elaborately frescoed. 
Ill the centre is a figure cinblamaticof St. Louis 
surrounded by groups typical of her agricul- 
tural, mineral and industrial interests, exchang- 
ing her products with the four quarters of the 
earth. The end panels represent characteristic 
types ol European and other foreign nations ef- 
fectively grouped. The cornice shows the 
several States of the Union and their escut- 
cheons, and the merchant flags of the world. 
Six doorways, each 9 feet wide by IS high, 
open into the hall, to which also leads a stair- 
case 27 feet wide and (il feet in height. 
The hall will seat altogether about 5000, this 
estimate including 40 scats on the platform for 
the President and Vice President; 80 for re- 
porters; 7st seats for delegates; 100 chairs 
along the inside of the t aking for distinguished 
lookers-on; 2,385 seats on the floor outside the 
railing, which is made extra substantial for the 
occasion; 1.200 on the galleries, with, probably 
3,500 standing places to be added. The resi- 
dents of the city have given #11.000 towards 
decorating and equipping the hall and prepar- 
ing the requisite rooms outside of the hall for 
State headquarters. One notable change is 
observed this year in the arrangement of the 
seats. The delegations are no longer grouped 
geographically, but scattered all over the area 
of the hall, their location being indicated by 
small flags.” 
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The Republican State Convention 
Out misguided Iriunds of the Republi- 
can organization, who swear by Hayes as 
the Republican nominee, and swear be- 
cause Blaine isn't, assembled at Bangor 
last ’ihursday. The choice tor chairman 
of this assemblage fell on our brother the 
editor of the Prog. Age. Physically the 
head and front of the Convention filled the 
chair all full, and presented an imposing 
front when he stood up before the assem- 
bled delegates if the party of great moral 
ideas. T he nomination of an editor to the 
place was a tribute to the profession that 
in either party does a great deal of labor 
and gets very little for it—but as usual 
there was small substantial benefit to cover 
the nakedness of the compliment. 
Of course the chairman made a speech. 
The text thereof was mainly the resolu- 
lions oi tho nntioiml convention winch 
tlaunt the bloody shirt. The horrors of 
rebel deeds were vociferated, and the air 
was as lull of diipping shirts of all sizes, 
shapes and descriptions, as when Lochiel’s 
wizard saw "a held of the dead i ashing 
red on the sight.” It was the usual party 
arraignment ut the bad, wicked Democ- 
racy. The Republican party had its word 
ot praise, of course. The defeat id' Blaine 
was lamented, and an apprehension of the 
consequences expressed in the following 
extract— 
The republican party stands guard over the 
feeble growth its principles have attained at 
tlu- .South. The work ot the republican party 
is aggressive, and the great leader, James G. 
Blaine [great applause] conducted this warfare; 
such is the mail and such are the principles that 
republicans would have been glad to see en- 
throned l the national capital, hut it was not 
to he. 
If neither the principles nor their ex- 
ponent are to be enthroned, the honest 
Republicans, like our neighbor, who seek 
only tiie public good, may well despair. 
The chairman said nothing about “a con- 
tinuous and steady progress to specie pay- 
ments,'’ because lie has secured his end ut 
a 
■- 
proposes to let it stay there 
As soon as the Chairman had got 
through, Rev. Dr. Field ottered prayer, as 
is usual in desperate emergencies, asking 
for Divine guidance and aid. 
Kx-Gov. Dingley came forward and 
made a neat little speech, alluding to the 
great disappointment at Cincinnati, but 
lull of li.pe that Maine will come up all 
right in September. 
Then arose .Mr. Castle, the Waldo mein- 
of the State Committee, and offered the 
following— 
Resolved. That in view of a probable vacancy 
in the t inted States Senate Irom Maine, this 
convention respectfully recommends the ap- 
pointment of James G. Blaine to till the vacan- 
cy, and Massachusetts will please take notici 
This was adopted with cheers for Blaine' 
The family jar does not concern us ex- 
cept as a spectator—but it is not made ex- 
actly clear what Massachusetts is asked 
to take notice of. If that State had some- 
thing to do with the defeat of Blaine for 
the Presidential nomination she will be 
likely to regard with complacency the as- 
signment by the party of his State to "a 
probable vacancy” in a much lower posi- 
tion than that to which he aspired. She 
can stand it if Blaine and his friends can, 
doubtless willing that he should have so 
much salvage from the wreck, and he able 
to “save his chest.” The floor of the 
House has been the field in which Blaine 
has won his reputation, and if his health 
or his prospects are so much shaken that 
he is willing to be shelved in the slow- 
moving :iml decorous henate, Massachu- 
setts and all his opponents will scarcely 
need an invitation in order to ■•take no- 
tice 
It is proper that we should state that 
the mover of the resoultion says the words 
“Massachusetts please take notice” were 
not intended to be incorporated therein, 
but were written at the bottom as a re- 
minder to the speaker. They have passed 
into history, however, as a part of the 
resolve adopted, and are now beyond re- 
call. So they will have to stand as testi- 
mony that the two states are in this mat- 
ter discordant and belligerent. 
Next there was read a dispatch from 
Elaine, as follows— 
It' my health had permitted 1 would have 
been with you to-day. Accept my congratula- 
tions on the brilliant promise of a great nation- 
al victory for the republican party. Every ef- 
fort must lie made to give Governor Connor a 
magnificent old-fashioned majority in Septem- 
ber. Maine must lead the way for the trium- 
phant election of Hayes and Wheeler. 
J. G. lll.AINK. 
This is brag, and brag is to be the 
game in Maine politics this year. Elaine 
will probably lind that the people of the 
state have got different notions in their 
heads of late. Connor’s majority last year 
was but 4000, and there is no reason why 
he should in 1870 have so many as that. 
Elder Stevens, of the committee on 
resolutions, reported that the Cincinnati 
platform bo endorsed, thanked the sup- 
porters of Elaine for a support that ended 
in a defeat, reaffirmed liquor prohibition, 
and endorsed Connor. 
The Convention was almost entirely 
made up of office-holders, mainly inter- 
ested in keeping themselves in place— 
sleek, well fed. well clothed individuals 
who felt the importance of the occasion in 
the most sensitive of all channels of sen- 
sition, the pocket nerve. It was the feeble 
and almost despairing rally of a party 
whose last hope went with the defeat of 
its leader and head at Cincinnati, and 
knowing that it deserves death and prob- 
ably will die, lives only upon the illusive 
shadow of hope. 
Hale for a. Fifth Term. 
Disinterested people may well wonder 
what sort of slulV the Republicans of the 
western portion of the Filth Congressional 
District arc made of. They are apparent- 
ly as slow and passive under goading as 
the patient ox that treads out the corn. 
Their task masters lay out the allotted 
woik, and they go the uncomplaining 
round of its performance. There was a 
time, to be sure, sonic years ago, when 
they showed signs of revolt, but it was 
beaten out ol them, and they have since 
lain down in the furrow. If Air. llale 
shall till the term for which lie has just 
been nominated, it will make leu years ol 
consecutive service in Congress, preceded 
by eight years of F. A. Pike from the ex- 
treme eastern portion of the district. 
Twenty years ago Xehemiah Abbott of 
this city had a seat in Congress, since 
which time no representative having a 
residence in Waldo or Knox has been 
elected to that body. 
Twenty years is a long time for a sec- 
tion so intelligent, and with interests so 
varied as those of the Knox and Waldo 
portions of the Fifth District to he practi- 
cally unrepresented in Congress. There 
has been nothing like it elsewhere in the 
State. Even in Kennebec, where contin- 
ued representation had the purpose of 
nursing a candidate for the Presidency, it 
has continued for only seven terms, or 
fourteen years. The state ol things here 
is simply political servitude. It is a part 
of a system that permits tiie sitting mem 
her of Congress, by control of appoint- 
ments. to bind to the ear of Ins interests 
the most active politicians of Ids district, 
and .-o perpetuate his power indefinitely. 
The Convention which assembled at Klls- 
worth on the -fid was made up three- 
fourths of office holders, or those: under 
the absolute control of that class. They 
had a lively sense of favors past, and 
thought they understood perfectly the 
source from which they were to come in 
future. That is why the Convention 
voted down a resolution declaring that 
tiie nomination should two years lienee 
come west of the Penobscot liver, and 
why llale received 108 votes to .01 for 
Milliken This appears to lix the matter, 
so lar as the Convention could lix it, for 
the next two years, and Hale’s leading 
friend on the floor of the Convention defi- 
antly told them that Mr Hale should be 
nominated and elected as many times as 
tie wished to bo. 
It is said that men have sometimes been 
so long In bondage as to lose their relish 
lor freedom and its rights and privileges, 
content to ‘'hug their vile chains and 
dream the age away Whether there is 
to be anything like a blow for the rights 
of the western section is a question, but a 
very doubtful one. The acceptance of the 
position of candidate for elector by At il li- 
ken and a speech pledging his best efforts 
for Hale don't look much like it. the 
most spirited thing of the occasion was 
the indignant speech by Castle, of ibis 
city, who, with Milliken clinging to his 
coattail, in deadly tear of'something rash, 
flung in tin face of the Jannissaries their 
subserviency to the one man power and 
their craven fear of losing patronage, 
that speech indicated to a good many 
who were present the direction in which 
they might look for a man of pluck if the 
nomination ever does come this win 
We have said that the nomination of 
Hale was the result ol his supposed con- 
trol of rtio iiUl(‘f>rs .i tli,. in-,insure udiiidt 
he was consequently able to bring upon 
officials. It is a pity that there had not 
been some one sufficiently well posted to 
rise and notify the delegates of the recent 
emancipation of office holders from the 
control of members of Congress h\ a re- 
solve of the Cincinnati Convention. The 
fifth resolution of the series is this— 
Under the Constitution the President and head- 
of departments are to make nominations for cilice, 
the Senate is to advise, consent to appointments, ami 
the House of Representatives is to accuse and pros- 
ecute faithless ollicers. The be st interest of the pub 
lie service demand that these distinctions be respect- 
ed, that Senators and Representatives who may be 
judges ami accusers, should not dictate appointment- 
to office. The invariable rule for appointinent- 
should have reference to the lioue-ty, fidelity and 
capacity of the appointees, giving the party in pow 
er those places where harmony and vigor of the ad 
ministration require its policy to be represented, 
but permitting all others to be filled by persons se- 
lected with sole reference to the efiieieucy of tin- 
public service, and the right of citizens to share in 
the honor of rendering faithful service to their 
country. 
Tilts n the highest party law, ;ind 
means, il it means anything, that ap- 
pointments and removals are not to be 
dictated by Congressmen, but made by 
the President and heads of departments, 
with reference to fidelity and capacity, 
‘•and the light of citizens to share in the 
honors of service.” That resolution, prop- 
erly used, would have blown the Hale 
programme higher than a kite. And it 
stands now as a statute against the valid- 
ity of a nomination obtained hv such 
means, and a release from all considera- 
tions which make the action of the Con- 
vention binding. 
The Convention ol‘ the Republicans ol 
Hie Fourth Congressional District, nt. Ban- 
gor, on the 22d, was a very excited ail'air. 
Notwithstanding tlie pledge of the Con- 
vention last year that Aroostook should 
have the nominee at the next election, 
there was very strong objection manifest- 
ed to carrying out the arrangement, at 
least while Aroostook presented Powers 
as the candidate. That county was there 
in force, and the clans of the various sec- 
tions indulged in a variety of outcries, 
hootiugs and hisses, as the light pro- 
gressed Powers was nominated on the 
lirst ballot, having HIT out of 29-t votes 
There is great opposition to Powers on 
personal grounds, both at home and in 
Penobscot, and be will be likely to te- 
ceive hard hits in the canvass. 
lion. Lot M. Mori ill lias been nominated 
and continued as Secretary of the Treasu- 
ry, in place of (fen. Bristow, resigned. 
The appointment is said to have been very 
unexpected to Senator M., and at the date 
of this writing he had not accepted the 
office. This much is certain—that Mr. M. 
has qualifications for the place, and a 
record that does not show a smooch of 
Congressional stock-jobbing or any form 
of dishonesty. Moreover lie has not be- 
come rich during his long career in Con- 
gress, We hope that Mr. Monill will ac- 
cept. The country neids the services ol 
such men. 
The Boston Herald intimates that there 
was a disaffected chap among the band of 
patriots who went from Maine to Cincin- 
nati—one who in his secret heart rejoiced 
when Blaine was scotched It says— 
We happen to know that there was at leas: 
one man in the Maine delegation at Cincinnati 
who felt relieved when Blaine failed to receive 
the nomination. There were not a few other 
delegates from various states voting lor Blaine 
yet hoping he would not he nominated. 
Is it possible that Blaine had solected 
his Secretary of the Navy outside of 
Maine, and that Boutcllo had found it 
out? 
The Appropriations. 
The sympathy of the whole people of 
the country ought to he with the House in 
the present Congressional dead lock over 
the bills making appropriations. The low- 
er house has passed all the principal appro- 
priation hills except two, the army hill and 
the sundry civil appropriation hill, which 
will at once go to the senate. Unusual care 
and labor have been bestowed by the ap- 
propriations committee in the preparation 
of these bills, with a view to meet the de- 
mands of the times for a reasonable re- 
duction in the expendituresot the govern- 
ment. Large reductions—amounting in 
all to over $110,000,001 >—have been made, 
and that, as the committee and the house 
believe, without any risk of crippling the 
administration of the government in a sin- 
gle one of its legitimate and necessary 
functions. Hut the senate, instead of co- 
operating heartily with the lower house 
in its efforts for economy, absolutely 
reluses to concur in the main reductions 
passed by the latter, and coolly threatens 
the government with a linancial suspen- 
sion unless the democratic representa- 
tives will repudiate their policy of re- 
trenchment la some cases the senate 
iias even treated witli indifference and in- 
action tlie overtures of the house towards 
an agreement. Thus the house non-con- 
curred in amendments of tin: senate re- 
storing the post-olliee bill to its accus- 
tomed large dimensions, and the latter 
body was duly notified of the fact. Hut 
not a word lias been heard from the sen- 
ate on the subject, its apparent purpose 
being to repel any approaches towards 
compromise and concurrence. Under the 
circumstances it is clear that if the pres- 
ent deadlock is protracted to the detri- 
ment of the government, the responsibili- 
ty will rest on the body which reluses to 
yield to the necessities of the country and 
the admonitions of a diminishing revenue. 
The house would have been held to stern 
account by the country bad it failed to 
narrowly scrutinize and rigidly pare down 
expenditures. It lias but done its duty 
in doing so, and it ought not to recede 
from its position. If it has cut down the 
liberal estimates of republican heads of 
departments to an injudicious or Imitful 
extent, that fact will in due time become 
apparent, and proper censure will be visit- 
ed upon it for its mistake Hut, inasmuch 
as congress will be in session in Decem- 
ber next, it is not possible that any real 
hardship can result, even il such errors 
have lj<-f 11 committed. Them iJ no ex- 
cuse, therefore, for the obstinate persist- 
ency ut the senate. ,\o interest ot the 
government is to be serveil or protected 
In its resistance; none would be imperil- 
led In its unconditional acquiescence. On 
the contrary, its course threatens the ad- 
ministration with the disaster of which 
the president lias now giving warning. 
Should that disaster arrive, there must be 
no misunderstanding on the part of the 
country as to where the blame tor it prop- 
erly rests. 
The Convention, 
We present elsewhere such notes ot the 
Democratic National Convention as have 
come to hand At this writing, Wednes- 
day alfernoon, we arc without the result 
of any ballotings. Should any come to 
baud they will be given in another place. 
The indications up to this hour arc very 
strong for the nomination of Tilden 
The l nited States Senator's place, from 
-name, is still unsetlle.l Morrill don't 
know whether he wants t<> lie Secretary of 
lie; I re,usury, and until lie makes up his 
mind it is impossible to say whether illume 
is to remain in the House or not. Tou 
can't get a woodchuck into a Dole while 
another one is stopping il if there shall 
he a vacancy, no doubt 111.line can have it 
—and m the present condition of his health 
lie ivi 1 probably accept tile place as a ha- 
ven ot rest. 
Mr. lilaineean doubtless lake the vacant 
place il Senator Morrill goes into the 
Treasury, lint there arc other patriots 
who arc willing to serve. .) 11. Drum- 
mond, of Tottluml, lias many friends,—so 
lias Got Dingley. 11 Gov. Conner follows 
his own impulses in the matter, he will 
probably appoint hi' fellow soldier ex- 
Gov. Chamberlain 
Nothing could afford a nobler illustration of 
republican principles titan tile composition of 
Hie republican National Convention. Caste and 
race anil color were all alike Ignored. * * * 
’file spectacle and the declaration will be in 
strange contrast with what uiil lie seen and 
beard at St. I. mi-, two weeks hence. I Pro*'. 
Age. 
I ndoubtediy lint, St. Louis lias one 
advantage. The guest at a hote l can ask 
lor a plate of soup without danger of mis- 
taking a southern delegate lor a waiter. 
We inadvertently added three years to 
the age ot our candidate for Governor. 
Mr. Talbot is but o7—just in tho prime of 
life, and with the qualifications to make 
as good a Governor as ever sat in the 
chair. 
Representative llale was renomii ated 
at Ellsworth last Friday. Three day s after- 
wards there was a tornado and a hail storm 
that smashed things and broke the win- 
dows. Was it a forerunner ? 
Allairs in Europe are regarded as very 
critical, and war may ensue at any time 
England is making hurried preparation ol 
her navy, and strengthening the works 
and garrison ot Gibraltar. 
The Journal says the Hayes and Wheeler 
ticket will be supported genera ly by those Re- 
publicans in Lewiston and vicinity who voted 
lor Greeley, four y ears ago. 
And with about the same result, doubt- 
less. 
they continue to rise and explain about 
money matters The latest was the late 
Sergeant-at-Arms, Ordvvay, now a mem 
her oi the New Hampshire Legislature. 
He says lie didn’t. 
Mr. Blaine's health was worse again 
last week. He is coming home to Maine. 
His friends began to fear that his case is 
more serious than was supposed. 
The Pittsburg Post says—' the Cincin- 
nati platform was mado for Blaine. With 
Hayes on it we have the funny spectacle 
oi Tom Thumb riding an elephant.” 
The Bangor papers publish a program me 
ui llie Fourth ol July celebration. There 
will be a display of military and lire com- 
panies, salutes and fire works—the whole 
to be eooletl oil by a show of the new 
water works. 
Hie mania for suicide continues to pre- 
vail. East Saturday morning a stranger 
from the Provinces was found dead in Ids 
bed in the Commercial House, Bangor. 
He had shot himself through the head. 
They are going into the Exposition now 
at the rate of fifty thousand a day. 
LATEST? 
FROM THE 
ST. LOUIS CONVENTION. 
St. Louis, June 28. 
John Kelley of Sew York, presented to the 
Convention a list of names of prominent men 
of New York opposed to the nomination of 
Goy. Tilden. The Chair ruled it out of order, 
A resolution, ottered by Gov. AVooderson of 
Missouri, that the Convention do not proeeed 
to ballot for President and Vice President til! 
the report of the committee on resolutions is 
adopted, is being discussed. 
At 11 : 10 a. m. The Convention has taken a 
recess till i! o'clock, to hear report of commit- 
tee on resolutions. 
At the closing of the telegraph office in this 
city at .s o'clock Wednesday evening, it was 
announced that the balloting had commenced, 
but with what result is not known. 
The Ellsworth American telis of a wo- 
man in Castinewho carried a water snake, 
a toot and a half in length, in her stomach 
for lour years. This reptile was accustomed 
to make excursions about its prison house, 
trying to get out, and at times the woman 
had to grasp the reptile through the walls 
ot the abdomen, and hold hard to keep him 
still. His career wasstopped by I)r. Put- 
nam ol liueksport. The doctor didn't cap- 
ture the reptile as his namesake tlid tlie 
wolf, but administered a subtle dose which 
caused him to leave. It's a good putt' for 
the doctor. People troubled with snakes 
will take a hint therefrom, and apply early. 
It mni/ he possible for a small snake lo be 
swallowed in a draught of water, and to 
live and grow in the human slomai h—but 
in a lair stand up light between thegastrie 
juices and a small water snake, we should 
risk our money on the juice. 
A fishing party at Moosehead Lake last 
week.lelt that locality tearing mad They 
had constructed a large box, bored full of 
holes, which was towed to the fishing 
ground for the purpose ot keeping the 
lisli alive The night before tiie depart- 
ure! Iiis receptacle contained two hundred 
pounds of large and handsome trout 
Next morning ii was found to have been 
visited by some prowling thieves, ami 
robbed of its contents. We understand, 
if tlie thieves are caught, that Counsellor 
Strout, of Portland, is ready to conduct 
the prosecution without fee or reward 
A disappointed office seeker ui Constan- 
tinople took a urious revenge the other 
day Uo walked into the Council ot State, 
whipped out a revolver, and began slay ing 
the high officials with unpronounceable 
names, lie killed or fatally wounded three 
of the dignitaries. Next day they took him 
out and hung him, so lie will never have 
another lit of emotional insanity. 
About three o'clock last Saturday morning 
ilie steamer Cambridge struck on Monhegan 
Island, breaking sonic lil'teen feet off her bow. 
She got off in safety about o’clock. f< irndcii 
Herald. 
That’s rather a remarkable accident, 
that a steamer should lose iifteen feet of 
her bow by striking a rock and then get 
off' in safety ! The tact is that only her 
planking was fractured for a small space. 
llte Colorado potato bug lias made its 
appearance in H’inthrop, Kennebec Coun- 
ty—brought there, it is thought, in seed 
potatoes. But the fact is enough to make 
potato growers shudder. 
One of the amusements at the Dover 
celebration ui the Fourth will be the 
chasing of a greased pig. They ought to 
label the animal ‘•Cincinnati nomination.'’ 
Speaking of the slashing work made by 
tile nominating cunv eiilions with Presiden- 
tial aspirants, there is a capital anecdote 
ot Daniel Webster’s speech on the evening 
of the day on which (leu. Scott was nomi- 
nated by tlie Whig Convention, in 18bo. 
It is well told in lion. S S. Cox’s work 
“Why we Laugh,” as follows— 
It Was a day charged to tile brim with disap- 
pointment for Webster. He was heart-broken 
by what lie felt to lie tin* desertion of his for- 
tunes by tin- South, it was a waif ot the time, 
and Inis not been preserved in any Webstcriana 
which 1 have ever seen, la it out of place here? 
The Mississippi delegation returned from Balti- 
more to Washington, and called at his lodgings 
to serenade him. Mr. Webster came on! to re- 
spond to their civility, and his speech, of all his 
very brief utterances, is one of the most remark- 
able and happy, as illustrating his temper. In 
ils poetry, ill "the imperial majesty of its tone, 
and in ils proud self respect, it is Webster. No 
other man that ever lived could have made it. 
Here il is: "I thank you, fellow-citizens, for 
this triondly and respectful call. 1 have only 
to say, gentlemen, that the Convention did, t 
dout.t not. what it thought best, and exercised 
its discretion in the important matter committed 
to it. Tlie result lias caused me no personal 
feeling whatever, nor any change of conduct or 
purpose. What I have been, I am, in principle and in character: and what I am. I hope to con- 
tinue to lie. Circumstances or opponents may 
triumph over my fortunes, but they will not tri- 
umph over my temperormy sell-res perl. Gen- 
tlemen, this is a serene and beautiful night, 
fell thousand thousand of tlie lights of heaven 
illuminate the lirmament. They rule the night. 
A few hours hence, their light will he extin- 
guished. 
V e stars that glitter in tilt- skie-, 
A ml gayly (lance before my eyes, 
Wlmt are ye when the sun shall ilse? 
Gentlemen, there is not one among you who 
will sleep better to-night than i shall. If I 
wake, 1 shall learn the hour from the constel- 
lations, and 1 shall rise. In the morning. God 
willing, with the lark; ami though tlie lark is 
a better songster than I am, yet he will not 
leave the dew and the daisies, and spring tip to 
greet the purpling East, with a more blithe or 
jocund spirit than I shall possess. Gentlemen. 
I again repeat my thanks for this murk of your 
respect, and commend you to tlie enjoyment of 
a ipiiel and satisfactory repose. May God bless 
you all 
(Jen. Stott, it will In; remembered, car- 
ried only lour states The limnor of the 
speech consists largely in the fact that not 
one word was Said favorably to the ticket 
he was expected to endorse, and hardlv 
an allusion made to it It is somewhat 
different trom Blaine’s swift congratula- 
tion of Hayes—but then there is a differ- 
ence in men 
The Centennial Exhibition. 
Phii-aukm'iiia, June 2:1. The attendance at 
the exhibition to-day was apparently larger 
than usual. Hotels and hoarding houses are 
steadily tilling up and visitors from New Eng- 
iand and the west continue to increase. Notice 
has been received of several excursion parties 
from distant points in the West and South. 
About one-fourth of the juries have finished 
their work and are ready to announce their 
awards wltenevercalled for bv the commission. 
It is understood at least half of the exhibitors 
in Machinery Hall and one-third of those in the 
main building will receive bronze medals. Near- 
ly all the goods of the Egyptian department 
have been sold and mor ■ than half of those in 
the Chinese, Japanese, Tunsian and other ori- 
ental exhibits. Several exhibitors in Machinery 
Hall have received large orders Irom foreign 
visitors princ ipally from South America and 
the East Indies. 
A Western editor, thinking to stock his 
depleted larder, advertised, “Poultry tak- 
en in exchange for advertising.” The vil- 
lainous compositor, seeing his opportunity 
to pay up a long-standing grudge, set it 
up, “Poetry taken in exchange for adver- 
tising;” and since that time the office boy 
has been clearing fifty cents a day from 
the waste paper man. 
A Georgia farmer while at work in the 
field hung his vest on the fence, whereup- 
on a meditative cow came along and ate 
up a part of the garment, including the 
inside pocket, which contained the deed to 
the property. Now the Georgia papers 
are discussing whether that cow is a free- 
holder or not. We should say, “Yes, iu 
deed.” 
Otto important matter was settled at 
Cincinnati, ami that was that Senator 
Morton's running gear will not he in the 
Presidential race, though it is supposed it 
will be seen occasionally about the track. 
Letter from Washington. 
| Correspondence of the Journal. J 
Washington, June :.’0. 
1 have come away l'rom the crowds and heat of 
the Centennial for a few days in this fairest city, 
and I write you this morning looking down from an 
upper window at the Arlington upon buildings that 
are as familiar as the faces of friends, and which 
seem very like friends when I have been so long 
among places that were wholly strange, l.'nless 
you have been in Washington in .June you do not 
know how exquisite it i-. You havd heard ot its 
intense heat, but on Saturday the mercury climbed 
ten degrees higher in Philadelphia than it did here, 
and 1 find the wide streets and open parks give 
ample space for the south wind from the lower 
Potomac to give us a constant breeze. A Poston 
gentleman said last evening that he had sutlered less 
here than lie would at home. I’ll admit that Penn 
sylvaniu Avenue has a horrid pavement, but aside 
from that, Washington is my pearl of cities, aud I’m 
thinking how magnificent it will be when the years 
of another generation have perfected its parks and 
allowed its trees to mature their beauty. 
On Saturday we drove down to hear the Marine 
Band in the President’s grounds, and I was surpris- 
ed at the extent of this year’s improvement'. The 
ground has been graded all about the attempt at a 
Washington monument, carefully sodded and plant- 
ed with thrifty young trees. The lakes have their 
graceful fountains and tin* sunlight of the dying day 
sent floods of radiance reaching across the lawn be- 
low the White House, to break into thousands of 
shining lances against the gayly dressed crowds 
who were listening to the band. Corning from the 
Quaker city, where sober costume is the custom al- 
ways, and where just now the prevailing toilette U 
a travelling dress, the bright colors and delicate fab- 
rics worn here strike one very forcibly. You can't 
think how especially pretty they made the seem* on 
Saturday. The band, of course, wore their -carlet 
uniform; and all about them clustered tin* pictur- 
esque throngs, to whom tin- concert was a rare 
treat. Then we drove away down to tin* grounds 
about the agricultural department. I he glory of 
the roses has gone, but other blossoms are it; perfec- 
tion, and Mr. Saunders lias made of all the ground' 
a mosaic of living beauty. I lien we drove down fo 
the Avenue, and vvers jolted until .Judge Alien re 
marked he wished there was a law obliging mem- 
bers of Congress to ride there till they appropriated 
money enough for its repaving, and the M. (’. who 
was of the party informed ns that the appropriation 
had already been made. We passed Gov. Shepherd’s 
new building, oil the corner of Twelfth street, every- 
one supposed it would be a hotel, but I am told it 
has been purchased by the government for otlicial 
uses. Lucky Mr. Shepherd ! when other capitalists 
find it almost impossible to even rent their build- 
ings, he can sell hi- without io>s. tl« has certainly 
made hay while the sun was shining. But a m-w 
President cometh, and these thing-* must cease. 
The now Biggs House on the corner of Fifteenth 
street is winning popular favor rapidly >o rapidly 
that the elegant Arlington, witii its elegant price.-, 
seems almost deserted. Member.' of Congress liii 
ger still, but theyr seem dreadfully alone, for their 
wives have lied, and an occasional Senator doesn’t 
especially enliven the scene. 
Doubtless you are pitying the poor law maker* 
who must sit ill tlie Cu])itol so many hours consid- 
ering tedious hills and resolutions, with the mercury 
among the nineties. 1 remembered the stiflmg air 
there last winter, and my sympathy was roused, 
but I found it was a waste of valuable material, for 
these < ongressnu it make themseiw- exceeding!; 
comfortable. I'ir-tly, the thick walls of the Capitol 
are not so easily penetrated by the heat as the walls 
of private residences, and nextly, you know there are 
great funs whirled by steam, which constantly send 
throughout the building their currents of fresh, pun 
cdr. That might be disagreeably warm just now, 
only that taking tin* gifts the gods provide, Congress 
orders tons of ice to be dumped every morning be 
neath those fans; so all the air which our legislators 
breathe is cooled before ii is sent into either the Sen 
ate or the House. 
On Friday night they had a warm se*-ioii for 
which the weather was not responsible, and which 
ice failed to cool, and they kept it up till two o’clock 
in the morning, for there is no hone m Mother Hub 
bard’s congressional cupboard over w Inch there is so 
much growling, as the appropriation bill. 
It is never a pleasant thing to bring one’s ex- 
penses down to a required limit even in tin* most 
limited house-keeping, ami that appropriation com 
mittee has had a perplexing time deciding whose 
noses could be cut oil’with the lea-t chance of rebel 
lion. Our national house keeping has grown to so 
enormous an extent that 1 Tide >am is in terror over 
the bills. Just where the ta-dilution of a depur' 
mental clerkship begins ! hiii unable to discover 
but think of IH,000 clerks on the civil service pa>- 
roll ! For women to whom life has shown its hard 
est phases these clerkships are desirable, and for 
some men w ho have nia le a failure in more ambi- 
tious directions, the quiet routine of ollice work 
muk» a refuge; but how any young man can con 
sent to immure himself in an office to endorse its re- 
strictions and abandon all hope of uu) I'uiuri bcyoml 
the dull round which a Herds so little -rope for indi- 
viduality, passes my comprehension. 1 think I should 
be tit for a lunatic asylum at the end of the first 
month, but then you see I’m not a well regulated do 
inestie animal 1 heard a little incident last evening 
of a man who had been discharged from the Interior 
Department. It was nine years ago. He staid in 
Washington idly for some weeks, hoping for reap 
pointinent, but his lamily needed support, and sum 
moiling all the \ nnkee pluck of his nature he looked 
about among the Virginia farms lying near tin city 
1 he worn out lands w ere not esteemed valuable one 
was lor sale at a low price, so our clerk borrowed 
the money for its purchase, and removing there, be- 
stowed upon his nww estate all his labor and agri- 
cultural skill. fhe first year bis crops u.-toni.-hed 
his neighbors; lie purchased cows and brought milk 
to the city; he cultivated small fruits and in this 
way every ) ear saw the mortgage rapidly dwindling, 
till at the end of the fourth he owned his acres abso- 
lutely and is to day worth $40,000. Hardy, health;, 
and happy, lie passes the jaded puli* cheeks with u 
compassionate <igh for their mistaken notions of tlu- 
dignity of labor. His milk-cans were banished long 
ago; he has established a dairy managed by compi 
tent servants, and his golden butter brings a highei 
price than any other producer can command. It i-. 
so ens\ to read the romantic story of (.'ineinnutio 
and admire it, but so difficult to imitate bis example. 
Mr. Blaine i> very ill, so ill that his physicians in 
sist upon immediate change of air, and lie will U-a\ e 
for tlu* north to-morrow in a car tendered for his 
private use. Doubtless the bracing atmosphere of 
his adopted state w ill very soon restore him to his 
usual vigor. Should he go to the Senate, we may 
expect a degree of interest in that placid place which 
has rarely been awakened, for (Tinkling doesn't love 
tlu* gentleman from Maine who so ruthle--.lv fitted 
to hi* elegant self the soubrioquet he will never 
shake oil’, and Mr. Blaine’s unparalleled readiness 
of thought and his swift speaking will always be a 
match for the more studied utterances «.t m\ lord 
Is there anything else Ohio would like to have? 
Upon my word she seems to he having matt* s so 
entirely bis own way that Democrats within her 
borders find their state pride a powerful argument 
against fault-finding to any great extent. They have 
the Presidential nominee; they have the Chief Jus- 
lice anil Attorney to-uerul t ecuinsch the tin inclhle 
conic- It'imi the Ituek-eyc* state; and now the Hon. 
Wilson Sayler receives the compliments of the House 
and is throned in the Speaker’s chair. Was ever 
such a tiling known in one history 
There, it is growing too warm to write, and be-idcs 
I want my breakfast. Working for all hoar or two 
lends an especial fragrance to the scent of coffee and 
boiled chicken, and during tin- present reigu of heat 
tile early morning is tile only time when exertion 
seems possible. Send down a few of your cooler 
breezes, dear friends! anna s, it -. 
We are pained to record the death of lion. 
Ethridge G. Knight, which took place on the 
—d, at liis home in Camden, at the age of lid 
years and 5 months, lie had been one of the 
most active and energetic business men ol that 
thriving town for many years—a man whose 
sound judgment and discretion were always re- 
lied on hv his associates, and which ensured the 
prosperity of every enterprise in which lie be- 
came interested. Mr. Knight had been a mem- 
ber of the Senate in Maine, anil had been called 
to other offices by Hie votes of Iti~ fellow citi- 
zens. lie was one of the most honorable, gen- 
ial and kindly of gentlemen in his intercom se 
willi the world, and in hi- family a warm heart- 
ed and loving husband and father. 
Our readers wi.l remember that we have pub- 
lished some letters from Hie coast of Africa. 
They were written by John O'Neale Stoekli ini, 
who, as member of the Philadelphia firm of 
Edward S. Morris, A. Co. was residing in that 
country. We are pained to learn that Mr. 
Stockhaut died on the lsth, at Philadelphia, in 
live hours after arriving from Africa. He mar- 
ried a daughter of Charles Treadwell, Esij., of 
Belfast, and was a gentleman greatly beloved 
and respected. 
A few mornings since three men were work- 
ing in a saw mill in Tipton, Ind., and while in 
(lie act of turning a log, preparatory to sawing 
on the opposite side, the handspike of one of the 
men named Baxter Short, slipped, throwing 
him on the saw. which was in motion, cutting 
itis head completely oil’, his body falling on one 
side and Itis head on the other, lifeless. The 
hotly was terribly mangled, the saw tearing Itis 
hands, arms and shoulders; Itis tongue was 
torn out and laid in the dust, and Itis brain was 
scattered in every direction, and everything 
near the place wits stained with blood. The 
scene was a shocking one, the ghastly appear- 
ance chilling tlie hearts of everyone who looked 
upon him. Mr. Short was about forty years of 
age, and leaves a wife and several children. 
Generalities. 
Miss Dickinson will summer in Maine. 
Tin- old Mercantile Bank of Bangor has closed up 
A Texas man make- $1000 a year from each acre 
of an onion field. 
The Boston city council has voted to pull down 
the old state house. 
A little boy named Dugan fell into the river m 
Bangor, Tuesday, and was drowned. 
The Chicago Times heads the news announcing 
Hayes’ nomination—“A tool for luck.” 
I'he latest case of being stage struck is when- n 
young man was run into by an omnibus. 
The Delaware peach orchards promise an exc<-. 
lent yield this year, both in quality and quantity. 
The per cent of taxation this year in Augusta wil 
beg 1 : cents on a dollar. Last year it was i p.-i 
cent. 
Ah-x. II. Stephens has mi far recovered bis healtl 
as to consent to go bark to Congress for anotIn- 
terim 
Win. Kiind-. y, at Providence, K. 1 on luesda; 
evening shot bis wife in the thigh and then shu 
himsell fatally. 
Charles S. Kempton of Strong was drowned win], 
bathing in Sandy river. His age wus go. 11* wu 
an expert swimmer. 
Capt. Geo. H. Carlton, of bark 1C .I. Carlton 
Rockport, recently died on the passage from A- 
York to Shanghai*. 
The New York Tribune tells of a re»taurant-keep.- 
whose sign reatls ‘‘I. Fried.’’ Which probably ■>** 
nili« s “Fried Iysters.” 
The lapse of time has shown that a girl’s I,* 
chances of marriage are while she G between tw*- 
ty-one and twenty-two. 
A London genius has attached a whistle to p. 
end of his dog's tail. By thi* arrangement rtn a 
mal can call hi* muster. 
It is ditll ult for a man arrayed in the new »t> 
of lin«*n ulster to appear a* it he had not throng mistake, got on his wife’s night-gown. 
Kate Field says that husbands are a nuisunct- 
we must remember that Kate is not the best uutli 
ity in tin* world on the subject of husbands. 
A bold rascal on an Illinois railroad train pret* i, 
ed to he the conductor. collected all the ca-h la 
iu two cars, and jumped oil with tie- mom y 
file J’liuee of Wales will try to get over to 
Centennial. If he can ci-nv* ui. mly make tin 
sary arrangements he will arrive early in August 
A Connecticut journali' .it a char- h f*--iival »*, 
other night, who passed his plate up tin- hith 
for strawberries, got an oyster plate, rounded fm. 
Ingersoll, who made that splendid pica for I5b« 
in the convention. >ay- i: G tin* last political -p. 
he shall ever ruakt lie intends to tak- no pair 
the canvass. 
Beecher's Hilary, which u a- $ Ionium !u-t .mi, 
been reduced to SJU.ouu Pu tin- ensuing y.ai 
that any encouragement for a man to n toi m V\ 
A sturgeon *i feet : inches in length w.i- f.*umi 
tin- cheeks of the <lui»-* *at tin Bangor dum it 
lishsliip G now tied by a rope* and G allow 
round a lit11*- 
It i- -tuted that the appl* erop on tin- upper K 
n*-i.ee ri\ «-r comph I »-ly runn-.i, tin- cut* pi1' n 
lug up * .-rytiling' a-they hpe tin- i.-«\e- ’!}•••. 
poplars in the forest.-.. 
Sta'Gticians announce that tin’s cun'i .-..nsu. 
atmiuuly 1, Ino.uou.ooo |m.muT t butter, which 
New York ommerciui A .t\r t i.-.-r 'I ink- >pr« 
ing it on pretty thick. 
The Journal says one .>1 tin he, -.ong.nc t ■ 
W ( lark, K.S'i at Danville Junction. Ini' ale -a 
fill fawn by its -id*. little fellow but ,i 
days old and is very beautiful. 
The store of Mr .1. F. Holmes at Hreenlun s 
IF, was robbed Monday nigbt. V .log \vn- t >. 
choked to death, and the a rim <1 watchman \vh> 
in the store slept through the whole ot it 
Hon. IMward O’Brit u t I'lioum-ton has j.r.• ~t i. 
to his native town of Warren, by dee*l wt gif’ » 
sum of £lo.ooo as permanent tiiUd, iut<re-t t 
devoted to the assistance of deserving poor. 
Fuller .v Pucivul opened a raisin box it u 
store on Satin day, and toiiud in tin middle ol 
box a stone weighing about ten pounds. That’s 
biggest ruisin -tone vv* ev. su«.v Vugusta I 
nui. 
At Abbott, Maine, recently, a widow !udy nui.e 
Brown, os years oltl, was us-uulted, -a-agely b< .t 
and outraged by William Cole, w ho w as captui 
He acknowledged the crime and -ceim-d t,* care 
tie about it. 
A four year obi sou ot Charles Mclvcini* y of H 
deford, was drowned Iasi Friday 1'he child wan 
ed from home and w hen searched lor about two 
u liulf hours after, was tound in tin water I 
was extinct. 
Fastport lias appropriated £4oo lor the Centeno;. 
Hli ot duly celebrulioii, which with the subscript! 
from individuals will enable then we to uutk* 
most •\teii-i\ e celebration ot the day ever atten 
ed in eastern Maine. 
Massachusetts’ grown up duugtiler, Maim* o 
teeiiug kindly toward her nia ju-t now. flu -pa. 
iug the latter gave her at Cincinnati lust week 
gles yet. Twio always tlni-, from diddle 
hour.’’ springtield lb-publican 
The l s. light lions.- service -leane M. 
while stunning along about twenty miles from M 
began I.-lniid -truck against a largi wind*- wt 
had risen to the surface for air. I lie k\ iuthuu 
under the waves in evident disgust. 
d en or twelve house-at Paris, hy including 
colored Methodist church, were demo!.-led 1 
by a tornado At Mu••hiasvill. lightning stru 
bouse, igniting two keg- of powder, den.uli-hiim 
building ami -criou.-dv injuring a c.dmvd woman 
V\ ( are orrv to lean ■; o u 
C“- Mes-rs. ."■pumue in this city, will elo,-* -tec 
ill obeiti-uce to the general old* i- <•! the tru-1- 
tin propertv of these gentlemen. 1 hi wiil in 
depressing elfeet upon bu-iue--. Augusta Joint. 
Now i- the time lor lovers to get ..ey ov 
cream, she taking a few pretty' dab- at hi- van 
and he borrowing a taste of her chocolate. I h 
process inspires conlidence in tlie Ja. when :!. 
will be tin-owing corn beef and cabbure across :: 
table. 
Dennis Churchill, a young man who has been 
work lor A-a Ma>terinuh ot Weld tin- mh.-ou, 
milted -uicide by hanging liiuiself last .Saturday v > 
aing. His age was twentv live years, I; n-ui-t 
w« re taken to Mechanic Falls w hen h» has n 1 
tives, for iuterineut. 
H«- was very drunk indeed “’Kali !*»r~-hlc t 
Wliayes an Heeler”' IF wu- -o drunk licit 
couldn't bav Fit the ground w itli Ins but. 1 In 
i-, you have to mix a great deal of whi>kt v with 
( ineiiinati nominate .us before they will m-ptr* ., 
enthusiasm. Corn-.- J our. 
I he i.overuor has appointed the Pillowing Ju- 
tices ot the P'-ace and (quorum £•'. ,y King, It:,. 
Ayer C Hubbard, Pm k-p.u:, M. ( Mar-h. ( »i 
(«• l.^ew allot <>ld'i.vvn has been appointed a A 
tary Public Oliver Crowell, ..l \Y iuterpoi r, l,.t 
been appointed a Coroner. 
Caterpillars ha appeared in great abiimlam 
-. veral sections of • wmberhutd county, and an muk 
ing sad havoc, hi the town of O; i-ii. Id, sever-a. 
the ti tics t orchard.- have been coiupleteF -tripp 
and since the pa-sage of the devourer, | re-eni 
appearance of a tract of burned land. 
The Cincinnatians ligure it out that the noon |* e; 
who were drawn there by the convention, brow-;! 
hotels and boarding hou-es j• -.«*4■<>, r. -taui a. 
£“0,000, hotel bars, beer gardens and drinking piac. 
generally £..ojm.iu, stre* t railroads, baekim-ii -t-e 
keepers, etc., £100,non, or about £ too.oo-i in u.i. 
Salisbury, Mas-., i- agitated over an alleged cu- 
of cruel discipline b a lem.de -bool t*acber Hi k* 
iug scholars standing on ? In thmr lm v.ralboi:, 
A girl named Koacii. In ve..r- old, die.1 a few .la 
ago, it is alleged from the eth cts if tic- disriplm* 
inducing fever. An investigation will be bad. 
1 be ti-hiiig schooner l.ucy 1 »«-\ 1 in, which arri. 
at W'uldoboro l bur-day, reports that June I* wb 
in hit. 1.* 1>, Ion. 10, she Spoke tile little do 
“Centennial,'’ Captain Johnson, on it- trip act. 
the ocean ( apt. Johnson reported him-i an 
craft all well. 1 lie dory left tiloucester at .>'.•! 
1>. m., Jam loth, bound to Fivi pool 
“( oil-in Jim said (.ail Hamilton to Mr. Bind 
alt« one of his recent dramatic explanations, w I 
don't you give up politics and study for tin- stag* 
You’re the best actor I ever saw oil the bounH 
‘•It isn’t worth while, Hail. I bav. a whole peoj 
for my audience now; and 1 can play upon tb> 
weaknesses without changing my clothes Br... 
lyii Argus. 
The last official u<t of S« nvtury Bristou b. tm 
retirement \y;i- tin* a\MirU ot three lit. *n\ ., 
medal- to three bmthi rs named Hubburd, r«-»ul*it, 
at Marblehead, < >., who tit great peril rescued tw 
men from the topmast rigging of a schooner whi ! 
in a terrihie storm had -unk in five fathoms in l.uk> 
la ie. rim notion ot the Hubbards i< one of the um- 
heroic on record. 
I he Norristown Herald tells of a New Jersey < I, 
tor who lost his best gold pen and holder a few da> 
ago. After making u thorough search all ovei tie 
oiliee, and accusing a do/en tramps with it' then 
he happened to remember where he last placed 
and, bending down the t<*p of his ear, di-eoy « rrd less than fourteen penholders of arious styles yyhic! 
he had lost dating the past two \eai. 
A Bangor dispatch state- that last week t runk 
I owan, a young sailor, came home from sea, ana 
tumid his wife emeinte, it is alleged by Joseph M 
< 'urtis. lie called on the latter at his yyork Iasi 
I uesday, and informed him that lie must in smu£ 
yva.v satisfy him. Curtis, who liy t*s alone, yvent 
home at his usual supper hour, and since that tin,, 
he has not been seen, and it i- thought he may hav. 
met foul play at Cowan's hands 
Mr. I V. Hamilton, assistant keeper of ship Shoa! 
Lightliou e, write- that on the ‘.'th of Muv, ('upturn 
Williams ami liim-elt captured a shark measuring nine feet eight inches from tip to tip on catting it open there yvere found in its stomach, among 
other articles, a watch, two metal buttons and a 
buckle, which had evidently conn from a pair ot 
trowsers. 1 he monster had probably made a meal u!t ot some poor unfortunate. The watch is lull 
jeweled, a patent lever, gilded and numbered K».6H* 
Among the items of the sundry mil appropriation 
bill are t lie following sums to be expended in Maine 
St. Louis postoltice and custom bouse. $460,000 
granite to come from Hurricane Island, C incinnati 
postotlice and custom house, $Joo,o<»o, granite fur 
nislted by the Bodwell (iranite Company, at Carver’s 
Harbor Hartford postotlice anil custom house, $ Km, 
000, stone from Clark’s Island Hrunitc Company, 
Philadelphia post office and custom house, $:t6o,oun! 
granite troin the Dix Island Ciranite Company. 
Count Marchand, who has just died iu Laris, had 
a remarkable car. < r. Horn amid the stormy days ot 
the French Involution, he entered the personal ser 
vice of Napoleon at the age of go, and thenceforth 
shared the fortunes of his chief. He went with him 
to Llba, shared his captivity in St. Helena, and was 
made one of the executors of the Kmperor’s will. 
After seeing the proscribed dvnasty restored. Count 
Marchand witnessed its overthrow, amid disaster 
and disgrace, iu 1*70. 
I he Texas Legislature recently passed a bill which makes it a misdemeanor, punishable by a tine of 
$loo, lor a person to use profane language within 
hearing ot any private dwelling. A man’s mule got 
baulky in a lexus town the other day, and the man 
got mad. 1 lie animal would start olf suddenly, run nbmJ '-.'0 yards, and then stop titteen minutes to sur 
vey the neighborhood, and before the man got out ot town he owed the authorities $80,000. lie told 
them they might take the mule and call it square. 
Un Thursday, Mrs. (leorge Dunham of Kaynhain. 
Ma-s., gave some children a pistol to play with. 
Soon after a little girl named Ashley poiuted it at her face and pulled the trigger. It was discharged the ball entering near the left temple, cut its way 
through the side of her head and embedded itself in 
the skull bone back of her ear. The wound was not 
fatal and the child is recovering. The ball when ex 
traded was found to be as flat as if takentVoni under 
a car wheel. 
News of the City and County, 
''<>iiit-tliing like summer. thi>. 
I he gra-- crop never promised better. 
II i< about time for •• love among the roses.” 
N \t I in -day will be the centennial Fourth of 
July 
"• o.M 1 i-lknvs are contemplating an excursion 
t.n the Fourth. 
1» l\ An y n»u her dh boom upon the bridg. 
n broke it off. 
I < b k » Hp:. has been fouml in the 
Penobscot ri\ er. 
v* >. ! \. ha- L- ne to Philadelphia, accompan 
d by hi- family. 
-->M fit e huudred panes of glass the 
•. wnes looked much discouraged after 
!<•! hi rf Sunday night. 
and military company made a good 
«.n Saturday evening. 
; n li-anee abounds again, and citizens 
a eai'-yiug home double barrelled sliot- 
•• in* ''Hal Veture at the North Church 
mg, then- will be u Sunday School 
..Ji.f-rt 
11• ■ iv lit- it: Ids evening wail lor 
di.u.-i u- pi tin:!' eh as the -hakers of the en 
.nciiiin u -lurt. 
a tin i;.;.stulh mower hurpens his -cythe, 
1 i- .U' and goe- at it. cutting down the 
k* 1 .me 
.a.i, win. u i- attending tin* Lnl 
in1*' u. hi- city, h. t from her finger a 
diamond r ng. 
w 1 p.-rspi.-atiaii m. their marble brows, 
r ;iu«d appearance, bee in to pour 
I, >tii from tin ritje-. 
d i’. away. Fat sparingly, 
-i to l»*d early, take the 
w ••!. ; nf" the doctors. 
! i. 11 ti. 'd strawberries are here, 
with .. ir ur and gritty southern 
I ■<•* pi" tin- «*i*:uu.and spoon-for 
■ill id., ol la -t week, the 
uerth we-t tin fog dispersed, 
! u :1111 id v --el- til. d from 
u-. in eruge about t he 
ir..r. \;.«-i i ..ntethim- like 
>. ; i\ nth' l ake any 
I 1 lU-inioiit, request 
a _ li.o.rat n exists in t hut 
ii Alan Club. We arc 
j.ition t<> l.lUworth employed a 
e\. nts, whom they found 
d ;<>nuhe- sin put them all 
gr« -- uier .*r later 
Manilla*luring Company ot thi-city 
>ri. r-, tin,unrh their agent at t!ie Cen 
mitring m.i'-bim--- to be sent to St- 
!: ai Han !.urg, iiermany. 
*iat* tin gloriole- Fourth by 
t raci u k ace, 
k >1.1. Hu- l.imn 1 ij., v. ill 
1 r i 1 1 >1 *•:•> enjoyable oc 
*.u.-ih A -!..] e apt. Nickerson, ol 
1 1.1 w.-.-k and in (_‘art« r dock 
Im underg uii# i;if« extensive repairs. 
•ii ,.k- planking all around, above the cop 
a !i If IVIUUV ed. 
w 4.- pningtle- head out ot a barrel a 
b it -oniething strike his nose. Put 
ih* nostril he draw out a sliinple 
ight. Asa say* the report 
\! ] eniiv -pika i> a slander. 
* .w and < « uteunial Concert will be given by 
1 .i 'i Parish in the 1 nitar 
v 11 1 a aftei noon at four o’clock, flu* 
pr a tied by a ltaptisnml Service. 
: he parish are :v*|Ue*ted tO Send liowvr* 
*-nuda> afternoon, at two o’clock. 
ti recently captured a young crow 
.. bringing up in civilized wuys and 
i.c j. «t;. 1 anti.' <>»ie day some strange 
alk d hoi liy into the yard and carried the 
A u.1111' to know who they were. He 
11 a i. i- ii_l»t- which white folks arc 
1 ... nun. *u «l the old fourth Maine 
.• in k* iu-t ; -.u : was voted that the 
k n 1 w.aild T;ik. place in this city 
W urn from Capt. A. id 
-. oi ti|. organization,that thi* ar 
rv to be abandoned, and that a 
ii. i!i Maim- veterau regiments 
..- i-..:-■•! t.u t!*«- ninth and tenth of 
i„ *. -n t be a sailor, and go crui* 
a-* .i tan yacht, with lots ot 
i, •• k* ;. and champagne in the run. 
-j -.1:. p. iiav > .an h. uiid then all'ing— 
A \\t: -!.«-« t an*. ;i Mowing sew, 
v •:.!•. bar follow < Jn>t 
.i.i ti* lie white and rustling *ail 
A n b« nd* the gallant mast 
\ ud- tin trailant ni.isj my hoy* 
v..hi 1 \\ ashington, < apt. lowle, 
v 1 atii.g down the coast near White 
it-du; collided with sch. Pavil- 
.:* .1. tin opj.osit.- i;nk. The Wash- 
;.«r i. .in-ail badly torn, main boom 
■ r. apt b.vdi knocked overboard. Hie 
..u got on board the I'avillion, and it 
t m t..r,- h. L..ii hack to his disabled 
A i-hiucton, which wa- lumber loaded 
i: -ton. put back to this port for 
...h nt thunder storm passed over 
*■ .: ning about half past seven 
!• i* u* re « ry d« n.*e. and had that 
v.- a;.j. ar: tic which generally beto 
i■ ! J'i« tliunder wa* ln-avy and the 
u ;t. *i.ai'j and angry ltranche? of 
i,.i- awning* ware ~ent Hying, and 
la-: :H..-d tin aw then came a fall ol iniii- 
.j r.. i! at V' ■* :'.c the hail gather 
w by tin r< i.b *. .Much damage 
garden vegetation. In tin north part ot 
a cr> at deal of gla* v. as broken, and we 
that lost over titty panes each, 
bngiit tin- alarm of tire was sounded, 
... at nice started 1 »r a blaze that was 
-H .o' ih.- 1'oint. After arriving 
the dejiaitment halted, and 
s the lire uj peared a long way 
t- ascertained that the 
.z i.c t>. dolin S. fiilmore in 
i-11!i:i wall most 
M ua- u :.k*m (1 l»y his dog 
hud 1 tiim to escape 
: I lire -m-uu-d to proceed from 
u '. -aid have been caused by a defee. 
I...-- about j-l.V*' insured for £11*X). 
l‘.< uvn-ii two and three o’clock >ut 
iij night policemen discovered a 
m a ing the dock by the way of the 
J i>111k111_ that something might be 
r- -i r* :« d themselves in the Maine 
-!.• i n l waited tln ir approach. The 
: >pped, and found loaded with plan 
it lu-t acknowledged that they had en- 
!.t -• tin- >t*»re of < Cottrell, on 
K a. lie iep.»t. lie y were lodged in jail, 
j.ai; e ..« i t« !.i ll.-rbert Bicharil s and Mel 
t K IV.. Searsiuoiit. l in y belong 
t« i. p. r- in- of hard repute, in Sears 
an -aid to make a regular business of 
liny are not new to the Police 
tie -tr. < ts of Ib lfast. Pichards also con- 
hu\ mg entered the-tore of T. C. Ellis, on 
.-t -id* on Wednesday night, and volunteered 
t t le "T?i -ers to the place where the stolen 
rt. n -i reteil. He did .so, and it was found 
id t A. <•• Jewett, in the suburbs. The 
wen taken bi tor«‘Judge .Johnson, Saturday 
on two warrants, found guilty, and were 
;• r« 1 :<> n o. uize in the sum of $1,000 each, for 
appeuraiio at the next term of court. They j 
.1 pr m bail, and were committed to jail, 
i: i- a young man about 10, and Nellie is u 
i-t n mi ig damsel of 17 yeurs. She is u sort 
on.dt I -i-tei Iticlmrd-, was brought up in 
tabh family but recently joined her mother, 
a iig belli mi her the in ’ter teachings of her youth, 
: i.«- at la-t conn to grief. 
i» Hii in FHi t- im»>i Post on i« K. We learn 
at .an ii regularities have recently occurred in 
j-flic, in the town of Freedom, by which 
mi? at money have been lost and in some in 
.[»■■. reo vend by restitution from those in charge 
the ..til The losses occurred through the dis- 
; [X Hran<*e of registered letters containing money, 
are reported to amount in the aggregate to sev 
'■ hundred dollars. We have not the particulars 
•id Hit cA-e-. but one will serve perhaps as a spec- 
nen Early In May, as our reporter learned front 
Henry Hatch, he handed into the office to be 
'■ 4.' -ten d a letter containing fifteen dollars, directed 
i. man in Boston It was never received. Upon 
ng inquired of, Burton Vose, the Postmaster’s 
-t* and assistant, said the letter was all right, as it 
had pasM-d the Portland office and been there re- 
dded for. Afterward-* he said it had gone upon 
Belfast branch train, and been receipted for by 
Mr Knowiton, the mail agent, but he failed to pro- 
per the receipt. Being pressed further by ques- 
-■»»-. he -aid that if Mr. Hatch was afraid the 
mom v was lost he would pay it, and did pay it. 
Mr. Bigelow, the special agent, has investigated the 
umn.*r, but we do not know with what result. We 
'*r that a case of serious depredation upon the 
hmii- is being hu-hed up, when the interests of the 
euniic and the mail service demand prompt punish- 
ment of the guilty. 
Rut few vessels in port and business is very quiei 
J about the wharves. 
A few early flies begin to invite themselves U 
j dine with the family. 
Copt. Harrison Mahoney has sold his farm in this 
city to Capt. Dearborn Harriman of Prospect. 
The steamer Pioneer lias been on Dyer’s railway 
where she iias been painted for the summer business. 
The Bangor papers say that the new ship from 
Belfast, loading at that port, will take away 1,500,OCX 
feet of deals. 
I Colburn has renovated his shoe store, and attracts 
J the eyes of customers by new and very handsome 
j window shades. 
Dr. Davis has nearly linished his summer house on 
Turtle Head. The furniture is now going in, under 
the superintendence of Mrs. Davis. 
Our readers will not forged the Concert on the j:;th 
by Miss Nickels and Miss Annie Louise Cary. It will 
he a rare treat to lovers of music, and will deserve a 
full house. 
An unusually large freighting business was done 
! over the Belfast railroad last week. Some thirty 
cars of corn from the west came in besides large 
quantities of staves. 
Let the patriotic citizeu incline his ear next Tues- 
day, and hear the vast number of fervid orators, all 
over the country beginning— •‘Fel-l-l-o-ow Citizens 
It will do his heart good. 
< 'ou«tal*le Harding seized a box containing a ten 
gallon keg of rum, at the Sanford wharf on Satur- 
day. The box was marked II. H., and the keg had a 
Bostou liquor dealer’s card. 
1 he theatrical performance in tlii< city on Tuesday 
was a failure, so far as the audience went. Some- 
thing was the matter with the jib of the Jibber- 
nainoisy, and it wouldn’t draw 
The burners are clearing their barns of last sea- 
on hay, preparatory to harvesting the new crop, 
j and large quantities are coining in to market. The 
i price remains at our former quotations. 
steamer Pioneer will make an excursion from 
| Belfast to Vi mil haven on tin* Fourth. There is to be 
J an extensive celebration at tin* latter place. The 
trip will h»* a very enjoyable one. See advertisement. 
l'ln* ice slide from Pitcher and t iorham’s ice house 
on the last side, blew into the river during the squall 
ot Sunday alternoon and went down the bay. A 
portion of it was towed back by Vernier's steamer. 
!!..• Coimnitiee of Arrangements for the Fourth 
duly celebration at Frankfort, have sent, through 
.Mayor Houston, a formal invitation to the people of 
Belfast to join in tin-exercises of the occasion. It 
w ill he a very interesting occasion, and Mr. Fanery's 
address will be well worth listening to. 
L\< i:sK»N in B.vNtmi:. flie barge Clifford will 
make an excursion on the Fourth from Belfast to 
Bangor. She will leave Belfast at 5 o’clock in the 
morning, and return the same evening, touching at 
all landings on the river each way. The Belfast mil- 
itary company will he of the party. Fare for the 
round excursion, fifty cents. It will be a delightful 
| trip. 
Attention i- called to the advertisement oi'Mur- 
ray*?. circus on Saturday next. — F. A. Greer adver 
tire- hi-prole- lonal card. Mr. («. is a young la wyer 
ot promise, and will attend to all business left to 
him —Dr. Drake of Portland advertises that In* will 
be at the Plienix Hou>e in this city, duly 11th, l'Jth 
and Pith, when? he will consult patients. Bead bis 
Ilnooiv.-. Mr. Gilmore Huberts, one of the oldest 
citizens of tlii- town, is sick and tmt expected to re’ 
cover. l!i-ape is £S years.There is to be a cele* 
bration of the Fourth at the village, including an 
oration by in A. lioody, of New Voile, parade of 
fantasies and other sports during the day. Music 
to b> furnished by Brooks Cornet Hand.The 
ladies of the village are soon to have a strawberry 
festival at Rich'.- J1 all.Grass is looking linely, and 
there will be an unusually large crop of hay as it 
looks at present. 
m.aksimntT. 1 lie Searsport and Swanville Far- 
mer’s Club will hold their annual cattle show and 
fair on the jt'ah day of .September, at the school 
Iidum in district No. 7, in Searsport.\ celebra- 
tion of the coming Fourth will be had in this place, 
under the auspices of the tire department. Fantas- 
tics in the morning; foot, tub and sack races during 
the day; a history of the town, by Rev. ,1. K. Adams, 
with tire works in the evening, comprise the general 
outline of the programme, the whole to be inter 
spersed with music by the Searsport Cornet Band.... 
Work on the ship building by Capt. «J. ('. Nickels and 
others has hien temporarily suspended, awaiting 
tin arrival of vessel with hard pine planking from 
liuck-vilie. >. c The ship building by J. It. Lane 
is fast approaching completion, and will be launched 
the coming month _\ new and elegant stand for 
the use of the Sear-port Cornet Band, has been 
erected in a very appropriate place. b> tin* generos 
ity ol individuals. 
Serenade to Our Caudidato. 
On tlie return of I Ion. John < Talbot to 
his home in East Mavliins, after the State 
Convention, he was visited by a gathering 
of hi* fellow citizens, accompanied by a 
band oi'music After a serenade, Mr. Tal- 
bot appeared and delivered a brief address, 
lie said— 
Fellow Townsmen: I am glad to welcome 
\ou al m\ horn*-. And you, gentlemen of the 
Hast .Machits Coruet Hand, will please accept ] 
my thanks for the sweet strains of music which 
yon have volunteered on this occasion, and 
which have so much in them to delight the ! 
ears and t<* stir the soul. 
I am not vain enough to suppose that this 
eomplinit nt is paid to me as an individual—but ; 
that it is rather an expression of your gratifica- 
tion at the fact that a Convention representing 
even portion of the State have seen lit to com- 
pliment our section of the State and oiii own 
town through me, by placing me in nomination 
as a candidate for the otliee of Chief Executive 
of tin* State. And 1 would say to you, gentle- 
men. that I have accepted that nomination upon 
the platform of open and honest fair dealing— 
of introducing into public a Hairs the same econ- 
omy which the stringency <d the times compels 
us to apply to our individual affairs, of honest) 
in the administration of tin* government; and 
of letmm ot all extravagance ; and the exposing 
and punishing of all corruption, choosing rather 
to suffer defeat in the advocacy of right than to 
succeed in the practice of the wrong. 
Hut I am not disposed, nor i< it a proper oc- 
casion, to make a political speech. The time 
will soon come when according to our system 
of government, all power shall revert to the 
people; when each man -hall he equal to every 
other man. in determining to whom the public 
trusts shall h>- committed—and each man must 
share his part of the responsibility of commit- 
ting those trusts to men known In him to he 
honest and faithful, or to others. It will he 
soon enough to open the political campaign 
after the guns of Reform shall come booming 
across the cornui y mini me snores oi .Missis- 
sippi. at St. Louis, bearing the name of tin* 
next President and Vice-President oi the I'nit- 
ed States, and alter we shall have celebrated 
<»ur Centennial 4th of duly—and then we will 
endeavor bv honest effort to have elected as 
our next Governor a resident and native of our 
own county and town. 
Again 1 thank you and shall be pleased to 
have yon partake of the hospitalities of a far- 
mer’s home, and to share in those creature 
comforts, which by the blessings of a kind 
Providence, have never for sixty-live years 
been known t.» fail in this home of my child- 
hood. 
bongretis. 
The prospect of an early adjournment is now 
less favorable than many have supposed it to 
he during the past week. The Conference Com- 
mittee on the Legislative and .Judicial Appro- 
priation hill have separated without, coming to 
any agreement. The differences are so great 
that the present Committee will be unable to 
adjust them, and a new conference will proba- 
bly he appointed when the House meets Mon- 
day; this is the fourth conference held on this 
bill by the existing Committee. The failure to 
come to am agreement indicates a long and hit- 
ter struggli between the two branches over the 
most important bills. The Conference Commit- 
tee was in session for several hours yesterday 
and discussed the general question of mutual 
concessions, but without going into any of the 
details of the bill. The Senators would not as- 
sent to the compromise proposed by the mem- 
bers of the House, nor would the latter for a 
moment consent to yield to the claims of the 
Senate. In the^Senate yesterday Mr. Morrill, 
of Maine, from this committee, reported that 
the Committee had been unable to agree. Mr. 
Edmunds made the point of order that the 
House, which a<ke<l a conference, should not 
be the first to which the report is made, which 
the Chair (Mr. Dawes sustained. The report 
was withdrawn. The report will be presented 
in the House to-morrow, and it is probable that 
a new conference will be ordered. Hut it is im- 
possible to foresee vvlut the final result will be. Mr. Randall declares that he will not yield on 
the legislative bill, and he is disposed to change 
his mind, because of the approach of the new 
fiscal year. It is probable that the House Com- 
mittee will yield on the Post office Aopropria- 
tion bill, but it will yield bv allowing the mat- 
ter to be settled in the open House. It is under- 
stood that the Conference Committee will re- 
port to both brauehes the points on which they 
arc unable to agree, and that the matter will 
then be settled by the House yielding in the 
most important particulars, and thus allowing 
mail service to go on without interruption. 
On the 25th of April, 1874, the schooner 
“Patriot,” of New Castle, Capt. RobertF. 
White, while riding out a heavy gale on 
“the Hanks,” out of sight of land, lost an 
anchor and cable. On the 25th of April, 
1870, exactly two years alter, to a day, 
the schooner “Willie Scavey,” in com- 
mand of the same Capt. White, while get- 
ting under weigh after a severe gale, hove 
up the lost anchor and cable marked with 
“Patriot’s” name. The coincidence is re- 
markable, as it was Capt. White’s inten- 
tion each year, to anchor in the same 
place. 
Ficht with the Indians. 
New Yoiik, June 24. Details of Gen’: 
Crook’s fight with the Sioux show that il 
was almost a surprise. The fight lasted 
five hours and it is believed the Indians 
lost a hundred warriors and as many po- 
nies, but they saved their village from de- 
struction, as it was probably moved dur- 
ing the light. 
Several charges were made on both 
sides and desperately fought to the sum- 
mits of several small ridges, and on the 
last one desperate efforts were made by 
the Sioux to divide the command, and in 
taking a position to prevent this the troops 
under Col. Resale suffered the main loss of 
the day, nine being killed and twenty 
wounded. 
This occurred in a hollow that was enli- 
laded by Sioux. Captain Henry was hor- 
ribly wounded in the head. Capt. Handall 
seeing the peril of the Cavalry set the 
Crows and Snakes at full speed into the 
hollow, and the latter fought the Sioux 
warriors nobly—one of them after Capt 
Henry had fallen, stood and protected him 
until the soldiers made a dash and bore 
him off. Sergeant Von Mall was separated 
in the retreat from his company and sur- 
rounded by Sioux, but was rescued by an 
old Crow, single handed. As soon as the 
junction of the line was effected the Sioux 
began to yield and the Infantry, under 
Major Burrows and Burt, drove them at 
last from (he high cone which they held 
so long. The Snakes caused their final 
flight and pursued llic party of four Sioux 
two miles, killed them all and took their 
scalps. At 1 o'clock firing ceased and the 
whole command went in pursuit, but after 
moving three miles the country appeared 
so dangerous that General Crook deter- 
mined to fall back to the point where the 
battle began. Meanwhile the Crows were 
counselling on a bluff about the circum- 
stances of the light, expressing the belief 
that the soldiers had not promptly support- 
ed their first advance against the Sioux, 
which was true, and determined to return 
home. The ammunition of 100 rounds to a 
man, was half expended, and Gen. Crook 
concluded to return to the camp and make 
another advance, after giving rest to the 
troops, meanwhile hoping to conciliate the 
discontented Crows. In this he did not 
succeed. They left for their village, which 
they feared the Sioux might visit during 
their absence. The Snakes still remain, 
but their steadlastness cannot bo relied 
on. Some of the minor incidents of the 
light were horrible. 
The Daring Voyager. 
Gloucester, Mass., Juno 22. 
The adventurer Johnson, who has started on 
a voyage across the Atlantic in the dory Cen- 
tennial, has remembered his promise to keep 
the Cape Ann Advertiser acquainted of his 
whereabouts by reporting to inward-bound 
vessels. The first ves-el lie.spoke with was ttie 
schooner Carrie F. Roberts of Swampscott, at 
•I o'clock Friday morning, on Middle Rank. 
Schooner Northern Star saw him at 2 1\ M., 
same day, forty-five miles east by south of 
Thatcher’s Island, steering same course for 
Cape bank*. Schooner Lucy Dowelin also saw 
him same day. Capt. Johnson reported himself 
well and hearty. A Portuguese sailor who was 
standing watch on board one of the vessels 
saw the light of the dory's lantern, which seem- 
ed to he resting on the water. He looked and 
looked, and, finally, getting frightened ran to 
the companion-way, shouting: “Cap'll! Cap’n! 
here be a light and no ves’; it’s one jack-o’-lant- 
ern alter ih; come on the deck, quick. It he 
comes on the ves’, we shall sink, by dam.” It 
is reported that one of the ocean steamers, re- 
cently arrived, saw the dory on Tuesday, to the 
eastward <>1 Cape Sable. If this i> correct 
Johnson has made a good passage so far. 
The Housekeeper” of Our Health. 
The liver is the great depurating or blood 
cleansing organ of the system. Set the great 
house-keeper of our health at work, and the 
foul corruptions which genuer in the blood and 
rot out, as it were, the machinery of life are 
gradually expelled from the system. For this ; 
purpose Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discov- 
ery, with small daily doses of Dr. Pierce’s j Pleasant Purgative Pellets are pre-eminently I 
the articles needed- They cure every kind of 
humor from the worst scrofula to tin* common 
pimple, blotch or eruption. Great eating ul- 
cers kindly Iwal under their mighty curative in- 
fluence. Virtulent blood poisons that lurk in 
the system are b\ them robbed of their terrors, 
and by their persevering and somewhat pro- 
tracted use the most tainted system may be 
completely renovated and built up anew. En- 
larged glands, tumors and swellings dwindle 
away and disappear under influence of these j 
great resolvents. Sold by all dealers in medi- 
cities. 
“Claude, a child about three years old was 
greatly afflicted with sores on his legs and feet 
-o that he could not wear his shoes and stock- 
ings. Had a great deal of trouble with him. 
Had tried many remedies ineffectually. At last 
we tried the Golden Medical Discovery, and in 
about three weeks he was entirely cured, his 
>ores were all healed, and health much improv- ! 
ed. 
Respectfully yours. J. W. ROYER, 
Vermillion, Edgar Co., 11!., Jan. ibth.lST:!.’’ 
Dr. Palmer, of Westerly, It. I., says .••'Hunt’s 
Remedy is the most effective medicine I have 
ever used in my practice, fur Dropsy and Kid- 
ney Diseases. I can safely say Hunt’s Rem- 
edy has almost raised the dead. 
The American House Hotel Coaches meet 
every train coming into Boston. For the mod- 
erate sum of fifty cents, each passenger with his 
baggage is carried to the Hotel. 
Once at the “American’’all places of busi- 
ness. amusement or interest, are easily readied 
as the hotel is loeatde right in the heart of the 
city and in the neighborhood of all these places. 
Xbtwihstiindiug the increase in travel, the 
American has recently made a reduction in 
rates, which in these stringent times will make 
it more popular than ever. 
Pills, Potions and Pungencies. 
Crusty says that the list of marriages in the 
newspapers ought to be put under the head of 
“Bing Frauds.” 
Some of those philanthropists who are devis- 
ing plans for contributing to the comfort and 
improving the health of the poor would find 
money expended in the purchase of Glenn’s 
Sulphur soap serviceable in battering the 
physical condition of the latter. 
What is tlio ditfiTeiiee between one who walks 
and one who looks up a flight of stairs?—One 
steps up stairs, and the other stares up steps. 
Brooks, Me., Sept. 7, 1870. 
Dear Sir.—From early youth I was in feeble 
health, troubled with humor in my blood weak- 
ness ami debility of the system generally; was 
unable to labor much, and only at some light 
business, and then only with great caution. 
Seven years ago, the past spring, I had a se- 
vere attack of Diptheria, which left my limbs 
paralized and useless, sol was unable to walk 
or even sit up. Noticing the advertisement of 
Peruvian Syrup, T concluded to give it a tri- 
al, and to mv great joy soon found my health 
improving. I continued the use of the Syrup 
until three bottles luid been used, and was re- 
stored to complete health, and have remained 
so to this day. 
I attribute my present health entirely to the 
use of Peruvian Syrup, and hold it in high 
estimation. I cannot speak too highly in its 
praise. J have in several eases rcominen led 
it in cases very similar to my own witli the 
the same good results. Yours truly 
CHARLES E. PEAK! V. 
An ingenious Frenchman on Long Island 
claims to have discovered a sure means of de- 
stroying the potato bugs. Mix one gallon of 
prussic acid with three ounces oi rend rock, 
stir well, and administer a tablespoonful every 
hour and a half till the bug shows signs of 
weakening. Then stamp on him. 
Important to Persons visiting New 
York or tho Centennial, 
The Grand Union Hotel, New York, opposite 
the Grand Central Depot, has over 350 elegantly 
furnished rooms. Elevator, steam, and all im- 
provements. European plan. Carriage hire is 
saved, as baggage is taken to and from the depot 
free. The restaurants supplied with the best. 
Guests cun live better for less money at the 
Grand Union than at any other first-class hotel. 
Stages and ears pass the Hotel constantly to all 
parts of the city, and to Philadelphia Depot. 
1 vr 
Dyspepsia. 
Americans are particularly subject to this 
disease and its effects: such as Sour Stomach, 
Shk Headache, Habitual Costiveness, Heart 
burn, Water brash, coming up of the food, 
coated tongue, disagreeable taste in the mouth, 
palpitation of the Heart and all diseases of the 
Stomach and Liver. Two doses of Green’s 
August Flower will relieve you at once, and 
there positively is not a case in the United 
States it will not cure. If you doubt this go to 
your Druggist, R. II. Moody, and get a Sample 
Bottle for 10 cents and try it. Regular size 75 
cents—0mos32eow 
A Few Things That We Know. 
We kuow that a discorded stomach or liver 
produces more suffering than any other cause. 
We know that very few physicians are success- 
ful in their treatment of these disorders. We 
know that DaUosta’s Radical cure will, with- 
out the shadow ofadoubt, almost immediate- 
ly relieve and permanently cure all of these dis- 
tressing symptoms. We know of thousands 
who are willing to testify that what we say is 
true to the letter. We know that if you will 
give it a fair trial you will let us add your name 
to the “cloud of witnesses.” Will you give it a 
trial, and do it now'/ Trial size only 25c. Sold 
by W. O Pt)OU & SON, sole agents for Belfast, 
A. J. Jordan agent for Orland. R. B. Stover, 
agent for Bucksport. 
Professor Parkers Pleasant Worm Syrup is 
perfectly safe and extremely palatable. No 
physic required, costs 25 cents. Try it. tf50 
A goodly use of Talbot’s Iron Toxic, in 
warm weather, when so weak and languid, 
will often prevent many serious sicknesses. 
Bear it in mind, hard workingman and woman 
and give it a trial. Mothers, that great over- 
grown and pale boy, so indisposed to move, is 
notso lazy as you think, lie needs Iron. Give 
him Talbot’s Iron tonic 
To Consumptives. Tin* advertiser, a retired 
physician, having providentally discovered, while a 
Medical Missionary in Southern Asia, a very simple 
vegetable remedy for the speedy and permanent cure 
of Consum])tio)it Asthma, Bronchitis, Catarrh, and 
all throat and lung atl'ections,—also a positive and 
radical specific for Nervous Debility, Premature 
Decay, and all Nervous Complaints, feels it bis duty 
to make it known to his suffering fellows. Actuated 
by this motive, he will cheerfully send (free of 
charge) to till who desire it, the recipe for pi ej,siring, 
and full directions for successfully using, this prov- 
identally discovered remedy. Those who wish to 
avail themselves of the benefits of this discoverv 
without cost, can do so by return mail, by address- 
ing with stamp naming paper, 
Dk. CHARLES P. MARSHALL, 
am.V) :::{ Niagara Street, Bulfalo, X. V. 
Dr. Schk.w k’s Pulmonic Syrup, Ska 
Weed Toxic, and Mandrake Pills. These 
medicines have undoubtedly performed more 
cures of Consumption than any other remedy 
known to the American public. They are com- 
pounded of vegetable ingredients, and contain 
nothing which can he injurious to the human 
constitution. Other remedies advertised as 
cures for Consumption, probably contain opi- 
um, which is a somewhat dangerous drug in all 
eases, and if taken freely by consumptive pa- 
tients, it must do great injury; for it- tendency 
is to contine the morbid matter in the -yslein, 
which, of course, must make a cure impossible. 
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup i- warranted not to 
contain a particle of opium; It i- compo.-cd 
of powerful but harmless herbs, w hich act on 
on the lungs, liver, stomach, and blood, and 
thus correct all morbid secretions, and expel all 
the diseased matter from the body. These are 
the only means by which Consumption can be 
cured. Mini as Sehenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, Sea 
Weed Tunic and Mandrake Pills are the only 
medicines w hich operate in this way, it is ob- 
\ ions they are the only genuine cure for Pul- 
monar\ Consumption. Kaeh bottle of this in- 
valuable medicine is accompanied l»v full direc- 
tions. Dr. Sclicnck is professionally at his 
prlncij al olliee, corner Sixth and Arch Streets, 
Philadelphia, every Monday, where all letters 
for advice must he addressed. 4vv-ls 
The latest, greatest, and most reliable 
! remedy ever put together by medical science 
for Rheumatism, Wounds, Swellings, Burns, 
Caked Breast, &<•., is the Centaur Liniment. 
There are two kinds. What the White Lini- 
ment is for the human family, the Yellow Cen- 
taur Liniment is for spavined, lame and strained 
horses and animals. 3rn41 
Children Cry For Castoiih. It is us 
pleasant to take a> honey, ami is absolutely 
harmless, it is sure to expel worms, cure wind 
colic, regulate the bowels and stomach, and 
overcome irritability caused by rash or cutting 
teeth. It is a perfect substitute for Castor Oil, 
and for Costiveness in young or old there is 
nothing in existence so effective and reliable. 
3m4t 
Wo ask attention to advertisement in special 
column of JACKSON’S CAT A RUII SNUFF 
and TROCHE POWDER—a reliable, reme- 
dy. tf 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
House painting, papering a ml draining done in the best manner. 
Painting and Papering Front Halls, Parlors and 
Sitting Rooms, a specialty. Orders solicited and 
will be promptly attended to. Satisfaction as to 
price and work assured by 
M. A. ClfLLNAN, 
Corner ot Miller and Cross Sts. 
Belfast, May 10, 1870. Uv-los 
Jackson’s Catarrh Snuff 
AND TROCHE POWDER, 
A IHlLIGUTFl'l. AN1> PI-HASANT KKMKDV IN 
Catarrh, Headache, Had /heath, Hoarseness, Asth- 
ma, Bronchitis, Couyhs, Deafness, c)c., 
And all disorders resulting from COLDS in 
Hoad, Throat and Vocal Organs. 
This Remedy does not “DRY UP” a Catarrh but 
LOOSENS it; trees tin- head of all offensive matter, 
quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache; allays 
ami soothes the burning heat in Catarrh ; is so mild 
and agreeable, in its effects that it positively 
Cures Without Sneezing ! 
As a Troche Powder, is pleasant to the- taste, 
and never nauseates; when swallowed, instantly 
gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a 
Delicious Sensation ol Coolness & Comfort 
Is the be-t Voice Tonic in the world! 
Try it! Safe, Reliable, and only 35 Cents. 
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free; address 
COOPER, WILSON & CO., PropTs, Philadelpia. 
W. W. Whipple & Co, Portland, Me.; Oeo. C. 
Goodwin & Co.; Weeks & Potter; Rust Bros, & 
Bird, Boston, wholesale agts. ly'JO 
RELFASf PRICE CURRENT. 
Corrected Weekly for the Journal 
By Charles 11. Sargent, No. 6 Main 
Flour 
Corn 
Coni Meal 
live Meal 
Oats 
Apples 
Dried Apples 
Butter 
Egg* 
Round Hog 
Pork Backs 
Lard 
Beef 
Veal 
Dry Cod 
** Pollock 
II. ti. Sect! 
* a.uOa K. 50 Corned Beef 
70u75 Mutton 
1.50 Turkey 
OOaOO Chicken 
00 Fowl 
50 Geese 
£1.50al.7f» Duck 
30&35 Hay ? 
0.00a80.00 Straw 
rial" Washed W'oo 1 
lriu”o Unwashed 
15 Hides 
14 Calf Skins 
OOaOO Laiub *• 
15 11 ard Wootl 
15a 17 Suit 
rittlO Shorts per ct. 
7 Lime 
5ab Butter Salt 
4 1 1 Plaster 
$3.25ad.50 Clover 
Street. 
lOal 1 
14 
lria20 
OOaOO 
lSa20 
OOaOO 
OOaOo 
10.00a 15.00 
$0.00a7.00 
x\ 
lao 
10 
:uju4o 
$5! 00 a 5.50 
5-3.00ad.50 
SI 4o 
3-1.25 
^1.40a('.tO 
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MARRIED. 
In Rockland, June 15th, Mr. J. I. l.otlirop and 
Miss Cora E. Thompson, both of Rockland. 
In Rockland, May 24th, Mr. E. C. Smith and Miss 
K. C. Colson, both f Rockland. 
In Thomastou, June 20th, Mr. C. Sidney Smith 
and Miss Fmilie Creighton, both of Thomastou. 
In Friendship, Mr. Van liuren Simmons, of Bre- 
men, and Miss Flora S. Davis, of Friendship. 
In Winter Harbor, .June 14th, Air. Joseph W. 
Anthony and Miss Jane Joy, both of Gouldshoro. 
hi Eden, June 10th, Mr. William Babbage of Deer 
Isle, and Mrs. Fmily M. Banseom of Fden. 
In Eden June lfitli, Mr. Ebeu E. Parsons of Tren- 
ton, and Miss Nellie E. Hopkins of Eden. 
nlKlj. 
Obituary notices, beyond the Date, Aame and Age 
must be paid for. 
In this city, June 23d, Mr. Charles M. Keen, aged 
73 years. 
In Rockland, June 10th, Mrs. Sarah S., widow of 
the late John F. Row and daughter of the late John 
McAllister, aged 48 years, 2 months and 28 days. 
In Union, June ltdli, Mrs. Ellen, wife of E. P. 
Morse, aged 40 years. 
In Thomustoii, June 10th, Mr. Joel \V. Harring- 
ton, aged 72 years, 1 month and 21 days. 
In Thomaston, June 18th, Mr. Chus. G. Chase, 
aged 38 years, 3 months and 0 days. 
in St. George, June 10th, Mrs. Mary Hart, aged 71 
years. 
In Ellsworth, June 13tli, Mrs. B. Gaynor, aged GS 
years. 
In Ireiitou, June 10th, Capt. George Gilbert, aged 
40 years and 11 months. 
In Bartlett’s Island, June 18th, Mrs. Rezella Bart- 
lett, aged 74 years. 
Wliil* NJEYVS. 
PORT OF BELFAST. 
AIUIIVKD. 
June 21st, schrs. Henry, late Robbins, Bangor; 
Boaz, Boardinan, Boston; Martha Emma, Burgess, 
lishing grounds; Patriot, Smith, Bangor. 
June 22d, schrs. Forest Queen, Robbins, Bangor; 
Sea Flower, Bates, Brewer. 
June 23d, bark Sarah A. Staples, Nickerson, Bos- 
ton, to repair; schr. W. F. Washington, Towle, re- 
turned, having lost main bcom, &c. 
June 24th, sells.Banner,Pattershall, Boston; Lib- 
erty, Harford, Bangor; Pioneer, Gray, Rockland. 
June 25th, scIiju Win. G. Eadie,Ryder, Mt. Drsert; 
Gentile, Barter, Isle au Huut; Waldeinar, Duncan, 
Lincolnville; Little Annie,Stiuson, Deer Isle; G. B. 
Ferguson, Ferguson, Ellsworth for New York. 
June 20th, sens. Orono, Powers, Deer Isle; Jachin, 
Getchell, Haverhill, Mass. 
June27th, sell. E. S. Wilson,Patterson,St. George; 
Revenue Cutter Dobbin, Abby, Castine. 
SAILED. 
June 22d, sells. A. W. Ellis, Ferguson, Rondout; 
Mary. Magee, N. Y; Lark, Hutchinson, Beach Ha- 
ven, N. J,i Lillian, Ryan, Boston; Empire, Ryan, 
Boston; Fannie & Edith,Bartlett, New York; Abby 
Gale, Darby, New York; E. S. Wilson, Patterson, 
St. George; Earl, Cunningham, Ellsworth, to load 
for New York; E. B. Stearns, Tripp, Sag Harbor; 
W. F. Washington, Towle, York, (and returned23d.) 
Lalayette, Eaton, lishing; Mary Jane, Henderson, 
tishing grounds; Patriot, Smith, Bangor. 
June 23d, schrs. D. K. Arey, Ryan, Boston; Wm. 
G. Eadie, Ryder, Mt. Desert. 
June 24th, schr. Lamartine, Sprague, Bangor. 
June 23th, schrs. Pioneer, Gray, Bangor; Forest 
Queen, Robbins, Brewer. 
June 20th, schr. G. B. Ferguson, N. Y ork (and re 
turned 27th). 
June 27th, schrs. Genl. Meade, Holmes, Boston; 
W. F. Washington, Towle, York; Boaz, Pendleton, 
New Y'ork; Rockhill, Libby, Turtlc-hend; Sea Flow- 
er, Bates, Bangor ; Cameo, Cunningham, Boston. 
DOMESTIC PORTS. 
Cld. from Bangor, June 24th. schrs. Helen M. Con- 
don, McCarty, New York; 23d, John C. Smith, 
Jones, Grenada. 
Ar. at Boston, June 20th, brig David Bugbee, 
Stowers, Cadiz, Uth ult.; schrs. J. M. Morales, (of 
Bucksport,) Eldridge, Miragoane, 7th Inst.; Anna 
Jones, Gilchrist, Brunswick, Ga. 
Ar. at Providence, June 23d, sebr. Geo. L. Fessen- 
den, Beebe, Georgetown, D. C. 
Ar. at Vineyard Haven, June 24th, schr. Lark, 
Hutchinson, this port for Beach Haven, N. J. 
Ar. at New York, June 25th, bark Henry Knight, 
Anies, Caibarien. 
Md. from do. June 21st, bark Emma F. Herriman, 
Herriman. Seville. 
Cld. from Baltimore, June 21st, brig Clara .1. 
Adams, McFarland, Falmouth or Queenstown for 
orders. 
Cld. from Jacksonville, June 15th, schr. Prescott 
Ha/.eltine, McDonald, Philadelphia. 
Sid. from Mobile, June 20th, ship City of Brook- 
lyn, Herriman, Liverpool. 
Ar. at Vineyard Haven, June 24th. schrs. A. \V. 
Ellis, Ferguson; Mary, Magee, this port for Kondout. 
foiieidx ports. 
Cld. from Cardiff, June Sth, ship S. F. Ilersey, 
Small, Montevideo. 
Sid. from Queenstown, June Pith, sell. Almon 
Bird, Drinkwntor, Suttonbridge. 
Ar. at St. Johns, P. 1L, June. 14th, brig A. J. Boss, 
r.othrop, Boston. 
Ar. in the English Channel, June 22,d, ship Frank 
Pendleton, Nichols, .Melbourne for London. 
Cld. from Rotterdam, June nth, bark Emma L. 
Partridge, Newcastle, Eng. 
At Iloilo, April 28th, bark Courser, Kalman, for 
Boston or New York, ready for sea. 
At Calcutta, May 13th, ship Nancy Pendleton, 
Pendleton, for London. 
Sid. from Bombay, May 18tli, ship Phineas Pen- 
dleton, Nichols, Havre. 
Ar. at St. Thomas, June sth, sell. James \V. 
Brown, Kane, Berbico,(and sld. 11th, for Cardenas.) 
DISASTERS. 
Brig A. G. Jewett, Reed, from Philadelphia for 
Marseilles, put into New York June 22d, having 
sprung a bad leak when 100 miles S.E. of the High- 
lands. 
Ship Belle O’Brien, Capt. O’Brien for Liverpool, 
while being towed out ot the harbor of St. John, N. 
B., at high tide 22d inst., in a thick fog, struck on the 
bar. Every effort was made with tugs to get her otf, 
but without success. At last accounts she lay in a 
dangerous position. 
Brig Abby Ellen, Harding, before reported, from Old Harbor, (in., for N. York, was dismasted and 
abandoned ar sea June 15th, lat. 32:10; Ion. ?4:40. 
The captain and crew were saved, and arrived at 
Lewes, Del., 25th inst., on s* hr. Kate Foster, from 
Port Spain. I'he Abby Ellen was built at this port 
in 1 So-4, by White & Connor, and was owned in Ban- 
gor by P. McConville. 
SPOK EX. 
April 23d, lat 16:02 S. Ion. 2s 10 W. ship Louis 
Walsh, White, from Point Lobos for Queenstown. 
Mav 22d, lat. 5 N. Ion. 50, bark .lames <i. I’endle- 
i on, Gilmore, from Cardiff for Rio Janerio. 
Ship Win. McGilvery has been chartered to load a 
full cargo of seeds f rom Bombay to United Kingdom 
or Continent at £2.—Brig.J. II. Lane. New York to 
Bordeaux, tobacco, private rate.—Brig Mary E. 
Rowland, New York to Jamaica, 55c. gold per bbl. 
and back with wood,$3.75.—Sell. William Frederick, 
Boston to Bristol Channel, direct port, grain, 5 shil- 
lings, b pence.—Sell. Fred A. Carle, Boston to Fal- 
mouth for orders; grain, 6 -hillings. 
FAREWELL MRT 
TO BE GIVEN BY 
Miss CLARA R. NICKELS 
HAYFORD HALL, 
Thursday Evening. July 13.1876, 
Prior to her departure for Europe; on which 
occasion 
Miss ANNIE LOUISE CARY 
lias kindly volunteered her services, it being her 
only appearance before, her departure for 8t. Peters- 
burg. 
Miss Nickels will also be assisted by 
Miss ABBY R. CLARK Boston, Mezzo Sopni- 
no, formerly ol Redpath’s English Opera Company. 
Mr. WM. WILLIS CLARK of Boston, Tenor. 
Miss PERSIS BELL the celebrated Violinist, her 
lu*t appearance before htr departure for Europe. 
Mr. FREDERICK SWEETSER of Searsport, 
Pianist. 
Doors open at 7.30. Conceit to commence at 8 
o’clock. It is respectfully requested that the audi- 
ance should occupy their seats before the curtain 
rises, in order to avoid noise and confusion. 
Reserved Seats according to location, 75 & 5Qc. 
General Admission, 3*c. 
Sale of Reserved Seats will commence at Wood- 
cock's Bookstore, Monday, July loth, at 10 o’clock, 
A. M. Seats can be secured by mail by addressing 
llart L. Wookcock, Belfast. 
The 4th at Viiialhaveu 
'INHERE will be a Grand Celebration at Carver’s 
Harbor, Vinalhaven, on the 4th of July, lhe 
principal part will take place in the afternoon, giv- 
ing the steamers time to arrive from Rockland, 
Camden, Belfast, and other places in season to wit- 
ness the show, i he GRAND Procession will form 
in Mmntmkxt Square and move about 1 o’clock, 
P. M consisting of Cavalry, Artillery and Infantry 
Companies, Vinnllmvcii and Bella-*t Bands, Fire 
Companies, Young Cadets, Car of Young Ladies, 
&.C., &c., other entertaiiunents will consist of Boat 
Races f. premium of $30, around Harbor Ledge 
Buoy and return; distance one mile. Also, Foot 
and Sack Races, Swimming Match and Tub Race. 
Steamer Pioneer will leave Belfast for Vinalhaven 
with the Lilian Band, at 7 o’clock prompt, on the 
morning of the 4th, returning at 4 P. M for Belfast, 
arriving before dark, unless excursioning by moon- 
light by request of t he party, giving full tive hours 
at Vinalhaven. 
Fare for the Round Trtp, SI.00 
H-sTIt is expected one of the Belfast Fire Com- 
panies will accompany also. Iw52 
DR DRAKE 
OF PORTLAND, 
Having a number of Patients in Belfast, will be at 
TPhenix House, 
JULY II, 12 & 13. 
DR. DRAKE makes a specialty ol 
Cancer, Tumors), Scrofula, Canker, Salt 
Rheum, Erysipelas, Humors, Dyspep- 
sia, Kidney & Liver Diseases, 
and all impurities of the blood. 
Advice Free to All! 
I Office Hours from y to 1.’ A. M.; hall past 1 till i>. 
and from 7 till > P. M 
Ur, Drake’s Golden Bitters 
Prepaired especially for Stomach and Liver Diseases. 
This Bitter is prepared without the use of Spirits, 
and is one of the best Blood purifiers there is. 1 
refer you to the following parties of Rockland 
G. W. Berry, E. Gav, W. Hamilton, M. 11. Smith, 
A. Arnold, S. Saunders, ,1. Jameson, I. A. Hall. 
DR. DRAKE'S LIVER PILLS, 
DR. DRAKE S NERVOUS PILLS. 
These art* the best aiul surest cure for Palpatation 
of the Heart, and all forms of Nervous debility. For 
Sale at S. HOWKS & CO. 
Dr. C. E. DRAKE. 
F. a. g-reer, 
Attorney 1 Ooiinselior at Law, 
-OFFICE IN- 
Alden’s Block, Main Street, 
BELFAST, MAINE. 
4&r Particular attention given to Collecting 
and Conveyancing. Prompt attention given to 
Communications by mail. (3m52. 
Notice to Creditors in Bankruptcy. 
In the District Court of the United States, for the 
District of Maine. 
I,\<S^rran^r ! B«nkr»„te,. 
District of Maine, ss. a meeting of the creditors of said bankrupt will be held at the 
office of Charles llamlin, Register in Bankruptcy, 
in the Custom House, at Belfast, on the 3d day of 
July, A. 1). Is7i>, ut 10 o’clock, A. M., for the purpose 
of inquiring whether a resolution accepting a com- 
position proposed by said bankrupt to his creditors, 
in satisfaction of the debts owed by said bankrupt 
to each of his creditors, has been passed in the man- 
ner directed by Sec. 17 of the Bankruptcy Amend- 
ment Act, upproved dune 2‘2, 1S74, and the Revised 
Statutes of the United States, title EX I, Bankruptcy, 
and has been confirmed by the signatures required by said Sections. And also, whether it is for the 
best interests of all concerned, that the said resolu- 
tion (accepting the composition proposed) should 
be recorded, and that the said statement showing 
the whole of the assets and debts of said bankrupt 
should be tiled. WM. P. PREBEE, 
Clerk of the U. S. Dis’t Court, for Dis’t of Maine. 
LOST. 
On Monday afternoon,'between this city and Mon- 
roe, a pocket book, containing a sum of money. The 
tinder will he rewarded by returning the same to the 
subscriber. \Y I EE CURTIS. 
Monroe, June ii 1st, 1870. 3w51 
“ 
PULL DOWN 
VOT7R VEST”! 
WE are now having a supply of VESTS and can furnish our hands with 
work. 
Parties OWING for MACHINES can 
now have work. MONROE hands who 
are ready to work, will please notify us. 
GEO. A. QUiMBY & CO. 
Belfast, Juno 15, 1875. t!50 
JOHN H. MURRAY’S 
GREAT 
RAILROAD CIRCUS 
ESTABLISHED 1804. 
Mr. John II. Murray, Sole Proprietor and Manager. 
Recognized throughout the entire United States 
THE OUT MISITISTTE CIRCUS !\ AMERICA, 
WILL EX III BIT AT 
Belfast. 
Saturday 
JULY 1st, 1876. 
Mr. Murray takes great pleasure in announcing the head, front, and Champion of nil Bareback Riders, 
Mr. Chas. W. Fish, 
[ Having just closed a three years’ engagement in I Europe, where he has had the honor of appearing 
| before the royalty and nobility of the several capitals, 
receiving valuable gifts as Court favors, and endors 
ed as the best horseman that ever visited the coun- 
try. Mr. f ish wears the bright and distinguished 
honor of being tin Champion Bareback Kid of the 
World 
THE FAMOUS uLOWNb: 
TOM BARRY, 
Iliboruiau Vocalist anil Humorist. 
Whimsical Walker. 
The Drollest of the Droll. 
Mr. Murray’s Brigade of 
Vaulters, Leapors, Tumblers, 
Aerial Artists, Acrobats, 
Gymnasts and Jugglers 
V ill surpass even his former endeavors—thereby 
retaining the enviable reputation his exhibitions 
everywhere sustain. 
The Grand Arenic Display of the Afternoon Festivi- 
ties will conclude with a Laughable Ballet Pan- 
tomime, u herein the Clowns and a 
SPECIAL TROUP OF PANTOMIMISTS, 
(Engaged for this production only,; will appear. 
The Evening’s Performance will terminate with the 
unuui Simkspereun ami Eipiesuiuii Tragedy of 
RICHARD the THIRD! 
With all its sublime utuations, Terrific Battle 
Scenes, Sword Combats, and a reproduction I 
of tlie immortal 
BATTLE OF BOSWQRTH FIELD, 
DEATH OF WHITE SURREY and the 
KILLING OF KING RICHARD. 
Mr. Murray’s entire Stud of Trained Horse?, includ- 
ing his famous 
“BLACK EAGLE,” 
will participate in this thrilling spectacle, with 
the two armies of soldiers and a complete 
cast of characters, the same as presented 
at any tirst-class theatre. 
THE STREET PARADE 
Will occur Every Morning, at about 10o’clock, where 
in will be seen the great Ciolden Carol' TRIL'.MPll ! 
The Liliputian Pluetons; Sixteen Beautiful rhoro’- 
bred Arabian Steeds, under the guidance of .j. W. 
Paul, the master whip of the age; li imported Shet- 
land Ponies, driven by E. Carp-tine; and the general 
Street Display identified with thi* Circus 
TWO PERFORMANCES DAiLY. 
Doors Open, Afternoon at 1; Evening at f. P< r 
formances commence at and s o’clock. 
ADMISSION 50 Cents 
Children, under ten years, 25 Cents 
Will Exhibit at 
Camden, June 30th. 
BANGOR. JULY 3d & 4th. 
Piano Tuning. 
R. H. HOOPER respect full} J gives notice to his patron* that he will visit lielfa-t 
every three or four months, and would be glad to 
contract for tuning by the year, say, 
once a year forg^-w-"-S-afl 3'LOU. twice a year 
£4,00, three timesflHT^pS^HTla year $5.uo. Some 
Pianos in his circu* 1 ** ® " it stand well by one 
tuning per year. 
Air, Hooper is well and favorably known in Belfast, 
and trusts lie will have a liberal patronage, having 
had an experience loroser twenty-live jears. 
lie w ill be in Belfast in about a week. 
Pipe Organs Tuned and Regulated. 
Leave orders at J. S. Caldwell's Book Store, *r tit 
B. E Field’s Boarding House, High St. 
4\vol" 
Wateli€3S, Jewelry 
—A Nl) 
SILVER WARE! 
Tam constantly adding NEW and DESIRABLE ; Patterns to all departments of my stock, making j 
it one of the LARUES f and BEST ASSORTED in | this section of the State. Prices reduced. All goods ! 
selling VERY LOW at 
HERVEY’S Jewelry Story, 
Pheuix Row. 
Piano-Forte Tuning, 
Repairing & Polishing 
—BY A— 
Practical Piano-Forte Maker. 
fTMIK subscriber, from Boston, will be in Belfast a 
X few days to offer his services to former patrons 
in his line of business, and all orders left with JOHN 
1*KIRCH will be attended to. 
ST Kl'llKX GROVER, 
3w50 Piano-forte Maker. 
Boots, Shoes & Rubbers 
Great inducement to Buyers of 
Boots & Shoes 
The place to Buy is at 
II. II. FORBES' 
Who on account of failing health, proposes to sell 
out his entire Stock of BOOTS and SHOES at 
about the original cost at retail, thereby giving tin- 
wearer the benefit of the LOW PRICES lor CASH 
and CAS IRON LY; as I propose to close up my 
business very soon no credit will be given. 
Mv Stock consists of all the various styles of | A- 
DIES. MISS and CHILDRENS’ KiD, CLOTH, 
and AID FOX PI) HOOTS, also SI/POKES, HUT. 
TOS SHOPS, also MEN’S and ROY’S CALF 
HOOTS, A IPX AS HOOT, also CALF STHAP 
HIJCKLE SHOPS, also Common A//’, THICK, 
and SPLIT SHOPS, for common wear. In fact 
the stock is too numerous to mention in detail, and 
tinally, call and examine the QUALITY and /‘KI- 
CKS, and you will be sure to buy. As 1 propose to 
give all GOOD liAKGAI.XS as long as they LAS T, 
if I am able to attend to business. I)on’t forget the 
place, at 
Pi. Pi. FORBES, 
No. 13 Main Street. 
Belfast, June 5, 1870. 
Special Notice. 
As I am closing out my Stock on account of poor 
health, all persons indebted to me by note or ac- 
count, are hereby notified that their accounts must 
be settled immediately, or they will be placed in the 
hands of other parties for collection. 
11. II. FORBES. 
Belfast, June 5, 1870. 4tHf 
Mrs. Richards 
AND 
Miss Southworth, 
AUK NOW OPENING A 
NEW AND SELECT STOCK 
-O F- 
Of their own selection in Boston. Ladies please call! 
11 Main Street* (over Forbes’ Store.) 
4w40 
Continued Reduction 
ON THE PRICES OF 
CarpetingS 
DRY 
-AND- 
—a. rr— 
k. W. Burkett & Co’s. 
If prices and a good assortment will ia- 
lluence the trade to buy readily and 
largely, now is the time to pur- 
chase, for goods have never 
been offered the public 
at as LOW bargains 
as at the present 
time. 
1 he prices we make upon our goods arc 
strictly reliable, and so LOW in fact, 
that we are neither ashamed nor 
afraid to quote them publicly 
through the press. If the 
value of goods et.n- 
not stand a pub- 
lic announ- 
cement 
they 
cannot be cheap 
SPLENDID QUALITY Of 
BLACK SILKS ! 
Only SI. 25 per yd., valued at $1.75. 
ENGLISH 
Italerna Stress (woods! 
Only 20 cts. per yd. 
Knickerbocker Dress Goods! 
At 20 Cents per yard. 
Dress Goods! 
A great variety in Spring Shades, 
25 Cents per yd 
Black Cashmeres! 
CHEAPER THAN EVER. 
Selling from 75 cts. to $1.25 per yd. 
PRINTS ! 
Rest quality made (all perfect) 
6 Cents per yard. 
CllulC E i* A r T E R N S 
8 Cents per yard. 
Broun it Bleached Cottons. 
SELLING AT THE 
Lowest Prices! 
Spring Sacques! 
Readymade at LOWER PRICES than 
customers can make them. 
Nottingham Laces! 
A now assortment just arrived. 
CARPETINGS 
Look at our Ingrains at 
50 Cents per yard- 
Extra Weight Carpetings! 
At 67 <te 75 cts. per yd- 
Best Quality 3 Wool Superfine 
$1.00 per yard. 
TAPESTRIES! 
25 Different Patterns of 
Tapestry Carpetings 
a rare opportunity for customers to 
make good selections at 
Boston Prices! 
Oil Oloths, 
Hemp Carpetings, 
Straw flattings. 
Rugs, Feathers, 
eSc-o., <Sz>o., Sz-o. 
Constantly on hand, and competition on 
prices and assortment cannot be met in 
this locality. 
We intend to make Carpetings a per- 
manent department in our Stock, and the 
trade will always tind a good supply on 
hand. 
Geo.W.Burkett&Co. 
Hayford Block, Church St., 
BELFAST. MAINE. 
H. H. Johnson & Co., 
HAVE JUST RETURNED FROM 
BOSTON 
with a LARGE and varied Stock of 
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC 
Dry Goods! 
Offer them at prices much LOWER than ever 
offered in this city before. We refrain from 
quoting prices, and tin- public can satis 
fy themselves by calling and examin 
ing our well selected stock, that 
our goods are Cheaper than 
thoscjwho quote prices in 
their advertisements. 
We mean just what we say, and invite the 
public to give us a call. 
We have special bargains in 
'Prints, Cambrics, Cretonnes, 
V K HOAI, !•' S 
It Eill M ANT*I* ItI N TS 
which we are selling very cheap. 
18ROWN AS 1) BLEACHED 
COTTONS ! 
AT REDUCED PRICKS 
Our stock of 11 lack Goods cannot be sut passed. 
Black Drapde'cte. Biack Alpacas 
Black Cashmeres, Black Mohairs, Black 
Hernani, Black Grenadine. 
In Dress Goods we have a good line all wool 
Knickerbockers, De Beiges. Plaid 
and Plain. 
COTTON AND WOOD 
KNICKERBOCKERS 
in Plain and Stripe which are n nmrkably low 
We ulso have u lull assortment of new style 
Worsted Fringes, Malta Laces, Gimps. 
and everything pertaining to the trimming line. 
THE DOUBLE BUSK 
CORSET 
so much called for we are the sole Agents. 
We have a full line of 
WHITE GOODS! 
ALSO A FINE LINE OF 
CO Mi AISS & COTS ! 
Neckties, Hamburgs & Hosery 
which we are prepared to sell tit low prices. 
TWO BUTTON KID 
Cheaper than ever before HVrcd in this city. 
Buttrick’s Patterns 
Full line for Spring and Summer. Catalogue free. 
H H. JOHNSON & C O 
—OF— 
Ladies’ Boots. 
I would call the attention of 
the ladies of Belfast and vicin- 
ity to my large stock of BOOTS, 
SLIPPERS. TIES, &c., which 
I now offer at the very cheap- 
est prices. I am receiving daily 
splendid bargains in Kid, Serge, 
and Foxed Button Boots.which 
I am selling very low. Call and 
examine prices. 
J. W. CLARK, 
13 Phenix Row, Belfast. 
CO TO 
VV E E L S’ 
— FOR — 
WHO NOW HAS THE 
Largest Stock 
Iu tilt- State of Maim- which I have lately purchuicil 
at 
IPliil ad. elphi a,, 
1ST ew York:, 
and. Boston. 
Gloves, Hosiery, Flowers, Parasols &c. 
B. F. WELLS, 
7 Main Street, BELFAST. 
Trusses! Trusses!! 
-:o:- 
New Thing! 
Nickle IPla/ted! 
CLEAii,LIGHT, DURABLE! 
ENAMELLED WOOD DAD' 
JUST RECEIVED AT 
WM. O. POOR & SON’S, 
Johnson’9 Block. Belfast. tw? 
Ju.ne 8th.. 
Grand Opening 
—OF— 
MillinerY! 
IVEF^S. WELLS 
Has just returned from Boston with every thing 
FRESH IN E'W' 
Ladies if you want a IS eat and Tasty 
At a reasonable PRICE, please ‘give us a CALL, as 
wc guarantee satisfaction in every instance. 
B. F. WELLS. 
The Empty Place. 
Bright faces come and go, fair shapes 
! »ance up and down tlie wall; 
A pre-ence in the crowded room, 
I ake* pr« ca deuce of all. 
W see it night and day, howe’er 
By shine or shadow crust,— 
A little vacant spot, wherefrom 
< >ue little face is lost. 
I *or.nd of rnu'ic swells and fall. 
And laughter tills our ears,— 
A silence, hallowed out of life, 
1* all our spirit hears, 
1 lint silence, like a hush of prayer, 
f an tirov u the loudest speech, 
And, paving sharp through laugh and song, 
Our iumo.'t sen<e can reach. 
N" thumb r ol the outer world, 
N learning rage of pain, N pa*-!iigstorm.-* of lov or grief 
I ha! beat on heart and brain, 
B< at down with such constraining strength 
Hu- vital forces there, 
As that .lull, soundless ache of loss 
W hi: lonely mourners bear. 
U little garments in the drawer, 
With such precision spread! 
0 little chair against the wall1 
0 little cradle-bed, 
1 ncurtuined, in the silent room, 
And pillowless and cold' 
0 mother's arms and tender bauds, 
Hint have no babe to hold! 
W know full well tin* worth and wealth 
< tf which we are bereft; 
B r where are words wherewith to tell 
! u emptiness that’s left ! — 
" i-n witii to span that shoreless void 
>«'und i's uniat homed deeps. 
And picture to the common sense 
The sacred thing it keeps. 
Twilight Voices. 
What are the whispering voices 
1 hat awake at twilight full? 
1*.’ tiny come from the golden sunset 
With their haunting, haunting call? 
1 hey toll me of breezy spring-times, 
Aud of dreamy summer eyes, 
And <d snow-wreaths merrily shaken 
1 rum the shining ivy leaves. 
Bm tlie lar-olf treble ehangeth 
1 o a tenor tone, and so 
I know that the voices tell iiu 
Only of long ago. 
W iat a!•<• the tuneful voices 
*.i: of early daw n are horn ? 
1> ;h--v conn- from the orient portals 
< >f the palace ot the morn? 
J !my !••!! of a golden city, 
With pearl aud jasper bright, 
And shilling forms that beckon 
Out of the dazzling light. 
He n a rush ol lar-olf harpings 
BY.ids with tie- vision clear, 
Am! 1 know that the night is passing, 
And 1 know that the day is near! 
Jewels of Thought and Devotion. 
I ur< w. 11, life! my senses swim, 
And the world is growing dim; 
i hromnng shadows cloud the light, 
I.ike the advent of the night,— 
« older, colder, colder still, 
l j)ward steals a vapor chill; 
Sirong the earthy odor grow s, — 
1 snn II the mould above the rost 
Welcome, life! the spirit strives! 
vtr<ngtli n turns and hope revives, 
Yudy fears and shapes forlorn 
iy like .-hailows at the morn,— 
1 *Yr he earlh tliere comes a bloom 
Sunny light for sullen gloom. 
Warm perfume lor vapor cold,— 
1 mim II |In rose abov e the mould 
Thomas Hood. 
Alllicti 'n- are blessings to us. when wo cun 
bless < iod fur alllictions. 
A -inirl« grateful tliouglit towards heaven is 
tie- ino.-r perfect prayer. [Lessing. 
-Morning l>v morning take two breakfasts, one 
for the soul and one for the body, and you will 
be fitted for duty. 
IV what you are. Ape no greatness. IV 
content to pus* for what you are worth. A 
good nickel is better than a counterfeit dollar. 
W feel oppressed when kindness after kind- 
le -> is poured upon us by man, and no oppor- 
tunity presents itself of rendering any return. 
Would that we were equally moved by receiv- 
ing beneiits from God, and yielding him no to- 
k« n of thanks. [Maria Hare. 
Frederick William Robertson's posthumous 
volume contains this passage: “in he darkest 
hour through which a human soul can pass, 
whatever else is doubtful, this is at least cer- 
tain. Jf there be* no God and no future state, 
yet. even then, ii V better to he generous than 
scllish, better to be chast'* than licentious, bet- 
ter to be true than false, better to be brave than 
to be a cow ard." 
Know Wiif.n Yot: auj; Wf.li. off. You 
an* well otf when you arc in a healthy lieigh- 
‘orhood, with enough to eat and drink, a com- 
fortable, wcll-ventillated ai»artment to sleep in, 
and you arc paying all your expenses and lay- 
ing iii» something'—even slowly—for a rainy 
day, and, in addition to all this, acquiring 
knowledge and strengthening your character. 
Young men whose situation combines all the 
preceding advantages should he very cautious 
about exchanging such a certainty, unless it he 
for another certainty. Happiness does not. de- 
pend upon great wealth so much as it does 
upon independence and intellectual and moral 
culture. 
It will n<>t need, when the mind i< prepared 
tor study, to search fur objects. The invariable 
mark of wisdom is to see the miraculous in the 
common. What is a day? What is a year? 
Whal i-summer? What’is woman? What is 
a child: What is sleep? To our blindness, 
these things seem unatieeting. We make fa- 
ble- to hide the baldness of the fact and con- 
form it, as w«* say, to the higher law of the 
mind. Hut when the fact is seen under the 
light of an idea, the gaudy fable fades and 
shrivels. We behold the real higher law. To 
thi* wise, therefore, a fact is true poetry, and 
the most beautiful of fables. These wonders 
are brought to our own door. You also are a 
man. Man and woman, and their social life, 
poverty, labor, sleep, fear, fortune, are known 
to you. Learn that none of those things i- su- 
perficial,but that each phenomenon ban its roots 
m the faculties and alleetions of the mind. 
Whilst tin* abstract question occupies your in- 
tellect, nature brings it in the concrete to be 
•oived by your hand-. It. were a wise inquiry 
for.the closet, to compare, point by point, es- 
pecially at remarkable crises in life, our daily 
history, with the rise ami progress of ideas iii 
the mind. 
>o shall we eom« to look at the world with 
new eyes. It shall answer the endless inquiry 
< f the intellect,—What is truth? and of the af- 
fections.— What is go«*d? by yielding itself pas- 
sive to the educated Will, Then shall come to 
p:e-s what my po**t said; ‘Nature i> not lixed 
but fluid. .Spirit alters, moulds, makes it. The 
immobility or bfutencss of nature, is the ab- 
sence of spirit. To pure spirit, it i> fluid, it is 
volatile, it is obedient, livery spirit builds it- 
-elf a house; and beyond its house a world; and beyond it.*? world, a heaven. Know then, that tin* world exists for you. For vou is tin* 
phenomenon perfect. What we are,'that only 
an we sec. All that Adam had,all that Ca-sar 
could, you have and can do. Adam called his 
house, heaven and earth; Cicsar called his 
house. Koine; you perhaps call yours, a cob- 
11*-F- trade; a hundred acres of ploughed 
land; or a scholar's garret. Yet line lbr line 
.him [-U,n mi jiuim,\uur nonunion is as "real 
as theirs, though without line names. Build, 
therefore, your own world. As fast as you conform your life to the pure idea in your 
mind, that will unfold its great proportions. A correspondent revolution in things will at- 
tend the inllux of the spirit. So fast will disa- 
greeable appearances, swine, spiders, snakes, 
pests, inad-houses, prisons, enemies, vanish; 
they are temporary and shall be no more seen. 
The sordor and tilths of nature, the sun shall 
dry up. and the wind exhale. As when tile 
summer comes from the south; the snow- 
banks melt, and the face of the earth becomes 
green before it, so shall the advancing spirit 
create its ornaments along its path, and carrv 
with it the beauty it visits, and the song which 
enchants it; it shall draw beautiful faces, 
warm heart, wise discourse, and heroic ac's, around its way, until evil is no more seen. 
The kingdom of man over nature, which corn- 
el h not with observation,—a dominion such as 
now is beyond his dream of God.—be shall en- 
ter without more wonder than the blind man 
t -els who is gradually restored to perfect sight.’ 
[Emerson. 
Jin was a very young man. A few stray 
hairs upon his lip attested the fact that he 
was engaged in a deadly struggle with a 
mustache, lie went into a variety store 
<>n Main street and said to the proprietor: 
“Have you Charles lleade’s ‘Lost Heir?”’ 
“No, 1 haven’t,” replied the storekeeper. 
“Hut,” lie continued, looking into the 
young man’s lace, “I’ve got something 
that will make that mustache of yours 
start out like boils in spring-time.” 
Some old fraud says, “get up with the 
sun, if you want to be healthy and wise.” 
It is easy enough to follow this advice in 
the winter, when the sun acts sensibly and 
doesn’t get up until 7 o’clock; but when 
he begins to get up at 4 o’clock, we have 
observed that the wisest men give him 
two hours’ start, and let their wives accu- 
mulate health and wisdom. [Norristown 
Herald. 
Seven o’clock a. m — Hoy has terrible 
toothache; can’t go to school. Half-past 
nine a. in.— A solitary figure may be seen 
skulking through the streets leading to 
the creek; perch and chubs bite. Half- 
past six p. m.— Scene, woodshed; dram- 
atis personas, the old man, one trunk strap, 
one boy. Let’s draw tbe curtain. 
While her mother was washing the 
dishes a Troy young woman got up from 
her New York Ledger and wrote : 
My heart, my heart is breaking. 
And the sun my head is baking, 
lint a hope is softly waking, 
That I shall yet be loved. 
“There, that explains where my clothes 
line went to,” exclaimed a Yankee wo- 
man, us she found her husband hanging in 
the barn. 
A friend of mine, when a boy of four 
years, was playing with wooden blocks 
upon the floor. Suddenly he looked up 
and said to his mother, “Where does God 
live?'’ “Everywhere,”she answered. “Why 
don't he build a house and stay at homo ?"’ 
was the prompt rejoinder. [Maine Farmer. 
“A medical authority says that a man 
looses one per cent, of vitality every time 
lie is waked suddenly from sleep. This is 
what makes a druggist look so pleasant 
when he is rung up at two o’clock in the 
morning by a fellow citizen who wants to 
know if he keeps postage stamps. [Nor- 
wich Bulletin. 
A gentleman in Danbury, Conn., has had 
perseverance enough to take the tem- 
perenco pledge eighty-three times and 
break it eighty-two. 
it isagreatwbmfort to bald-headed men, 
in these red-hot star-spangled Centennial 
days, to reflect that the eagle, too, is bald- 
headed. 
^CATARRH. 
Ringing Noises in the Head. Nerv- 
ius Headache. Neuralgia. Ear- 
ache, Deafness. Sore Throat. 
Swollen Tonsils. Ulcerated 
Sore Throat, Tickling 
Cough. Bronchitis. & 
Bleeding of the 
Lungs cured by 
SANFORD'S RADICAL CURE ! 
The only safe ami always reliable remedy for the im 
mediate relief and permanent cure of every symp- 
tom and stage of Catarrh. It Is a medicine pure as 
distilled water, and is obtained entirely by distilla- 
tion of certain herbs and plants whereby the essen- 
tial medicinal principle is alone obtained, while 
every particle of woody fibre is rejected. It is en- 
tirely unlike every other before the public, and those 
who have tried all other remedies are assured on the 
honor of the general agents that this medicine has 
and will accomplish all that is claimed for it. 
CATARRH. 
A Case of Six Years' Standing, 
accompanied by distressing 
symptoms, cured by the 
use of two bottles of 
SANFORD'S RADICAL CURE. 
Missus. Weeks & I’ottki:: 
(••'i>tt< men,— I'h-ase allow me to testify to the great 
merits of Sa n i\ >i:i j’.s Ua i>n:al’Ci ( atakrii. 
f or six years I have Millered greatly, particularly 
while troubled with a cold. The accumulation of 
mucus in my head and throat kept me constantly 
hawking and spitting, rendering my presence in 
company extremely embarrassing to myself and 
friends. Six months ago I was induced to try S.< 
i-'uitu's Radical Cnti:. Alter using two bottles I 
find myself nearly, if not quite, permanently cured. 
1 have since recommended over one hundred bottles 
with the greatest success. 
K espect fu 11 v you rs, 
WM. W. ARMSTRONG, 
December 26, 1S7L 16.) Harrison Av«\, Boston. 
PERSEVERE 
In the use of this remedy until 
cured. It contains the great 
healing elements of plants 
in their essential form 
as obtained by distil- 
I a t i o n. 
Catarrh, in its extent and destructive force, stands 
next to Consumption and is closely allied to it, for 
in certain constitutions the transition from one to 
the other is only a question of time, it is therefore 
a singular thing that those afflicted with it should 
•not make it the object of their lives to rid themselves 
of it. A single bottle of any remedy cannot, in the 
chronic -dago, elfect a cure nor even bring the system 
under its iiiliueuce fully. Jn many such cases the 
bones and cartilage of ih<* nose are eaten away, the 
organs of hearing, of soring and of tasting so affect 
oil as to be rendered useless, the uvula sc# elongated 
and inflamed as to produce a constant and distressing 
cough. The return to health must necessarily be 
slow, under tin- most favorable circumstances, when 
so seriously afflicted ; but as the evidence of its great 
value daily comes to hand, we become more and 
more satisfied that there does not exist a case of 
Catarrh that cannot be cured bv a judicious and per- 
sistent use of :s an rom*’s It a >i< a i. f<»u ca. 
takkii. The relief in every case obtained from the 
lir.-t dose is an indication <»i' what it will do when the 
system is brought constitutionally under its influ- 
Kaeh package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and 
Dr. Hanford’s Improved Inhaling lube. Price $1.00. 
For sale by Druggists everywhere. WEEKS & 
J’OTTER, Iioston, General Agents. 
£»~CSE SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER, 
the Great Family Medicine. 4w4<» 
Ifcto Sibbertiscments. 
There will be many, who resorted to the 
fashionable mineral springs in by-gone years, whose 
pockets will not permit them to leave this year, as 
all must visit the Centennial. We advise such to 
Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient, 
drink it, get good from it, save money, and visit 
Philadelphia. A word to tin* wise is sufficient. 
SOLD BV ALL DRUGGISTS. 
$12 a clay at homo. Agents wanted, Outfit and terms free. TUL'K & CO., Augusta, Maine. 
4ft ■■■ m l’KU WF.KK GCAR ANTE ED to M M Agents, Male and Female,in their 
M m own locality. Terms and Outfit 
* M free. Address 1*. O. VICKERY & 
CO., Augusta, Maine. 
CE tn <£90 P‘“r day at home. Samples worth $1 gj IU vp^u free. .Stinson & Co., l'ortlund, Me. 
Mind reading, psychomancy. fas"- cination. Soul Charming, Mesmerism, iind Marriage Guide, showing how cither sex 
nmy fascinate and gain the love and affection of anv 
person they choose instantlv. 400 pages. By mail 50 cts. Hunt & Co., lu‘J S. 7tii St., IMiila. 
Price, Twenty-Five Cents. 
NEWSPAPER 
ADVERTISING 
ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTH EDITION. 
Containing a complete list of all the towns in the 
United States, the Territories and the Dominion of 
Canada, having a population greater than 5,000 ac- 
cording to the last census, together with the names 
of the newspapers having the largest local circula- 
tion in each ot the places named. Also, a catalogue 
of newspapers which are recommended to advertis- 
ers as giving greatest value in proportion to prices 
charged. Also, all newspapers in the United States 
and Canada printing over 5,000 copies each issue. 
Also, all the Religious, Agricultural, Scientific and 
Mechanical, Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Education- 
al, Commercial, Insurance, Real Estate, Law, Sport- 
ing, Musical, Fashion, and other special class jour- nals ; very complete lists. Together with a complete 
list of over :*00 German papers printed in the L nited 
States. Also, an essay upon advertising; many ta- bles of rates, showing the cost of advertising in va- 
rious newspapers, and everything which a beginner in advertising would like to know. Address 
GEO. 1*. ROWELL & CO., 41 Park Row, New York. 
NOTICE. 
(Formerly with A. B. Mathews, Furniture Deni- 
er, No. TO Main Street,) 
Would respectfully announce to the citizens of Bel- 
fast and vicinity that he is now located on 
Church St., Next door to the Court House, 
Where he is prepared to do all kinds of 
Furniture Repairing & Upholster- 
ING AT SHORT NOTICE. 
And Prices to suit the* times. I shall make Cornice 
and Drapery Work a specialty. 
Having had quite large experience in this branch 
of the business, I feel conlidcnt I shall lie abie to 
please all tvho may favor me with a call. 1 shall he 
pleased to show samples and patterns at anytime; also Lace Drapery put up in the latest styles. 
LAMUIUCQCINS in Cretone or Worsted Ooods cut 
and made to order. 
SLIPPER CASES AND TOWEL RACKS 
in Worsted Work mounted neatly and at low prices. 
WWork taken from houses and returned without 
extra expense. 
Hoping to see ail my old friends, and as many new 
ones as will favor me with a call at my new place. I remain, Respectfully, GEO. DePUOL'X. 
Belfast .Junes, 1870. 3mos4V 
My Illustrated Floral Catalogue for 1876 Is now ready. Price lOt’ents, less than half the cost. 
Wu.au.a E. Bcwpitcu.OU Warren Bt., Boston, Mass. 
Centaur 
Liniments! 
The Quickest, Surest & Cheap- 
est Remedies. 
Physicians recommend, and Farriers declare that 
no such remedies have ever before been in use. 
Words are cheap, but the proprietors of these arti- 
cles will present trial bottles to medical men, gratis, 
as a guarantee of what they say. 
The Centaur Liniment, White Wrapper, 
will cure Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Scia- 
tica, Caked Breasts, Sore Nipples, Frosted Feet, 
Chillblains, Swellings, Sprains, and any ordinary 
FLESH, BONE OH MUSCLE AILMENT. 
We make no pretense that this article will cure 
Cancer, restore lost bones, or give health to a whis- 
key soaked carcass. But it will always reduce in- 
flammation and allay pain. 
It will extract the poison of bites and stings, and 
heal burns or scalds without a scar. Palsy, 
Weak Back, Caked Breasts, Earache, Toothache, 
Itch and Cutaneous Eruptions readily yield to Its 
treatment. 
Henry Black, of Ada, Iiardln Co., Ohio, says: 
“.My wife has had rheumatism for five years—no 
rest, no sleep—could scarcely walk across the floor. 
She is now completely cured by the use of Centaur 
Liniment. We all feel thankful to you, and recom- 
mend your wonderful medicine to all our friends.” 
James Hurd, of Zanesville, O., says: “The Cen- 
taur Liniment cured my Neuralgia.” 
Alford Tush, of Newark, writes: “Send me one 
dozen bottles by express. The Liniment has saved 
my leg. I want to distribute it, &c.” 
The sale of this Liniment is increasing rapidly. 
The Yellow Centaur Liniment 
is for the tough skin, flesh and muscles of 
HOUSES, MULES AND ANIMALS. 
We have never yet seen a case of Spavin, Sweeny, 
Ring-bone, Wind gall, Scratches or Poll-Evil, which 
this Liniment would not speedily benefit, and we 
never saw but a few cases which it w ould nut 
cure. Jit will cure when anything can. It is 
j folly to sp» nd $20, for a Farrier, when one dollar’s 
worth of Centaur Liniment will do better. The fol- 
lowing is a sample of the testimony produced : 
W. P. Hopkins, Postmaster, Piqua, O., says : 
“Centaur Liniment can’t be beat. It cures every 
time.” 
“Yklvkrton, O., March 2,1874. 
“The Centaur Liniments are the best selling medi- 
cines we have ever had. The demand is very great 
f.*r it, and we connot afford to be without it. 
“P. H. HISKY & SON.” 
Jefferson, Mo., Nov. 10, 1373. 
“Some time ago I was shipping horses to St. Louis. 
I got one badly crippled in the car. With great dif- 
ficulty 1 got him to the stable. The stable-keeper 
ga\ «• me a bottle of your Centaur Liniment, which I 
used with such success that in two days the horse 
was active and nearly well. I have been a veterin- 
ary surgeon for thirty years, but your Liniment beats 
anything i ever used. 
“A. J. 3PCARTY, Veterinary Surgeon.” 
For a postage stamp we will mail a Centaur Al- 
manac, containing hundreds of certificates, from 
cverv State in the Union. These Liniments are now 
sold by all dealers in the country. 
Laboratory of J. 1J. Rose & Co., 
40 Di:y St., New York. 
Castoria. 
Dr. Samuel Pitcher, of Ilyannis, Mass., experi- 
mented in his private practice for twenty years to 
produce a combination that would have the proper- 
ties ol Cantor Oil without its unpleasant taste 
and griping etfect. 
His preparation was sent for, near and far, till 
finally he gave it the name of Castoria, and put it 
up for sale. It is very wonderful in Its effects, par- 
ticularly with the disordered stomachs and bowels 
ol children. It annimilare* the food, cures 
sour stomach and wind colic, regulates the bowels, 
«‘\|»el« worniN, and may be relied upon in croup. 
As a pleasant, effective and perfectly «ate> ca- 
thartic remedy it is superior to Castor Oil, Cor- 
dials and Syrups. It does not contain alchohol, and 
is adapted to any age. 
By regulating the stomach and bowels of cro*« 
and Mic-klj children they become good-natured 
and healthy. They can enjoy etleep and mothers 
have rent. The Castoria is put up at the Labora- 
tory of J. B. Rose & Co., !<> Dey St., New York, 
.‘linos! 1 
We Have Heard of it!! 
Large Decline in Prices of 
EVERYTHING 
USUALLY KEPT IN A 
Furniture Store 
CAN BE FOUND AT 
J. 0. THOMPSON & SON’S 
AND WILL BE 
SOLD 
AT 
EXTREM ELY 
L O W 
PRICES ! 
40 
GREAT BARGAINS 
—IN— 
—AT- 
MERRILL’S 
—* -•* 
A FULL LINE OF 
FASHIONABLE GOODS 
JUST RECEIVED. 
HATS & BONNETS 
OF ALL THE LATEST 
STYLES 
And everything in the Millinery Line which 
are selling at the 
LOWEST PRICES 
—AT— 
3VT E E 3R I L L’ S, 
Hayford Block, Church St. 
BELFAST. 
tf« 
KMMMMMVI No Charcoa for obtaining 
W TWTTriTTADC Patents unless successful. JUN V Un IUao Pamphlet fret. C. A. Shaw, 
Tremont Street, Boston. 
Spring Goods 
Have Gome! 
And some of the Finest that 
can be had in the market for 
S F PL I 1ST <3- 
Over Coats 
DRESS SUITS, 
BUSINESS SUITS! 
Sz>o., &c-c. 
Also a Splendid Line of 
FURNISHING GOODS 
Consisting in part of Fine White 
SHIRTS. 
LINEN AND I'Al’EK 
CUFFS 
—AND— 
COLLARS! 
HOSIERY ! 
OF ALL KINDS. 
SUSPENDERS 
—AND— 
GLOVES 
UMLER 
W E A. R ! 
And anything you Want in 
XTEC2S TIES! 
I intend keeping a 
Full Assortment 
OF MIIS ( LASS OF 
and Solicit Trade to Sustain it 
H. L. LORD, 
Merchant Tailor. 
tm 
Gr PL .A. 1ST ID 
All mm intercnlcd in Savina/ Mono/ trill 
jilcasc take Notiee. 
The undersigned has made entirely new arrange 
nients which enables him to sell 
NEW AND FASHIONABLE 
SPMI NO AM) SUMMER 
Heady Made Clothing ! 
dents Furnishing liuwk Hats, Caps, &c., 
.A.t. Lower Fkrices 
Than similar goods have ever before or can now be 
bought for, either in Belfast or elsewhere. Gentle- 
men wishing to buy Wklt. Maim; Gaum km.sUhkai1, 
will do well to call on me, as there is no charge for 
examination of my goods, and the prices at which J 
shall oiler them will convince you of my determina- 
tion to offer good bargains. Remember the place. 
D. L. PEAVY, 
7 Phenix Row. 
6w48 
MEN’S 
Boots & Shoes 
The Largest Stock and Best 
Bargains ever offered. Men's 
Calf Boots from S3 to $5 : Men's 
Congress Boots from $1.75 to 
$4.50; Men's Low Strap Shoes 
from $1.60 to $4. 
J. W. CLARK’S 
FAMILY Slioi: STORE, 
13 Phenix Row, Belfast. 
For Soap Makers. 
JUST RECEIVED! 
A LOT OF FIRST KATE POTASH, WHITE and Pure. VERY STRONG- Makes benmi- 
tul Soap. 
10 Cents per Pound. 
WM. O. POOR & SON, 
Johnson’s Block, Belfast. tH7 
Rubber Sheeting 
—IN ALL— 
—AT— 
B. F. WELLS’. 
Belfast, June 8, 1S70. 40tf 
Great Reduction 
IN PRICES OF 
ClothinG! 
I have just returned from Boston where I bought a large line of FOREIGN and DOMESTIC 
Worsteds, Cassimeres, Suitings 
Hats, Caps and Gents Fur- 
nishing Goods, &c., 
Which I bought at PANIC PRICES. I am Hi lling 
them at Prices to meet the times. 
Chevoit Suits at $7 50. 
All Wool Pants, 3.25. 
All my Ready Hude Clothing are my own roauu- 
fuctur, which 1 warrant to give satisfaction. 
Custom Work done In the latest Style, in the best 
manner at SIDNEY' RADISH, 
4s Main Street. 
Belfast, April 23, 1870. 3m43 
H.H. Johnson & Co. 
Have just received their Spring Slock of 
Hats, Bonnets, 
FLOWERS. 
Laces, 
Silks, 
—AND — 
Ribbons. 
In the most Desirable Shades. All of 
which wo offer at the very 
LOWEST I* Ilf LIES ! 
Wo intend to give all of our customers 
perfect satisfaction. 
Come and Try Us 
Before purchasing elsewhere. 
H. H. Johnson & Co. 
lie]last, April ‘23, 1870. 48 
Main Central Railroad. 
Trains now leave Belfast at 7.10 A. M. Brooks 
8.15. Thorndike 8.40. Unity s.50. Arriving at 
Burnham 0.10 A. M. 
Leave Belfast at d.45 P. M. Brooks 4.:l~t. Thorn 
dike G.OO. l’nity 0.10. Arriving at Durnham at 5.45 
1*. M. 
RETURNING, 
Leave Burnham at 9.110 A. M. l'nity 9.57. Thorn- 
dike 10.1O. Brooks 10.47. Arrive at Belfast 11.110 
A. M. 
Leave Burnham at 0.05 I*. M. Unity ft.30. Thorn 
dike fi.49. Brooks 7.1,1. Arrive at Belfast 7.50. 
PriOBATE NOTICES 
To the Honorable Judge of Probate lor the County 
Of Waldo: 
| >< >\A.V\A IT J/GF.RA] A >, of Searsmont, in IY >aid < minty, Administratrix of the estate of 
William Keating, late of Searsmont, in said County, 
deceased, respectfully represents that the goods, 
chattle- and credits of said deceased are not suffici- 
ent to answer his just debts and charges of Admin- 
istration, by the sum of twenty-eight hundred dollars. 
\\ it inn,F» *i:k your petitioner prays your honor to 
grant her a license to sell at public or private sale, 
and convey so much of the real estate of said deceas- 
ed, ( including the reversion of the Widow’s dower 
thereon,; as will satisfy his debts and incidental 
charges, and charges of Administration. 
1B>X ANNA FI 1 /.< JURA Ll>. 
At a Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and 
lbr the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday 
of June, A. 1>. l87<». 
Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the 
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by 
causinga copy of said petition,with this order there- 
on, to be published three weeks successively in the 
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that 
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at 
tbe Probate Cilice in Belfast aforesaid, on the sec- 
ond Tuesday of .Inly next, at ten o’clock in the 
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the 
same should not be granted. 
WM. M. BUST, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest—B. 1*. iTm.n, Register. 
fo the llonoruble Judge of Probate for the County 
of Waldo. 
SARAH DUUGIN, of Belfast, in said County, Lxeeutrix of the last will and testament of 
David Durgiu, late ol'Belfast, in said County, de- ceased, respectfully represents that the goods."chat- 
ties and credits of said deceased are not sufficient to 
answer his just debts and charges of Administra- 
tion, by the miiii of three hundred dollars. That the 
r< al estate of said deceased consists ol a lot of land, 
situate at the corner of Pearl and Cross streets in 
•'aid Beltast that the residue thereof would be great 
Undepreciated by a partial sale of any entire portion 
of the same. 
WiiKKKi your petitioner prays your honor to 
grant lier a license to sell at private sale or public 
auction and convey the whole of said lot ot land of 
the real estate of said deceased, (including the re- 
version of the Widow’s dower thereon, as will sat- 
isfv his debts and incidental charges and charges of 
Administration. SABAH DUKUI.N. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of 
June, A. 1>. 1870. 
Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the 
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by 
causing a copy of said petition, with this order there- 
on, to be published three weeks successively in the 
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that 
they may appear at a Probate Court to oe held utthe 
Probate Ollice in Belfast, aforesaid, on the second 
Tuesday of July next, at ten o’clock in the fore- 
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the 
same should not be granted. 
WM. M. RUS T, Judge. 
A true copy, Attest —JR. 1*. Fu;i.i>, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second 'Tuesday ol 
June, A. !>., 1S7<». 
I71DWARI) SALMON!) having presented an in strument purporting to be the last wil. and tes- 
tament of .Alary J. Salmond, late of Belfast, in said 
County of Waldo, deceased, for Probate. 
Ordered, That the said Fdward give notice to all 
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to 
be published three weeks successively in the Repub- lican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may ap- 
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, w ithin 
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of 
July next, at ten of the clock before noon, and 
show cause, if any they have, why the same should 
not be proved, approved ami allow ed. 
WM. M. RUST, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest— B. P. Fii-.ld, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ami for 
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of 
June, A. 1>. 1870. 
JANE CARVER, widow of Rodney R. Carver, late oi'Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, 
having presented a petition for an allowance from the personal estate ol said deceased. 
Ordered, That the said Jane give notice to all 
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republi- 
can Journal, printed at Belfast, tfiat they may ap- 
pear nt a Probate ( ourt, to be held at Belfast, within 
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of 
July next, at ten of the clock before noon, and 
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said 
petition should not b<- granted. 
WM. M. RUST, Judge. I 
A true copy, Attest :—B. P. Field, Register. 
At a Probate Court In Id at Belfast, within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot 
June, A. I). ls7f>. 
IV 1)1 A RUNNELS, Administratrix of the estate J ot Samuel 'i Runnels late of Stockton, in said 
County ot Waldo, deceased, having presented her 
lirst account of administration for allowance. 
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice 
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the 
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they 
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bei 
Iasi, u it hi n and for said ( minty, on the second Tues- 
day ot July next, and shew cause if any they have, why tin* same should not be allowed. 
WM M. RUST, Judge. A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast,within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of 
June, A. i>. l,S7f». 
Jib LAMSON, Administrator of the Estate of «> Susan Clement, late of Montville, in said 
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented his 
lirst and final account of Administration lor allow- 
ance. 
Ordered, That the said Administrator give no 
tice to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that 
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at 
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of July next, at ten of the clock before 
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the 
same should not be allowed. 
WM. M. RUST, Judge. A trnecopy, AttestB. P. Field. Register. 
At a Probate Court hold at Belfast, within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol June, A. I). lS7Ct 
Jib LAMSON, Administrator of the Estate of • George O. Clement, late of Montville, in said 
County ot Waldo, deceased, having presented his lirst and final account of Administration for allow- 
ance. 
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican .Journal, printed at Belfast, that they 
may appear at a Probate Court, to beheld at Belfast, 
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday ol 
July next, at ten of the clock before noon, and 
show cause, if any they have, whv the same should 
not be allowed. 
WM. M. RUST, Judge. 
A true copy, Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 
ri'MIE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all 
X concerned that he has been duly appointed and 
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of 
the estate of 
BENJAMIN S1DELINGER late of Troy, 
in the County of Waldo,deceased,by givingbond as the 
law directs; he therefore requests all persons who 
ire indebted to said deceased’s estate to make im 
mediate payment, and those who have any demands 
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him. 
J. W. KNOWLES. 
A Farm for Sale. 
> :o:: 
rpiIE subscriber offers lor sule a 
very desirable farm situated in 
the School District in Freedom vil- 
lage, containing about seventy-five 
acres of good land, with a house, 
_ 'shed, and barn in fair condition, well wooded, with lasting water, and a young and thrifty 
orchard of one hundred and thirty trees, cutting 
twenty-five tons of good hav. 
Miss MATILDA B. BRIGGS. 
freedom, June 14, 1870. 3w50* 
House for Sale. 
A LARGE TWO STORY HOUSE situated on a very sightly spot 
at Winterporf, lower village, in full 
__Jviewof the Bay and River, with a 
small orchard and land enough for a large garden, 
ft good well of water, and a cistern. The above 
situation stands east and adjoining Lawyer Kelley's residence. For sale by TIMOTHY MAYO, 
April 20, 1875.—tf44 Monroe, Waldo Co., Me. 
For Sale or Rent. 
HOUSE with an Acre and a half of land for sale or rent. One 
of the new houses on Belmont 
-Avenue. Terms easy. Enquire of 
-GEO. G. WELLS. 
Belfast, Feb. 20, 1870. tfto 
Valuable Real Estate for 
Sale! 
rpiIE HOMESTEAD of the late JL .John Haraden situated on 
Church Street, is now offered for 
sale to close the estate. 
The properly consists of over 5,000 teet ot Land, 109 feet on Church Street, and more 
than 50 feet deep, with buildings thereon in good condition. 
Will be Sold Immediately If Wanted. 
Also the property on Miller Street, now occupied 
by Leiniue Colley, consisting of 8 acres grass land with House, Ell, Wood-house and a large Barn. From 9 to 12 Tons Hay cut annually upon the pre- mises. a good Orchard upon the premises. For 
further particulars apply to the subscriber. 
DAN’i, IIARADEN. 
Belfast, Feb. 15, ls7ti. ttt.'i 
Musical Notice. 
MISS ABBIE E. KELLS, will receive a few pupils for instruction upon the Piano and Cab- 
inet Organ. Special care taken with beginners. terms inquire at 14-1 Main Street. 
Nov. 25, 1875—tl'21 
For 
G. E. JOHNSON, 
Attorney at Law! 
14 MAIN STREET. BELFAST. 
Office formerly occupied by K. K. liojle. 
GEO. E. WALLACE, 
Attorney at Law! 
IIA RAD UN BLOCK, Belfast. Me, 
*S“A11 business entrusted to him will receive 
rouipt attention. 
w. P, THOMPSON. 
Attorney i (oiinsellor at Law, 
BELFAST, MAINE. 
fiinosi i 
E. J. MOllISOiN & CO. 
^Successors to Carle & Morison,) 
DEALERS IN 
Hardware, Iron, Steel, House, 
Ship nml Fari-inge Trimmings, Agricultural Im- 
mssat.. 
G. T. R E A CT 
MACHINIST! 
DEALER IX AI.L KINDS OK 
Sewing Machine Attachments. 
♦♦♦Particular attention give n to Sewing Machine ‘repairing. Shot (inns Bepuired and Bored to shoot close. No. 46 MAIN STREET. Jan. 1 1871.-tf 
"CVringers. 
rp"I: liAII.V UFXCII WRIXGKK. The hut A. clothe* wringer in the market. Cull ami *ee he- lore purchasing elsewhere. For sale at 
F. .1. MORISON & CoV.iW Main .St.glielfast. 
JmosC. 
HENRY H. GRANT, 
ON *'th bite lion. Win. Mcdilvt ry lor past ten years) 
Agent of the Boston Marino Insurance Company, For Seaksi*okt and Yh ixitv, and Agent for the sale of PITCH PINK LUMBFB and TLHBLB, foi 
Mnp Orders, Bridges, &c. From W. I.. BUCKS’ 
Mills at Bucksville, 8. (’. 
Searsport, Me., April •■.*(>, 187(1 7nH J‘ 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
HAVF PFMOVFD to their new Banking Boom in Custom House Square, are prepared to re eeive deposits, placing the same on interest on the 
I first days of June, July, August and .September, and 
December, January, February and March. Interest 
! being computed on same, the Iirst Mondays of June 
| and December. 1 Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and 
Legal Holidays,) from y to K* A. M., und to 4 P. M 
Saturdays Bunk doses at l’J, noon. 
John 11. Qi i.mijy, Treas. ASA FAUXCE, Prest. Belfast. June 8th 1874. if 
Sanborn. Mouse. 
JOSEPH SANBORN, JR., 
Announces to his many friends that he has 
returned and again taken possession of the 
well known 
SANBORN HOUSE, 
where he will be glad to welcome them. The house 
is near the depot, well titled and otters every induce- 
ment for a quiet summer resort. 
A good stable is connected with the house, (live 
me a call. JOSFPH SAXBOBX, ,IR. 
Belfast, June 1, 1871. H4s 
American Hotel. 
Main Street, Belfast, Mo. 
TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors 
J- 1). TrCKKii. li. F. Tick eh. 
Couches to convey passengers to and from the ears 
and boats. 
Sample Rooms free to guests. 
Livery and Hoarding Stable connected with the 
House. 
Belfast, Sept. 23, 1875.—tfl3 
HERRIMAN, WARMINGTON & CO 
SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS, 
Mast, Spar &Blockmakers, 
JOINERS, & C 
OFFICE: Waterloo Road. ^ 
WORKS I Barton Street. \ 
This firm confidently assure the masters and own- 
ers of ships that they have the best of facilities for 
executing every branch of shipwork, for bothw ood- 
en and iron ships, in a manner guaranteed to give sntisfactic n. tfJO 
Notice of Foreclosure. 
'VIT’IIF,REAS, Seth (i. Wyman «»f Lincolnville, 
▼ ▼ Waldo County, State of 31aine, by his mort- 
gage deed dated September 8, 1875, and recorded in 
the Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Vol ltiO, Rage 
•h>y, conveyed to me in mortgage the following des- 
cribed real estate situated in said Lincolnville, to 
wit It being the same conveyed to said Wyman by 
Alice I. Ret ry by her deed dated August 24, 1875, to 
which records reference is had for full description; 
now, tin refore, the conditions of said mortgage hav- 
ing been broken, by reason thereof 1 claim a fore 
closure of the same agreeable to the statute in such 
cases made and provided. ALICE I THUMBS. 
Lincolnville, .June 15, 1870. 3w51 
Commissioners' Notice. 
WE THE SUBSCRIBERS having been appoint- ed by the Hon. William M. Rust, Judge of 
Rrobate, to receive and examine the claims of cred- 
itors to the estate of 
Ll'TlIER DAVIS late of Freedom, 
deceased, represented insolvent, do hereby give no 
tice that six months are allowed to said creditors to 
bring in and prove their claims, and that we shall 
attend that service at the office of O. H. Keen, Esip, 
in Freedom, on the first Saturday in July and the 
lirst Saturday in December, at nine o’clock, A. M. 
STERIIEN ST ROUT, > n 
i_i. | Commissioners. ALBERT 11A LI.. 
Freedom, June 11), 1870. 3w5l* 
City of Belfast, ss. 
SEALED PROPOSALS for collecting the State' County mill .Municipal Taxes of suid City for the 
current municipal year will be received bv the City 
Clerk until It o’clock 1'. 11., Monday, July .Id. The 
City Council reserves the right to accept any one of 
said proposals or reject ail of the same. 
Per Order, 
EMERY BOARDMAN, City Clerk. 
Belfast, Julie -, 1S?G. 4w4» 
ISTotice. 
NOTICE is hereby given that I have this day given my son Rrince R. Nelson his time, he 
being a minor, and shall claim none of his wages or 
pav any bills of his contracting after this date. 
ERASTUS F. NELSON. 
Palermo, June 12, 1870. 3w51* 
Piano for Sale ! 
An excellent piano, of good make and in tine order. Will be sold at a bargain. 
Apply at the Journal Office. 
Belfast, Feb. 22, 1876, tfJ4 
jjgagaaai 
Ayer’s Cathartic Pills, 
For all (lie Purposes of a Family Physic, 
CURING 
< 'ostiveness, Jaundice, Dys- 
pepsia, Indigestion, Dysen- 
tery, Foul Stomach and 
Breath, Headache, Fry si- 
pdas, Piles, Rheumatismt 
Frvptions and Shin Ids. 
cases, Biliousness, Liver 
Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, 
Tumors and Salt Rheum 
Worms, Gout, Neuralgia, as a Dinne r Till, ami Puri- 
fying the Blood, art* the most congenial purgative 
yet perfected. Their effects abundantly show how 
much they excel all oilier Pills. They are safe and 
pleasant to take, but powerful to cure. They purge 
out the foul humors of the blood; they stimulate the 
sluggish or disordered organ into action; and they 
impart health and tone to the whole being. They 
cure not only the every day complaints of every 
body, but formidable and dangerous diseases. Most 
skilful physicians, most eminent clergymen, and 
our best citizens, send certlilcatcs of cures perform- 
ed and of great benefits they have derived from 
these Pills. They are the safest and best physic for 
children, because mild as well a-; effectual. Being 
sugar coated, they are easy to take; and being pure 
ly vegetable, they are entirely harmless. 
PREPARED IIV 
Dr. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass., 
Practical anil Analytical Chemists. 
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine. 
DENTISTRY! 
DR. G-. P. LOMBARD. 
Successor to Dr. C. MOORE. 
May still be found at the old stand of 
Ur. Moore, corner of Church and 
Spring Streets, lias all the latest 
improved instruments for operating upon teeth, in 
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE! 
by which the process is rendered much less painful and tedious than by the obi methods. 11 • h in-, t- 
ccl in Rubber or Celluloid liase, as persons pr. fei tie has the country right for the use of 
Dr. Folsom's Improved Dental Plates. 
Particular attention given to making anil inserting 
artiticial teeth. tffii 
Mchell, Champlin & Co,, 
WHOLESALE <i R< >C’ERSf 
Nos. 175 A 177 Commercial Street, 
PORTLAND, MM. 
SPECIALTIES. 
Tobaccos, Teas, Molasses and 
Coffees. 
Coffees Roasted Daily with the Burns’ Patent Roaster. 
Wholesale Agents for 
Globe Mills Standard Spices- 
J. I. WATTS, Travoling Salesman 
ARABIAN 
OINTMENT 
CURES 
SCRATCHES 
AM) OTIIEU ILLS OF 
HORSE-FLESH! 
AND SORES ON ALL 
DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 
4»‘'VitiH-ss the* names of Gentlemen who testify 
to its extraordinary merits 
A. Ilayford, Esq., Ex-Mayor, Belfast, Me. 
Israel Cox, Gen’l Ins. Agent, 
Harrison Ilayford, Farme r, *• •• 
1*. M. Moody, Horse Trainer, 
S. .1. Dean, Crop, of Livery Stable, Rockland '* 
Eben W.Seavey, Hotel Keeper, Xo pert. 
Robert (i. Ames, I canister, *• 
J. \V. Black, Deputy Sheri if, •* 
d. 31. 11 :ilt* & Co., Stage l*rops.f Ellsworth, 
W. L. Cleaves, Drop of Liv. Stable Stockton, 
ANI) MANY oTIIliKS. 
Prepared By Um SAWRR.Pn'p. 
SEARSPORT, M K. 
RICHARD H. MOODY 
Druggist and Apothecary Ca«*iM*r»l Agent, 
tflo Bm.i a 31k 
1ST E W 
Lumber Yard 
2YE. Cooper, 
HEREBY informs his old customers and the public, that he has opened a 
NEW LUMBER YARD 
At the foot of Main Street, near the Railroad I )epnf, 
where he will keep constantly on hand Saw ed Timb- 
er of all dimension;, Dine, Hemlock and Spruce 
Boards, Shingles and Clapboards of all qualities. 
Larthes, Cement, Lime, Sand and Hair. 
M. R. COODER. 
Belfast, May 1, ls?<5. ti'44 
Something New 
DOTH ORNAMENTAL & USEFUL. 
G R A XIT E 
Iron Ware! 
(’ALL AND S E K I T 
A 1- 
WADLIN & MERRILL’S 
68 MAIN STREET. 
FIRST CLASS 
Horse Rake ! 
Semi for Circular. 
Agents Wanted. 
EKED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me. (Jen. Agt. 
GRANITE 
Iron Ware! 
FOR SALE AT 
A. D. FRENCH'S Stove Store. 
Room Papers 
-AND-— 
BORDERS 
VERY LOW AT 
J. C. THOMPSON & SON 
40 
Paints, Oils & Varnishes 
PURE LEAD AND OIL- 
J. N, MASURY & SONS Ready Made Colors for 
Tainting interior and exterior of Houses, Turns, 
Fene.es, &c. Call and see before purchasing else- 
E. J. MORISON & CO., 
52 Main St., Belfast, Me. 
39tf 
Geo. G. Wells 
AS just received a large and tine lot of 
CIG-ARS, 
Different brands, which he is selling for 
FIVE CENTS EACH! 
The same has been selling for ten. A good asort- 
nient of 
TOBACCO. 
A Fresh Stock of FRUIT and CONFECTIONERY, 
by every bout. All kinds CANNED HOODS and 
JELLIES, SARDINES, TICKLES, KETCH UTS; 
ull kinds DRIED FRUITS. Also, five This, our 
Country CIDER by the gullon or barrel for family 
use. 
GEO. G. WELLS, 
No. 13 Fhenlx Row. 
jrtTOiriinufii Yif ■vrjMr<TiMMeai— 
FIREWORKS 
The Hew Eng. Fire Wort Laboratory, 
C. E. MASTEN, Pyrotechnist, 
18 Hawley Street, Boston. Msss., 
Announce that their stock for the 
Centennial Celebrations of 
July 4th, 1876, 
is most extensive and complete. We have produced 
this season the best lot ol*goods we have ever manu- 
factured, and introduce this year new and elegant 
devices in l ire Works, made only at Our Laboratory, 
tog( ther with a large variety of Decorations, Flags, 
Laager ns, Fire Crackers, l'orpedos, and Illuminat 
ing Specialties, in*<>t appropriate lor this Anniver 
sarv. For Public Private Displays, no superior goods can be found. We guarantee satis 
faction to e\o rv purchaser and liberal prices. Com- 
mittees should apply imtm diatelv. Dive your order*. 
now, or write us w hat your proposed arrangements 
or wants are without delay; good selections can 
thus he made, plans perfected ami success assured 
for a brilliant celebration of this “Glorious Fourth.” 
Send for our Descriptive Catalogue and Price List. 
For Plivatj: Displays we put up Boxes of an as 
sort’d fire i forks, from $1.00 to $1UU.U0 in value, 
which are safely shipped any distance, C. O. D. Ad 
dress B. T. WELLS. Agent for X, K. Laboratory, 
4w4‘.» Is Hawley St. cor. Milk, Boston. 
1776 centennial1876 
Fourth of July 
FIREWORKS 
BAXFIFLD, FOURISTALL & ( <>., Manufuctur 
er.s’ Agents for standard and reliable 
FIRE WORKS, 
are now prepared t<> furnish everything in this line 
for public or private exhibitions. In addition to the 
articles gem-rally used, the. have a line eulleetiou ot 
FIKK WdUKS of large anbre and fine-t materials, 
for Public Lxhibition.' ami Private u> consisting ol 
new specialties never before exhibited, such as 
Meteor Rockets, Illuminated Bomb 
Shells, &c., &c. 
-ttcCCi’y and Tow a > omu.it ■< furnished at short 
notice and on liberal terms. 
in addition to the ubo\e, we nave flags, Bal- loons, and a large assortment ,.f verv Tiami-om. 
Lanterns, inr/inUiu/ s.i.rat m also 
♦ very other description of ( entennial Goods. Send 
for Circular and Price List. 
BANFIELD, FORRISTALL, & CO., 
26&28Federal& l27GonqressSts..Boston. 
FIRE WORKS 
Of every description at lowest prices. 
We manufacture our own goods and are bound by 
no eombinat ion. 
Displays for cities and towns furnished at -h.i t 
notice. 
Flags, Lanterns, Balloon-, Masks, &c 
Political clubs turni-ia d with Hags and Fir* 
Works. 
CELEBRATE THE CENTENNIAL. 
HYDE & CO. 
No. 52 Chauncy Street, BOSTON. 
.. 
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R H. EDDY 
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS 
Fur inventions, Trade Marks or Resigns. 
No. 76 State St., opposite Kilby St., Boston 
JX A 1T.B an extensive practice of upward* of :;■< XY. vear-,continue-to M-cui-'I’ateut* in tlo l nited 
State*; al-o itt Li rent Britain, Franc**, and other for 
eign count* ir-. I. uveat*. Specilications, A*>igu 
meats,and all pap- rs for Patents executed on reason 
able term-, with despatch, Beseurehe* made to de 
teriuine t he alidily and utility of Patent* t 1 m en 
tion*, and legal and other advice r» ndered in all 
matters touchingt!m -..me. Cop;. of the < hiim el 
any patent furnished by retaining one dollar. A- 
signmeiit* recorded in Wa-hingtou. 
A iyenry tn tin I nitiit Shifts j lossesses snperim 
fneilitits f>r obtaining /‘abuts w asccrtaiuiiiy th< 
patentability of inn nti<ais. 
All necessity of journey to Washington to pro 
cure a Patent, ami the usual great delay there, me 
her** saved inventors. 
TFSTIMONIAFS. 
“I regard Mr. F.ddy a* on- «»t tin* most capable and 
successful practitioners with whom I have had 
ticial intercourse II Al.’IJ s M \mi\, 
v om’s’r of Pat* nt-.“ 
“I have no 11 ♦ i! .* i? on in assuring inventor* tin. 
they ca 
worthy and more cap.iU*- of ( utting their appliea 
tions in a form to ,*•*. i-r*- for h< m an arl v and favor 
able cons idem tion ut t he Patent * Mb****. 
FI>Ml N I > BFUKI.Ia’t * •mr- r of Patent*.' 
“Mr. B. 11. i.D'n ina tm over 1 II IB |A 
applications for Patents, having been -ucc*--ful in 
almost very use. Mich tin mist aka hit* p root'of great 
tab-lit ami ability oil hi* part leads ruet-»r« «*omnieiid 
am. inventors to apply to him to proeure rlieir pa 
tents, a* they may be -un ot having the mod faith 
till attention bestowed upon their ca*- and at v ery 
reasonable charges. JOHN |.\<«(, A B I 
Boston. Jan 1 Imo. 
AT 
Belfast Hardware Store 
Before purchasing your good*. There vou will 
find Ceneral II A KDW A KF, PAINTS u|l,s 
an.l VA KMMIIa, NA11.S, <,|.A>S, and 
FARM FIPS constantly on hand and 
lor Huh* at FoW'FSf I’ll1< lS. Don't forget 
the place, AN'111-iU’S, No. 1 Phenix llow. 
April cu 1?ttU 
Sheriff's Sale. 
\\TAFDo S>. iaken on ex* cation and will In 
it sohl at public auction on Saturday, tin 
fifteenth day of.Inly D7o, at e o'clock in tin-after- 
noon, at the ollice «d (ieo. li. W allao in Belfast, in 
said county, all tin- right in e-pii|v which W illiam 
II. Churchill, of MontviHe, ha- or hail on the ;;h 
day <>f August, l>71. at one oYlock in t!ie aftern • .n, 
being the time of tin attachment of the -ame on tin- 
original writ in tills action, nde. m the follow nu 
described real estate, situated in Montvi v t.o wit 
Regaining at the >outhw. -t corner■ >» land f u merlx 
owned by the lute I dward Fdmuud’s home lot at a 
yellow birch tree, thence running ->mtherl) fort\ 
tour rods on the line of Robert < >.\t»m and L. onard 
Kdiiinnd’.- land to the land owned l.y Mam K llarri 
man, called his homestead lot: theme w. ter!\ on 
the northerly line of mid llarriinan’s homestead lot 
one hundred and sixtx eight rods to !t stake and 
stones; thence northerly on said Harriman land to 
land in possession of 1. S. Hatch, tlietice easterly 
on said Hatch and Fdmuud’s soutln rI\ line, one huii 
dred and sixty eight rods to the first mentioned 
bounds, containing fifty acres, more or less, Hie 
above described premises being subject to a mortgage 
given t>» 1’ollv .V Churchill of M >nt\ ill**, recorded iu 
Hook ICO, Page ‘J7•>, W aldo Courty Registry 
F. S. WAI.l.S, Deputy sherill Dated the 7th day of dune, ls7f>. ;;w.»o 
To tho People of Soarsport. 
-0- 
I II AVI) taken the Agency of the Rki.kast Mai; i*i.k Works, Clark & Fernald, Proprietors. l*er 
sons wishing to purchase Marble Work of any de 
seription can do so of me as cheap as they can buy 
any where in this State. 
A. T. Ql’IMBY. 
Searsport, Sept. lt». IS?5. till 
B. & M. L. R. R. CO. 
Notick is hf.rf.by ciyf.n to the stock holders in the Belfast .Sc Moosehead Fake Kail 
Koad Company, that the annual meeting will beheld 
it the Court House in Belfast, on Wednesday, duly 
*th, ls7d, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, to act upon lie following matters, viz 
Fikst. fo hear the Report of the Treasurer aiul Directors of said corporation. 
Skcond. To elect nine (l>) Directors lor the ensu 
ing year. 
Tniki). To transact any other business that may 
properly come before said meeting. 
Per order of Directors, 
JOHN IF QUIMBY, Clerk. 
Belfast, dune 8, 1876. lwli» 
GRANITE 
Iron Ware! 
FOR SALE AT 
D. FRENCH’S Stove Store. 
